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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
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Dissertation directed by: Gene Wise, Chairperson 
American Studies Department 

This work examines the Chicago School's contribution to 

sociological analysis using the life and works of one of its 

marginal figures, Frances R. Donovan. A "reflexive" approach 

to the history of sociology tu~ns the early Chicago School's 

study of "the other" upon itself. 

Frances Donovan, an English teacher in the Chicago 

Public Schools, wrote three studies of working women: The 

Woman Who Waits (1920); The Saleslady (1929) and The School 

Ma'am (1939). The Saleslady was part of The Chicago Soci

ology Series. Edited by Robert E. Park and Ernest Burgess, 

this series included The Hobo, The Ghetto and The Gold Coast 

and The Slum, among other publications now regarded as early 

classics in urban ethnography. These studies also are known 

for their middle class preoccupation with marginal "types" 

and deviant subcultures, as well as a neglect of studies on 

women. Therefore, Frances Donovan's own marginal status 

and unique research interests offer a different perspective 

on the Chicago School's treatment of other outsiders. 

Chapter One traces the development of the concept of 

marginality within the Chicago School from its founding in 



1892 until the la,te 1930 ' s, Georg Si,rrunel's ;r;-ole theory, 

specifically that of "the stranger," maverick personalities 

in the department and women ' s isolated status in academics 

are included as evidence. Chapter Two is a biographical 

sketch of Frances Donovan, drawing on unpublished manuscripts 

and contacts with those who knew her before her death in 1968. 

Given the dearth of information on early women in sociology, 

the life of Frances ,Donovan gives evidence of a kind of 

woman who worked independently with no credentials , network, 

or funding to do her research. Chapter Three places Donovan ' s 

studies in the context of other works of the Sociology Series . 

Finally, Chapter Four explores her unique methodology of 

"disguised" participant-observation. As a waitress, sales

woman and teacher -critic, Donovan raises an important ques

tion regarding the relationship between the observer and the 

observed in social science . Furthermore, Donovan ' s motiva

tions and personal rewards for doing her own brand of 

sociology are located in a larger participant-observation 

tradition including the anthropologists Ruth Benedict and 

Hortense Powdermaker. The studies of "muckrakers " of the 

~regressive period also provide a historical context for 

women ' s role-playing. Besides marginality , this last chapter 

emphasizes a second major theme of this inquiry: 

formative nature of the fieldwork experience . 

the trans-



PREFACE 

"Everywhere the old order is passing, but the new 
order has not yet arrived. Eve:rything is loose 
and free, but everything is problematic." 

Robert E. Park 
Introduction to The Gold Coast and the Slum 

,, 



Frances Donovan was a high school English teacher. She 

also was inspired by the Chicago School of Sociology to become 

a social investigator. Exploring this relationship, this 

study of the Chicago School places at the heart, rather than 

at the periphery, one of its marginal figures . 

Author of three little known works , The Woman Who Waits 

(1920), The Saleslady (1929) and The School Ma ' am (1939) , 

Donovan ' s only academic affiliation is with the University 

of Chicago Sociology Series under whose a uspices The Sales

lady was published. Frances Donovan ' s marginal status 

thereby grants a unique perspective on the Chicago School ' s 

own felt sense of marginality. Such an approach alters the 

conventional picture of the Chicagoans of the 1920- 40 period 

as middle class experts studying " the other. '' In its stead , 

a group of dynamic personalities and committed intellectuals 

emerges, as caught in the problems of cultural transition 

h Hd . M as t e eviant subcultures they studied . 

The Chicago School is known for its interest in life 

histories. One of its main tenets was that social structure 

and social problems must be grounded by relating them to 

individual lives. Using the Chicago tradition , Frances 

Donovan ' s life illustrates how culture is mediated through 

the individual . A consideration of Frances Donovan grounds 

the history of an academic movement, the history of women 
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in a crucial period , and the ways in which participant-obser

vation affect the participant-observer , in one woman ' s life 

and work. Generalizations about sociology and women ' s history 

are finally tested against individual experience. 

This inquiry takes as its starting point Frances 

Donovan ' s transition in a restaurant ' s dressing room in 1917. 

The " scene" is a literal moment of change: Donovan is shed

ding her staid and middle class identity for that o f a single, 

working class waitress. More generally , Donovan ' s change of 

clothes can stand for larger questions of cultural transition. 

1917 is also the advent of the " golden days " of Chicago 

sociology in which tensions between ethics and science will 

tug at the new professional? for decades to come . Profession

alization itself, especially in the social sciences, will pose 

the problem of who is qualified and given the authority to 

describe and analyze social reality . It is also a period in 

which lay contributors like Frances Donovan were welcomed, 

before their virtual exclusion from research in the late 

1930 ' s. 

The period that spanned Donovan ' s first two publications 

from 1917 to 1929 furthermore embodies the crisis of an 

American middle class forced to respond to the imposition of 

a large immigrant and urban population and new social mores 

epitomized by the " new woman ." The entrance of these marginal 

figures , signalled a social transformation of major propor-

tions. Frances Donovan, caught between disgust and admira-

tion for waitresses freed from middle class censure, reflected 



the ambiguity exemplified by the 1920's media approval of 

iconoclastic behavior coupled with a deep fear of an unhinged 

social order. 

In sum, my interests here are two fold: in the struc

ture of an academic department and how it functioned in 

relationship to its students and scientific goals, and in 

the unusual woman who worked with the department, but oper

ated independent of professional credentials or funding. 

The Chicago School of the 1920's was also unique in a number 

of ways. Not only was it the first sociology department 

in the country; it was in addition created as an institu

tion before it had intellectual content. Perhaps because 

its initial roots were in personalities and departmental 

structure before ideas were fully formed, it managed to 

establish a community of faculty, students and other pro

fessional groups that worked collectively, combining 

teaching research and publications. 

Frances Donovan is intriguing because she does not 

fall into conventional categories. She is not the brilliant 

sociologist whose greatness needs resurrecting. Neither is 

she a feminist whose political activities or ideology place 

her at the forefront of the history of women's rights. 

Furthermore, unlike other women with professional degrees 

in sociology, she held no alternative positions of "social 

housekeeping." Instead, Frances Donovan always worked alone. 

Her attitude toward women and work is at times inconsistent, 

yet it is in these inconsistencies that her life and work 
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are most revealina. 
J 

Chapter One of this inquiry provides a context for 

Frances Donovan ' s marginality , and also that of the Chicago 

School itself. Marginality is here conceptually credited 

to the German sociologist Georg Simmel, and his exploration 

of the character type he deemed "the stranger. " It is no 

accident that Albion Small, the first chairman of the 

sociology department, was the first American to translate 

Simmel; and that ten years later Robert Park (who would 

not know of the Chicago School for another fifteen years) 

Would work under Simmel and later call him "the greatest 

of all sociologists." Simmel, interested in the dialectic 

of self and society through the acquisition of social roles 

and in the determination of social reality based on inter

action, was the precursor of symbolic interactionism. 

Whereas chapter One places Frances Donovan's moment 

of transition into a broader social context , Chapter Two 

Provides a sharper biographical focus. Because virtually 

nothing has been published about Frances Donovan, her life 

has been reconstructed from the accounts of personal friends 

and colleagues, autobiographical fragments and unpublished 

Papers. 

Chapter Three is a comparative analysis of Donovan ' s 

three studies with those of her fellow Chicagoans of the 

period. By laying out the major characteristics of Chicago 

sociological theory, a major question emerges: How does a 
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marginal figure's work compare with that of her more main

stream colleagues? Having the license to avoid typical 

Professional and scientific restraints imposed on more 

credentialed investigators, Donovan can illuminate the 

deepest impulses of the Chicago School while also taking 

these impulses in new directions. For instance, Frances 

Donovan refashions the Chicagoans'metaphor of the urban 

frontier to fit working women. Also, Robert Park's thesis 

that occupational identity has a substantial effect on 

personality is uniquely applied by Donovan to three kinds 

of women'~ work. 

It is also emphasized in this chapter that the Chicago 

School anticipated the present interest in what anthropol

ogists call "emic" analysis by which actors define their 

own behavior and social worlds. Donovan takes the analysis 

a step further. Believing in first-hand observation, Frances 
Ol'le' of. 

Donovan becomes ~the women she studies, and describes herself 

in the process of observation. 

Taking the risk of "going native," Donovan clarifies 

the unique aspects of others' culture. By describing her 

own interaction with women, the small details of conversa

tion and public versus private work attitudes and values, 

Donovan documents the idea of "work culture" that is not 

Pursued until decades later by social historians and anthro

pologists. For instance, Frances Donovan describes condi

tions of work from the women worker's point of view. This 
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is the world of the insider, where formal rules are broken 

and alternative understandings of restaurant, sales and school

room behavior are embraced by those expected to conform to the 

rules others stipulate. 

Comparing Donovan's studies with others of the series 

too reveals her preoccupation with women's sexuality as 

defined by the workplace. Personally involved in the drama 

of heterosexual interaction as a waitress and saleswoman , 

Donovan's studies make clear what the anthropologists James 

P. Spradley and Brenda Mann discover fifty years later in 

their ethnography of a cocktail lounge. 1 Studying the 

dynamics of men and women at work together is crucial for 

Understanding gender relationships. The historian Robert 

Smuts has said that "The question of women's employment 

involves two subjects which lie near the center of human 

emotions: work and the relationship between men and women."2 

Frances Donovan works in this interaction. 

In addition, Donovan penetrates a stereotype of women 

Presented in sociological literature that prevailed for 

decades after her publications--that of invisibility. In 

the mid-1970's feminist sociologists could still say that 

the conceptual currency of women in sociology--the transla

tion of their life into symbol--continued to be cast in 

expre ssive, nurturant roles. "Public, official and visible 

spheres"--occupied exclusively by males--were considered 

the only worthy focus for a study of social behavior. By 
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rendering the lives of waitresses, saleswomen and teachers 

dramatic, Frances Donovan renders them visible. 

Finally, Chapter Four discusses Donovan's fieldwork and 

Others' fieldwork in terms of its personal function and 

transformative effects. Donovan's intimate relationship 

to her subjects and her use of the first person force a 

consideration of the process of research and its impact on 

the researcher that often has been ignored in the past. 

Murray Murphey, a well-known spokesperson for the 

American Studies movement, has insisted that "the substan

tive frontier for American Studies in the l980's lies in 

the ethnographic reconstruction of past and present groups."3 

This study of Frances Donovan and the Chicago School provides 

such a reconstruction in the attempt to fulfill the promise 

implied by such an agenda. Furthermore, given the new 

attention paid reflexiveness in ethnography, 4 this inquiry 

is additional evidence that a study of others, is indeed a 

study of self. 



NOTES 

1James P. Spradley and Brenda Mann, The Cocktail 
Waitress: Woman's Work In A Man's World (New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975-Y-:- - -

2Robert w. Smuts, Women and Nork In America (1959; rpt. 
New York: Schocken Books, 1971) ,~111. 

3Murray Murphey, American St~dies Symposium, 1980. 

4 See John L. 
Reflexive Culture 
Culture Studies. 

Caughey, "Ethnography, Introspection and 
Studies," Prospects : An Annual of American 
VII, 1982. 



"No sociological study that does not come back to the 
problems of biography, of history and of their inter
sections within a society has completed its intellectual 

journey." 
c. Wright Mills 
The Sociological Imagination (p. 6) 
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I. "MARGINALITY AND METHOD: FRANCES DONOVAN AND THE 
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF SOCIOLOGY" 

"Wherever there are cultural transition and 
cultural conflicts there are marginal perso
nalities." 

Robert E. Park, Introduction to 
The Marginal Man by Everett v. 
Stonequist 
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One day in 19D a tall and heavy set woman dressed in 

her "oldest and shabbiest black suit" walked into a restaurant 

on the Chicago Loop, and asked for a job. What indeed was an 

ordinary occurrence on the Loop was not so for Frances Donovan. 

Thirty-seven years old, middle class and the wife of an invalid 

architect who was soon to die, Frances Donovan was about to 

enter another world. Disguised as a single woman named Fanny, 

she was entering a working class environment where women "slung 

hash" and engaged in "sexual candor." Thus began a life-long 

career of sociological fieldwork. As a participant- observer, 

Frances Donovan was about to study waitresses for what would 

be her first publication, entitled The Woman Who Waits (1920). 

From the first pages of The Woman Who Waits, the reader 

is made aware of how shocking such a journey into another 

world was for Frances Donovan: "I started to enter, draw 

back, hesitated, tried to think clearly, but the din of the 

street interfered. I made another attempt. With my heart 

beating so fast that it nearly choked me, I pushed myself 

through the swinging door .... "1 Minutes later, having 

been given a job, "Fanny" slipped out of her somber clothes 

into a waitress' uniform. In the intimacy of a dressing 

room, she was greeted warmly by women who called her "dearie, 

Girlie, kid and kiddo." Overhearing tales of last night ' s 

sexual exploits, complaints against unfaithful lovers and 

rude jokes made Frances Donovan, former teacher and dignified 

lady of small town Montana, "feel like fainting. " 

Frances Donovan's study, initially done out of simple 

curiosity, quickly became a journey of self-discovery as well: 
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"I had no idea of what I should discover. I did not imagine 

that I was entering a new world and that I should return with 

a knowledge of life new and strange to me. 112 Donovan's know

ledge then was of a professional and personal kind. She 

learned about poverty, economic survival and sexual freedom 

as a social investigator--and as a woman. As a social ·investi

gator and woman she would be changed forevermore. 

Frances Donovan's second immersion into another social 

world would come nearly ten years later. Again, as a dis

guised participant-observer, she became a saleswoman by 

spending two summer vacations working in New York City 

department stores. Once more Donovan made clear that her 

investigation of other women's lives was both private and 

public. Enamoured of a life she thought exciting (in contrast 

to her own profession of teaching), Donovan painted a perhaps 

rosy picture of life behind a counter. The Saleslady (1929), 

was published as part of the prestigious University of Chicago 

Sociological series, thus rendering Donovan's private quest 

a sociological excursion into alternative female experiences. 

As an author of this series, Donovan established an affilia

tion with the first and what was then clearly the foremost 

sociology department in America. Finally, '.!'.he 9chool Ma'am 

(1939), written another decade later, is a reflexive critique of 

Donovan's own profession. Although not part of the Series, 

its acknowledgements indicate Donovan's on-going relationship 

with the department. 

Taken together, Donovan's three books form a remarkable 

trilogy, tracing her steps from being a conventional middle 
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class female to a member of the "sexual vanguard", to an 

'emancipated worker", and final ly to "gadfly" of the teaching 

profession. Unfortunately, this trilogy has been largely 

ignored, drawing the attention of only an occasional scholar 

interested in idiosyncratic commentaries on women's work. 3 

Furthermore, little info~mation is available about Frances 

Donovan. 4 While she is mentioned in American Women: The 

Standard Biographical Dictionary of Notable Women, her only 

professional affiliation cited there is with Calumet High 

School in Chicago. Besides a formal undergraduate degree 

in English from the University of Chicago in 1918, there is 

no official record of her presence in the sociology depart

ment. Neither does a history or critique of the Chicago 

5 School refer to her, or her work. This inquiry therefore is 

intended in part to resurrect the forgotten figure of Frances 

Donovan. It does so on two levels: (1) Donovan's participant

observation experiences are seen as a personal journey that 

resulted in a changed consciousness, and (2) ·her un i que status 

and work in sociology are offered up as a fresh perspective 

from which to view the founding days of American sociology 

at Chicago. 

Frances Donovan became the subject of this inquiry because 

she straddled two worlds. She was an uncredentialed sociol-

ogist and a teacher who criticized her own profession. Her 

marginal status then raises important issues having to do 

with women's personal and professional expectations; the 

professionalization of the social sciences; the mission of 

early twentieth century sociology; and the relationship of a 

marginal figure--and marginality in general--to the Chicago School. 
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Placing Donovan's ma!ginality at the heart, rather than 

at the periphery, of the Chicago School brings the School 

into a new focus. Too often critics have dismissed the 

Chicagoans as bourgeois Protestant reformers titillated by 

non-middle class behavior they termed deviant. Such a sim

plistic dismissal of the Chicagoans' motivations makes it 

difficult to appreciate the degree of empathy they felt 

toward their subjects as well as the strides they made toward 

Understanding other cultures in their own terms. Focusing on 

Frances Donovan and her very obvious identification with her 

subject matter, therefore, highlights those aspects of the 

Chicago School that fostered an appreciation of marginality 

in "the other"--as well as themselves. 

Beginning with Frances Donovan's encouragement and 

acceptance asa non-credentialed figure within the department 

allows us to explore the marginal impulse within the Chicago 

School in general. The impulse runs wider and deeper than 

the School's relationship to Frances Donovan. But, as this 

inquiry argues, the impulse may be better understood through 

her and her work. For example, it is valuable to compare 

Donovan's studies with others of the Chicago Sociological 

Series. In so doing the breadth and flexibility of Chicago 

theory can be seen in the context of the work of a Chicagoan 

Who was not bound by the same structures of professional 

status and recognition as other teachers in a university 

setting at the time • Furthermore, by looking at Donovan, s studies 

and other's studies of hobos, hotel drifters or gangs in 

terms of the transformative potential possible for the author 
I 

we consider motivations of the early Chicagoans that have been 
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ignored. 

Before discussing Frances Donovan's marginality in 

particular, it is first necessary to understand how integral 

the general concept of marginality was to the earliest form

ulations of sociological theory and philosophy at Chicago. 

* * * * * 

An actual sociological definition for marginality orig

inated with Robert E. Park and was later expanded by Park's 

former student, Everett Stonequist, in his 1937 study, The 

Marginal Man. 6 In an introduction to Stonequist's work, 

Robert Park described the social and psychological dilemma 

of those destined to live on the edge of two cultures. He used 

the example of the mulatto and the Jew seeking assimilation 

to illustrate the personality type that he claimed was 

peculiarly characteristic of the modern world. Park asserted 

that the marginal person represented a "broadsweeping sense 

of the interpenetration of peoples and a fusion of cultures. 117 

He was "one whom fate had condemned to live in two societies 

and in two, not merely different, but antagonistic cul-

tures. .,8 If condemned to live in two worlds he was 

also in a position as straddler to see more than those who 

live wholly encapsulated in a single world: "He is the 

cosmopolitan and the stranger ... the individual with the 

wider horizon, the keener intelligence, and the more detached 

and rational viewpoint. 119 There is no need to confirm or 

refute the validity of a theory that people, by virtue of 

occupying a certain social status, have a special vision, or 
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critical distance. The point here is that within the Chicago 

School there was a philosophical inclination toward recog

nizing and appreciating marginality in others and themselves. 

According to Stonequist, this special consciousness of 

the "marginal man" came from the individual's conception of 

lf 1 . 1 d lO Cl 1 se t1at was to a great extent a socia pro uct. ear y 

influenced by the social psychology of John Dewey and W. I. 

Thomas, Stonequist reflected one intellectual camp of the 

Chicago School which held that personality, while to some 

degree innate, "achieves its final form under the influence 

of the individual's conception of himself--which is deter

mined by the role fate assigns to him and opinions, attitudes-

in short, upon his social status. 1111 Using only the "racial 

hybrid" and the "cultural hybrid" (the denationalized 

European, the second generation immigrant), Stonequist 

elaborated on the crisis that caused this kind of "double 

consciousness. 1112 It was the marginal "man" who found him-

self the crucible of cultural fusion; and who as insider/ 

outsider became the astute critic of the dominant culture. 

Within the Chicago department there existed just such 

cultural and racial hybrids as Stonequist described. There 

were the intellectual rebels, Albion Small and W. I. Thomas, 

and later, the middle class Negroes like E. Franklin Frazier 

and Charles Johnson. There was also the former hobo, Nels 

.Anderson and the high school teacher Frances Donovan. 

These persons, as well as others of the first and second 

generation of Chicagoans, had reason to see themselves--by 

1 
I 
I 
I 



culture and by choice--as living in two worlds. Whether 

straddling fences of color, class , intellectual traditions 

or sex roles , many Chicagoans at least had the potential 

for a special vantage point from which to view cultural 

conditioning. 

How self-con scious the Chicagoans were about their own 

marginality is another question . I contend that their 

introspectiveness existed on the first of two levels. As 

this inquiry will argue , certain Chicagoans made a connec

tion between their own social role of marginality and that 

of the group they studied. For instance, a Jewish graduate 

student would study the ghetto and a Black man, the Negro 

family. However, their reflexiveness did not in general 

extend to their articulation of their personal role in the 

research. With the exception of Nels Anderson and Frances 

Donovan (the two most fringe figures of the Chicagoans 

studied here), no introspective statements on research 

experiences existed inside or outside Chicagoans ' texts. In 

other words the early Chicagoans made use of what c. Wright 

Mills called the "sociological imagination" - -but only to a 

limited degree. The sociological imagination was Mills ' 

term for the social critic ' s ideal consciousness that would 

make connections between personal and public issues.13 As 

the following chapters make clear , the connection the Chi

cagoans frequently made between personal and public issues 

was subtle--so subtle that a knowledge of the social investi

gator's background is necessary to establish a link between 

7 
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him/herself and the cultural group chosen for study. 

Taking c. W. Mills' sociological imagination farther, 

requires an introspective analysis--and an integration of 

that analysis with the text--that is still rare in the social 

sciences today. Thus Frances Donovan ' s " impressionistic " 

inclusion of herself in her studies is actually one form 

(albeit limited) of the reflexiveness some contemporary 

sociologists and anthropologists now call for. 

Finally, it is important to stress any personal con nec

tion between the Chicagoans and their material because of 

past criticism that the famous Chicago Studies of the 1920 ' s 

14 and 1930's were always a study of "the other . " As a con-

sideration of the Chicagoans in terms of Frances Donovan ' s 

work reveals, the Chicago studies were also a study of self 

--implicitly as well as explicitly . 

* * * * * 

Having provided a sociological definition of marginality 

used by Frances Donovan ' s ger.eration of Chicagoans , it is 

essential to return to the founding days of the department 

to establish its marginal rocts that existed there in 

inchoate form. 

Al bion Small, under the direction of President William 

Rainey Harper, created the first American department of 

sociology in 1892, the same year as the University of 

Chicago's founding. With the aid of Rockefeller funds, 

Harper had as a mission the near-instant creation of a uni ver-



sity that would soon become the Harvard of the Midwest. 

Through a quick infusion of money, rather than a slow 

process of evolution, President Harper attracted to this 

new institution renowned scholars in every discipline, and 

subsequently a notable reputation that other universities 

would take generations to acquire. 

From the outset, the sociology department contended 

with the warring impulses of moral reform and new social 

science theory that prevailed in academe from the l890's 

through the mid 1930's.
15 

Albion Small himself embodied 

these contradictions. President Harper recruited Small 

from his presidency at Colby College in Maine. Small was a 

full-fledged son of the Social Gospel, with a clergyman for 

a father and three years of seminary behind him before he 

9 

took a PhD. in constitutional History at Johns Hopkins University 

1889. Noting that Johns Hopkins was known for its radical 

historians, one critic claims that Small's degree was actu-

ally in "welfare economics" and that this academic experi-

ence forged his vision for a moral science that would help 

16 
redistribute American wealth and power. Small's activ-

ities as a lecturer on the Chautauqua circuit further 

solidified his theories on a need for scientifically minded 

reformers who could serve as: a corrective to the do-gooders 

who operated on "false beliefs and social shibboleths."17 

As Thomas Haskell makes clear in The Emergence~ Profes

sional social science (1977), men like Albion Small were 

part of the nineteenth century intellectual movement that 
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that was exchanging "natural" explanations of human behavior 

for environmental explanations, based on causal relation

ships in the social order. 18 As head of the Chicago Sociol

ogy department, Small sought to carry out his goal of 

creating a discipline that could base reform on knowledge 

of the social process. 

Albion Small's concept of sociology was set up as a 

counter to two worlds--one of dry intellectual abstraction, 

and the other of emotional religious zeal. Small's ideas 

were characteristic of the late nineteenth century phil

osophical shift, later termed "the revolt against formal

ism.1119 To many a narrow application of social science 

theory had resulted in the unrestrained capitalism of Adam 

Smith's classical economics and the inhumaneness of 

Spencerian natural laws of survival. Like other intellec

tuals of the 1890's, Small became convinced that ''logic, 

abstraction deduction, mathematics and mechanics were 

inadequate to social research and incapable of containing 

the rich, living current of social life. 1120 

Small's major intellectual legacy to the Chicago School 

was his attempt at synthesizing science and ethics, as well 

as attempting to merge the richness of experience and obser

vation with the detachment of scientific theory. Some 

critics have claimed that such a mission was always a 

contradiction in terms, and that "detached science" was not 

possible in a struggle against social injustice. As Everett 

Stonequist said of his marginal type more than thirty years 
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later, living in two different worlds leads to an uneasy 

truce with either one. Small's first faculty embodied this 

uneasiness. Charles Henderson, as the first hired, was a 

former minister who had interests primarily in applied 

h . · ' 21 S 11 uman1tar1an1sm; ma soon brought in George E. 

Vincent, a son of Chautauqua's founder, who made pleas for 

a philosophy of general education. In 1893 William I. 

Thomas came on board. He proved to be by far the most 

brilliant and influential member of the department who had 

interests in philosophy, social psychology and social reform. 

w. I. Thomas embodied the maverick impulses of the 

department. Having acquired an interest in sociology while 

teaching English at Oberlin College in Ohio, Thomas arrived 

at Chicago at the age of thirty-seven ready to earn a doctor

ate in this new field. With extensive graduate work in 

Philosophy and Literature from Germany, Thomas joined other 

American and European colleagues who saw themselves as 

interdisciplinarians. To them sociology was a holistic 

approach to ideas that could incorporate their wide-ranging 

intellectual interests and their desire to understand social 

structure and solve social problems.
22 

Frances Donovan began her affiliation with the Chicago 

Sociology Department in 1916, and took at least one course 

with Thomas before his departure. Her first book, The Woman 

Who waits, suggests the influence of his early (and later 

abandoned) theories on human instinct. It is likely that 

Thomas' personality and social views made an equally s t rong 



impression on her. Thomas was renowned for his arresting 

charm and dynamism. He was also a controversial supporter 
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of women Is suffrage and a colorful Libertine. . . 

1 2 

Frances Donovan also could have learned from the maver

ick Thomas that ideas were not the exclusive possession of 

scholars or universities. Thomas himself was wed to the 

world of action as well as the one of ideas. He maintained 

close connections with Jane Addams' Hull House and spent 

many a social evening there, dining and lecturing.
24 

Cer

tainly his publications, especially Sex and Society (1907), 

indicate his concern with contemporary problems, like racism 

and the status of women. Called an early feminist tract by 

25 some, Sex and Society offers a rare anthropological and 

historical explanation of how women have been oppressed. 

One essay included in this collection, "The Adventitious 

Character of Woman", is prophetic of a position that femin

ists would not articulate for decades. Thomas referred to 

women as "adventitious" (meaning cut off or disconnected), 

" . . because they have no powerful role to play 1n society. 

" " " Woman, he claimed, exists in the white man's world of 

practical and scientific activity, but is excluded from full 

participation." 26 Denied direct political and economic 

power, women, according to Thomas, were marginal to society. 

Thomas did not successfully negate all arguments in regard 

to women's innate and inferior differences. Yet, he was an 

early critic of those who stressed biological destiny and 

provided evidence that women's emotional states to a great 



extent were linked closely to social limits on personal 

growth. 27 

l 3 

If Frances Donovan was exposed to incipient feminist 

ideas in the department, she was also witness to the depart

ment's most intense years of formulating a new scholarly 

discipline. Sociology's state of theoretical flux and its 

lack of definition was its greatest virtue, as well as its 

major vulnerability. Adhering to no strict paradigm, the 

Chicago sociology department gathered into its fold powerful 

and idiosyncratic personalities who in turn brought with 

them a wide-ranging set of interests. As early as 1908, 

Albion Small, in a letter to a colleague, expressed his 

frustration at the academic corrununity's perception of soci

ology as too vague: "The obstacle which specialists of my 

sort encounter is the inveterate opinion that sociology is 

~rely a convenient label for left-overs within the ran~ 

Q_f human knowledge which cannot be classified under any 

Other head. 1128 This "convenient label" of marginality to 

some meant left-over ideas--those left outside the narrow 

yet respectable boundaries of philosophy, political science 

and economics--entertained by left-over people. However, 

to others within the discipline marginality meant the liberty 

to open up new areas of inquiry, to work at the crossroads 

of different disciplines--in short, the license to avoid 

limited intellectual boundaries that eventual professional

ization of the social sciences would necessitate. 

When Frances Donovan entered sociology at Chicago in 
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1916, it was an interdisciplinary field. While studying 

socio-economic structure with Albion Small, she also could 

have been learning about social psychology under w. r. 

Thomas, who had been influenced by John Dewey, William James 

and George Herbert Mead. Like other students in the depart

ment, Frances Donovan was encouraged to take courses outside 

sociology to enrich her perspective on human beings in 

society. For example, sociology and anthropology were 

always closely intertwined at Chicago in the 1920's. In 

fact the department itself was called 'Bociology and Anthro

pology11until anthropology broke away to form its own 

department under Fay cooper Cole in 1929. Furthermore, w. r. 

Thomas closely paralleled the anthropologist Franz Boas in 

his attempts to do away with social theories based on 

normative structures wrought of theoretical speculation. 

The cultural explanations that replaced them, according to 

Thomas and Boas, were to be based on first-hand observation 

and an exploration of other social worlds from the subject ' s 

point of view. Thomas, in fact, claimed on occasion that he 

really saw himself as an anthropologist. Taking his model 

from the field work experiences of the Hull House women whom 

he knew very well (experiences which preceded those of Boas' 

first American trained anthropologists by two decades), 

Thomas did indeed perceive himself and Chicago graduate 

students as pioneer ethnographers. 

An interest in "left-over" knowledge resulted in an 

interdisciplinary spirit at Chicago that was crucial to the 
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kind of student and quality of scholarship that the depart

ment produced. However, just as important a factor in the 

department's distinctiveness were its "left-over" person

alities--those who could not reside comfortably in more 

traditional disciplines. Some biographical information 

therefore seems appropriate to further elucidate the mar

ginal context in which, and out of which, Donovan and her 

colleagues produced their groundbreaking studies, such as 

~ Hobo, The Ghetto, The Pilgrims of Russian Town and The 

Gold Coast and the Slum. - --- -- -- --
As noted earlier, much past criticism of the Chicago 

School has ignored the Chicagoans' personal relationship to 

their work and the possibility that they saw themselves as 

marginal types. Too often they have been dismissed as 

bourgeois reformers who imposed small town or "Gemeinshaft" 

values on a new urban "Gesellschaft" world. 29 By exploring 

the non-traditional aspects of Chicago personalities, r 

suggest that the earliest sociologists were operating with 

a "distance from their own normative structures" that con-

30 
temporary sociologists say is necessary. This ideal 

distance is also called "professionalized marginality." 

* * * * * 

When Frances Donovan took a course from W. I. Thomas in 

1917, his intellectual energy was at its peak. He was just 

completing his classic study, The Polish Peasant In Europe and -
America, and his relationship with Robert Park, a colleague whom he 
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had recruited himself in 1914, was at its most productive 

and satisfying stage. When Thomas was forced to leave the 

University of Chicago in 1919, it was a great loss to the 

sociology department, as well as to individual students like 

Frances Donovan. The full dimension of the scandal which 

resulted in Thomas' resignation seems permanently obscured 

in the historical record. A certain fact was that Thomas 

was arrested by the F.B.I. one night in a hotel room in 

1919 for violation of the Mann Act. The discovery of Thomas 

in bed with a married woman under age, was the last straw 

for the University of Chicago. This was not the first time 

he had shocked the sensibilities of his colleagues, given 

his controversial politics and life-style. It was, however 

the worst time, and it proved to be the last time. Thomas 

had no recourse but to offer his resignation. No doubt the 

sociology department shared his humiliation and sadness. 

Although there is some intimation of entrapment by political 

enemies of Thomas' wife, the result was that he never again 

held a permanent post in a sociol~gy department. Thomas 

seems to have paid dearly for his maverick status. 

At this point, Robert Park became the main figure of 

I h' f 31 the department, and Frances Donovan s c ie mentor. 

I 

Actually, Park's life, too, was a testament to non-conformity 

and a thirst for new experiences. Where Thomas had begun a 

PhD at thirty-seven, Park went back to Harvard for an M.A. 

in Philosophy at the age of thirty-four. For the eleven 

Previous years Park had been a muckraking journalist in 
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in Minneapolis and New York City, immersing himself in the 

human drama of street life that would fascinate him forever. 

At Harvard in 1897-99, he was fortunate enough to work under 

the philosophers William James, Josiah Royce and George 

Santayana. An insatiable reader and inveterate scholar, Park 

then spent the next seven years in Europe, where he received 

a PhD in Philosophy at Heidelberg in 1903. 

Infused with the spirit of urban life, Park had gone 

back to graduate school with little patience for mere arm

chair speculation. Throughout his career, he would emphasize 

the value of experiential learning. His early attraction to 

the empiricism of William James was understandable. Park's 

biographer and colleague Winifred Rauschenbush, describes 

him as a man who revered individual experience above all. 

Describing William James in a letter to a friend, Park was 

" really describing himself as well: the universe was not for 

him a closed system ... every individual man, having his 

own peculiar experience, had some insight into the world 

that no other mind could have. The real world was the exper

ience of actual men and women and not the abbreviated and 

11 k II 32 shorthand description of it we ca now ledge. . . • 

Years later, at the University of Chicago, Park's own 

passion for people and ideas grounded in experience would 

lead to his insistence that students, including Frances 

Donovan, make these same connections between theory and 

observed events. According to Park himself, one European 

thinker directly influenced his social theory and his 
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perception of what sociology should be about. Although Park 

had worked with Windelband and Knopp at Strassburg, it was 

Georg Simrnel at Berlin who provided "the fundamental point 

of view" for his doctoral dissertation, Masse und Publikum 

(The Crowd and The Public) . 33 Simmel ' s writings also con

firmed for Park his belief in the connection between the 

journalist ' s "stuff of life " and a philosopher ' s high levels 

of abstraction. 34 In fact, Park goes so far as to say that 

it was from Simrnel alone that he received "any systematic 

instruction in sociology. 1135 

Given the importance Park placed on Georg Simrnel's 

influence, it may be useful to look more closely at Simrnel's 

life and work. By doing so, we learn that Simrnel (1858-1919) 

reveals the kind of personality and philosophy that I claim 

is a case exemplar for the Chicago School experience: non

conformity and critical distance. According to the historian 

of sociology, Lewis Coser, no one who reads Robert Park ' s 

work can overlook Simrnel ' s profound impact: 

The one semester he spent in Simrnel ' s class
room was probably the most important academic 
semester in his life. Park's general approach 
to society as a system of interactions, and 
his more specific ideas such as those on social 
conflict, the marginal man, the characteristics 
of urban dwellers, and social distance, were 
all stimulated by Simrnei.36 

Although not as familiar to Americans as, say, Karl 

Marx , or Emile Durkheim or Max Weber, Georg Simrnel neverthe

less is associated with these brilliant social critics who 

made vital contributions to western thought. For instance, 
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Simmel is credited with doing the first work on role theory. 

His late nineteenth century writings indicate his thesis 

that social reality was an individually and culturally 

defined construct, and that social roles were numerous, 

acquired, and very influential in determining one's per

ception of social reality. Simmel's areas of interest and 

subsequent theories are complex and wide-ranging. For the 

purposes of this discussion, however, we need only deal with 

Simmel's scheme of character types, most particularly, that 

of "the stranger." 

It is simmel's theory on the stranger that lies at the 

heart of the second generation of Chicagoans' concern for 

marginality in others, and themselves. Informing Simmel's 

thought is a sensitivity to a dialectic of ongoing tensions 

· t 37 s· 1 between the individual and socie Y· 1mme saw man in a 

dual relation to his world;althoughbY socialization he was 

incorporated within it, he also stood against it, for the 
I 

social web which drew him/her in,also threatened his/her 

autonomy. Himself a Jew, Simmel used the Jew as an archetype 

for the stranger who embodies both these tensions. Histor

ically denied "ownership of the soil" in many European 

cities, the Jew nevertheless was a vital social and economic 

contributor to the community. For Simmel, then, the Jew 

symbolically (and literally) occupied two worlds: one of 

quasi-assimilation outside the walls of the ghetto, and 

separateness within those walls. As a result, Simmel claimed 

that this "synthesis of nearness and remoteness" allows a 
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special insight into the functioning of culture. 

Like his American student, Robert Park, Georg simmel 

was a charismatic figure who served as a model for his own 

character type of the stranger. Although he was at the 

center of Berlin intellectual life in the 1890 ' s and co

founder with Max Weber and Ferdinand Tonnnfes of the German 

Society for Sociology, simmel ' s life was marked by contro

versy and anything but acceptance. Park no doubt was 

enthralled by this popular figure who was a "virtuoso on the 

platform." simmel ' s academic status, however, was a tenuous 

one. When Park attended his lectures in 1900, S i mmel was 

renowned throughout Europe for his publications and public 

speaking. He was then forty-one and a "privat dozent " at 

the University of Berlin--an unpaid lecturer totally reliant 

on student fees. Due to what Lewis Coser claims was anti

semitism and simmel's "refusal to specialize in any of the 

fields that claimed his interest and attention, " Simmel was 

. 38 
never . given a professorship. 

Descriptions of simmel ' s maverick nature and intellec -

tual eclecticism make it easy to understand how Robert Park 

could have been drawn to a personality so much like himself. 

But the breadth of simmel ' s knowle~ge and interests, together 

with his stubborn refusal to be restricted to the existing 

disciplinary boundaries, rankled more conventional spirits 

in the academic community. He was also a brilliant lecturer 

who moved effortlessly from topic to topic: 
"H ow could one 

deal," his critics asked, "with a man who in one semester 
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would offer a profound course on Kantian epistemology and, 

in the next, publish essays on the sociology of smell, on 

the sociology of the meal, or on the sociology of coquetry 

and fashions?" 39 Condemned as a popularizer in the 1890's I 

Simmel's worst crime was filling his lecture halls with 

students from various disciplines, artists, journalists and 

tourists. Park would later call Simmel "the greatest of all 

sociologists." 

Possessing the same kind of eclectic mind, Robert Park 

also urged close ties between the university department and 

the lay community of Chicago. The sociologists Everett and 

Helen Hughes, for instance, speak wistfully of the 1920's 

department that welcomed people like Frances Donovan to take 

courses and participate in a sociological mission of inter

preting an urban world to the wider public.
4° Furthermore, 

Park's interest in the theory of "the stranger/ like Simmel's, 

was directly connected to his own life experiences. It is 

important to understand these experiences because their 

e ffect on Park, in turn, affected the philosophy and structure 

of the 1920's sociology department. 

If simmel's ideas on nearness and remoteness had their 

origins in his Jewishness, park's concept of the stranger 

was doubtless forged by his experience with another "near and 

remote personality of culture": the American Negro. Ten 

years after returning from Germany with his PhD in Philosophy, 

Park was still searching for a professional commitment. At 

forty he had a published dissertation and years of part-time 
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teaching behind him. Between Thomas and Park who changed 

careers at mid-life (and thereafter did their most important 

work in a new field), it is not surprising that Frances 

Donovan could have been welcomed into sociology in her mid

thirties. In 1905 Robert Park was finally given the oppor

tunity to make a serious commitment. Doing work for the 

Congo Reform Association, he came to know Booker T. Washing

ton, then at the height of his fame and influence. Wash

ington soon offered Park a position as his press agent and 

general assistant. This collaboration would last for the 

next seven years. 

Traveling extensively in the rural south, and aiding 

Booker T. Washington in his research and policy formulation 
. ' 

Park felt that he was neither doing "irrelevant" work nor 

the _"genteel reform activity" that he despised. 41 From his 

own accounts, he spent almost all his time among upper-class, 

light-skinned blacks. As a Tuskegee representative and 

indeed the only white man on Washington ' s staff, Park was 

privy to a world his own race knew nearly nothing of: 

"Booker T. Washington gave me an opportunity such as no one 

else ever had, ram sure, to get acquainted with the actual 

and intimate life of the Negro in the South ... I became, 

42 for all intents and purposes, a Negro· myself. . . . 

Park's first experience as a participant-observer, play

ing a marginal role, could not have been more intense or 

dramatic. He learned first-hand that the color line was at the 

same time a sharp ,division of cultural experiences, and an amorphous 
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perception whose reality lay only in the eyes of the beholder. 

On more than one occasion Park was mistaken for a black man, 

simply because he traveled with black men. Such an exper

ience no doubt influenced Park years later when he stressed 

to sociology students like Frances Donovan that the closer 

one observed another social world, the deeper one's under 

standing of it. Speaking retrospectively of his years at 

Tuskegee with Washington, he said: "It was as a student 

participating in a great enterprise but sufficiently detached 

to see it in more general social and sociological signifi-
43 

cance that I looked at the Negro, and the South .. 

In summary, there are elements of marginality within the 

Chicago tradition that provide a useful context in which to 

study Frances Donovan's marginality: the first generation's 

ambivalence toward social reform versus social science; a new 

discipline's unformed boundaries; and Thomas' and Park's 

insistence on straddling both worlds of abstract ideas and 

practical experience. 

Frances Donovan's marginality was not limited to its 

origins within the Chicago School. For instance, broader 

aspects of marginality that not only could have drawn Donovan 

in, but also kept her outside the department, might be con

sidered. For instance restriction on women's participation 

in higher education was one factor that could have prevented 

her from obtaining a formal graduate degree in sociology. 

We should then ask, what was the climate for women at Chicago 

in the 1920's? If certain men--by choice--lived on the edge 
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in "nearness and remoteness," what elements of marginality 

were imposed on Donovan because she was a woman? 

* * * * * 

The preceding section has been an attempt to place the 

Chicago School including Frances Donovan within an academic 

philosophical and biographical framework of marginality. 

However, there is another tradition of marginality that has 

as much, if not more, bearing on Donovan's work, namely 

' 

women's general social status as outsider. The first section 

tipped the conventional picture of "middle class" Chicagoans to 

see their own relationship to marginality. Now, taking the 

category of gender as an index of marginality, three issues 

emerge : 1) women's role in the Chicago sociology department, 

2) social science attitudes toward women, and 3) the treat

ment of women in sociological literature. 

Only within the last ten years has there been a sub

stantial feminist challenge to the role of objectivity in 

the social sciences. veteran sociologists like Jessie 

Bernard and Helen MacGill Hughes who earned their PhD's in 

the 1920's recently have reassessed their life long relation

. ' l' 44 Al ships to a largely male discip ine. so younger feminist 

sociologists such as Pauline Bart and Alice Rossi have 

" attempted a revision of what they term male paradigms of 

social structure." rt is therefore important and enlightening 

to place Frances Donovan within a women's academic world of 

the 1920's which was indeed marginal. The history of the 
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roles women have played in the social sciences is only now 

being written. Donovan, as an isolated figure working out

side even traditional female networks , provides information 

that deepens our understanding of women ' s experience in 

early sociology . 

An eyewitness to the 1920's period in the department 

was Helen MacGill Hughes . With her husband Everett she was 

a graduate student in the late 1920 ' s. Helen Hughes claims 

that there was no overt discrimination: women were encour

aged in the graduate program and relations were friendly .
45 

Ruth Shonle Cavan , another doctoral student from the 1920 ' s, 

goes so far as to claim that "it had been easy--no obstacles 

that I see because I was a woman . I had no intention of 

working for a degree but was encouraged to do so by the 

faculty, which at that time (1920 - 26) was all male. 11 46 Yet, 

Cavan goes on to provide perhaps a stronger criticism of the 

department than she intended: 

There was perhaps some favoring of men students 
but not in a very objectionable way. For 
example , the introductory course was taught in 
small sections by graduate students; women 
students were never given these positions. A 
woman might be appointed assistant to the head 
of the department, and I held this position for 
several years. I had no regrets; at that time 
I had no desire to teach. 4 7 

It is interesting to note that Cavan called her own 

position--and the only one held by female students--"assis

tant to the head of the department. " However, her colleague 

Helen Hughes refers to Cavan ' s position as "department 
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secretary" as does Robert E. L. Faris in his history of the 

Chicago School. Certainly no male graduate student colleague 

could boast of completing a publication (Suicide, 1 92.S ) , 

while being the department's secretary. Although an indict

ment of the department as "sexist to a man" is extreme, 48 

there were discriminatory policies in the department that 

made it no different than any other area of academics. 4 9 

The fact is that no woman had the opportunity in the 1920's 

to teach as a full-fledged member of the sociology depart

ment, regardless of the good will and encouragement some 

women felt and received, including Frances Donovan. 

In general, professional women struggled to survive at 

any university before Frances Donovan ' s days in the 1920's. 

It was not until 1892 that the Association of Collegiate 

Alumni (ACA), later called the American Association of 

University women (AAUW), won women's right to do advanced 

work at several elite institutions such as the University of 

Pennsylvania, University of Chicago, Yale and Stanford.so 

Plagued by meager funding, few jobs and scant emotional 

support, women made little headway by merely obtaining 

admission to a few exclusive universities. 

Women in sociology at Chicago, however, were well rep

resented. Between 1890 and 1930 ten women (10.67%) received 

Ph.as and 49 women (30.3 %) received M.A.s. Also, faculty 

members like George Herbert Mead who was closely affiliated 

with the department, and Thomas were known as active sup-

51 
porters of the feminist movement. Donovan, however, could 
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not have been blind to the parallels between women ' s status 

in sociology and in the public school teaching profession. 

In The School Ma'am Donovan notes that almost all public 

school administrators were men, while women were the low 

paid rank and file teachers. Women in sociology also were 

confined to secondary roles in the profession, regardless 

of having met the intellectual challenge of an advanced 

degree . 

Sophonisba Breckfnridge and Edith Abbott are prime 

examples of women whose careers in the social sciences were 

defined by their gender. By 1901, Breck i nridge had a doctor

ate in Political Science and Economics, as well as law , 

while Abbott earned a Phd in sociology from Chicago in 1905. 

(Her dissertation topic was "Women In Industry") . 52 Both 

women then did post-doctoral work at Hull House and both had 

to fight to gain formal affiliation with the University of 

Chicago. 53 In the early twentieth century, deep tensions 

existed between the new sociologists who espoused scientific 

objectivity (which some called moral neutrality) and the 

social reformers whose main position was one of strong 

advocacy. 

Abbott and Breckinridge--both fine intellectuals and 

social activists--found themselves in the middle of this 

debate. The social Service· Review , a journal which both 

women launched in 1927, is a testament to their efforts to 

bridge social work and social theory. As Steven Diner, a 

historian of the Chicago School , claims, the SSR embodies 
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these women's attempts to professionalize social work by 

stressing that 1~ocial action should be a practical applica

tion of scientific theories based on scientific research. 1154 

Up until recently the contribution of Sophonisba Breck .n

ridge and Edith Abbott has been all but ignored. For 

instance, few scholars have made any connection between the 

Chicago fieldwork studies and the fieldwork that Abbott and 

Breckenridge did for their social research more than a 

decade before the Chicagoans began theirs. 

Abbott ' s and Breck~nridge ' s female experience was indeed 

one of marginality, but of a subtle, professional kind. 

Like other women sociologists at Chicago they were system

atically excluded from formal faculty positions in the 

sociology department. Instead they held marginal ''official " 

titles in such sub- departments as the Department of House

hold Administration. Edith Abbott for instance did teach 

sociology courses, but always as Special Lecturer, or 

Instructor. Sophonisba Brecki nridge meanwhile was guest 

lecturer in Political Science and had other positions like 

Assistant Professor of Social Economy with the Department of 

Household Administration. Other women sociologists of the 

1890 to 1930 period can be found in suc h social housekeeping 

H • II categories as the University of Chicago Settlement House and 

,, . . . " 
the School of Civics and Philanthropy. 

* * * * * 

Frances Donovan ' s marginality lies even farther outside 



the accepted way of doing academic sociology. Donovan 

neither attempted a formal degree in sociology, nor associ

ated with the women of Hull House or other social work 

agencies. She did her own brand of sociology alone, with

out close friends in the department. Even with her col

leagues at Chicago
1

Donovan kept to herself. Those contacted 

from the 1920's department all knew of her, but none 

identified her as a friend. 55 If social housekeepers like 

Sophonisba Brecki nridge and Edith Abbott were "lost sociolo

gists" of one kind, Frances Donovan was "lost" in another 

way. Donovan is representative of many women who took 

courses in sociology and used their new knowledge of social 

structure to enhance their own and others' lives. Donovan 

happened to turn her knowledge into a kind of fieldwork exper

ience and a recording of that experience. 

Regardless of the publications which set her apart from 

other women who studied and disappeared from the department, 

Donovan has remained in obscurity. Research problems involved 

in discovering who she was, therefore, are great and partic

ularly typical of those experienced by anyone interested in 

women ' s history. M.a ·ry. Jo . Deegan, a sociologist from the 

University of Nebraska who is at work developing the first 

archival collection of early women in sociology, claims these 

research problems are typical for historians of women in 

sociology as well. According to Deegan, the scarcity of 

living informants, discrimination that kept women buried 

behind the scenes, and sociology's heretofore lack of appre-



ciation for its own history are some of the problems of 

investigation that plague any researcher. 56 
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Professor Deegan also cites another hindrance to uncov

ering isolated figures of sociology such as Frances R. 

Donovan. She calls it "the sociologist's lack of analytical 

skills to intersect history and sociology." Deegan con

siders it to be her own discipline's failing that the study 

of social structure has not been well integrated with a 

study of individual lives who comprise the social structure: 

"While the historian often looks for the unique, the sociol

ogist searches for the generalizable," she says. 57 Frances 

Donovan is a clear case of the unique. Yet to understand 

her uniqueness it is necessary to have a sense of the general 

social realities within the Chicago department, as well as 

in the culture at large. Therefore, it is the task of this 

researcher to work within this intersection of the unique 

and the generalizable, thus crossing fine lines of history, 

biography and sociological theory. In such a way Donovan's 

marginal role within the Chicago School might be determined 

and also the role of marginality in structuring sociology at 

the Chicago School. 

Having placed Donovan as a female in the department 

itself, it is helpful to provide a wider context for her 
. c e.f\ ~ory . 

relationship to sociology. Nineteenth philosophical assump-

tions regardi~g women make clear the deeply entrenched 

attitudes that the earliest sociologists possessed, and in 

some cases, rejected. 

I 
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In an irony that is not lost on feminist sociologists, 

Auguste Comte and Herbert Spencer are considered fore

runners of the "scientific" tradition in sociology as well 

f . 58 as perpetuators o sexism. Comte wrote numerous treatises 

on women's biological inferiority and rationales for their 

subordination to men. Similarly, Spencer, initially asking 

for women ' s equal competition in the marketplace, later 

reversed his position, saying that women's only happiness 

came from within the domestic sphere. 59 

In contrast to most of the nineteenth century ' s theor

izing on the innate inferiority of women, W. I. Thomas' 

1920's comments on women appear enlightened. Like Franz 

Boas, Thomas attempted to discredit ideas of biological 

determinism by substituting explanations of human difference, 

environment and culture. As noted earlier, Thomas explained 

the degraded social status of women as due in part to "such 

'civilized' institutions as law, government, private property 

d • 1 1 • • II 
6 0 

I k d ' d t th an patriarcha re igion. Thomas wor i represen e 

first shift in analytical emphasis among sociologists, from 

biology to social and psychological forces. However, many 

claim that he, along with others, still developed an ill -

fated argument for sexual equality. In Sex and Society ----

(1907) he did fall prey to instinct theory and natural law 

by stressing women's "adaptive traits" (passiveness and 

emotionalism) as complementary to men's activities. The 

implication was that these sexual differences, although based 

lt • I f • • 61 on cu ure, are necessary to society s unctioning. 
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However by 1917 when Donovan took Thomas' course at Chicago, 

he had rejected some of his early instinct theories, and 

was working on The unadjusted Girl (1923). The Unadjusted 

Girl in fact displays a sensitivity toward women's frustra

tion and rebellion against narrowly defined sex roles that 

is extraordinary for his time. Much of his understanding 

of prostitutes, for instance, was due to his prevalent use 

of autobiographical accounts. Ll.ke . few others, he had 

an insider's view. Given Thomas' respect for women's own inter

pretations of experience, it isahistorical and simplistic to 
dismiss him as sexist.62 

With Thomas, there is reaso~ to believe that Donovan 

was in an atmosphere in which she could think about women's 

roles without facing hostility. After Thomas' departure, 

Park became the major influence in the department and doubt

less provided that same conducive atmosphere for Donovan's 

work on women. As noted earlier, women graduate students 

such as Helen Hughes and Ruth Cavan felt nothing but encour

agement from Park. Yet, the lack of attention to women's 

specific social condition in his writings, makes unclear the 

kind of influence he had on Donovan's work on women. What 

we can be sure about, however, is the influence Georg Simrnel 

had on Park's thought--and Simmel had very clear ideas on 

ideas which were ignored until recently.
63 

women, 

In 1911 simmel published a volume of essays entitled 

Ph~losophisch~ Kulture of which two dealt with women. In 

them, simmel revealed insights far ahead of his time. He 

described the cultural and social restraints imposed on 
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women, a world operating on male standards, and the obsta

cles to females who did attempt autonomy in such a male

defined culture. 64 Sirnrnel made an argument that male 

standards had been mistaken as normative. Although women 

looked at institutions, judgements or behavior as charac

teristically male, men tended to "perceive them as rooted 

in the eternal order of things."
65 

Sirnrnel's position on women was clearly expressed in 

the fiery lectures he gave in Berlin around 1900, ones 

which Park doubtless heard. Such radical ideas as these 

likely made an impression on the young Park who was fascin

ated by the relationship between the individual and society. 

Indeed, sirnrnel's words from one essay conceivably could be 

found in a contemporary feminist tract: 

Almost all discussions of women deal only with 
what they are in relation to men in terms of real 
ideal or value criteria. Nobody asks what ' 
they ~re for themselves .. :.And si~ce o~e always 
sees them in terms of their relationship to men, 
it becomes understandable that one ends up by 
concluding that they are nothing in themselves .... 66 

Simrnel's student, park, has never been described as a 

feminist, from a political or theoretical perspective. His 

written work on the subject seems finally to b~g the question 

of innateness versus cultural conditioning. In his classic 

tex tbook, . Introduction -~ ~ social Science· of Sociology 

(1921), for instance, Park describes "apparent " differences 

of active (male) versus passive (female) temperaments with-

67 f out dwelli~g on cause. However, one o Park ' s theses 
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throughout his writing is Simrnel's notion that all socialized 

individuals remained in a dual relation to society--by being 

incorporated within it, yet standing outside it. Park might 

well have been struck by the complex outsider/insider role 

that, according to Simrnel, was obviously woman ' s. 

Unfortunately, the professional Chicagoans never devel

oped the notion of the marginal woman, as they did that of 

the marginal man. In fact, Thomas's Unadjusted Girl (1923) 

is the only work by an early Chicagoan to address women 

specifically. The other exceptions, of course, are Donovan's 

three studies on working women. As I shall argue later, 

a person like Frances Donovan, by her very marginality, can 

tap new or perhaps latent elements of marginality within the 

discipline. Furthermore, her unique contributions fall into 

two categories: an exploration of women's roles and a self

conscious understanding of the observer's relationship to 

the observed. 

Donovan's studies of working women stand out when con-

trasted with other works of the Sociology Series that neglect 

the subject of independent women workers. In fact, some 

sociologists cite the Chicago Studies as prime examples of 

the male model that has prevailed in sociology until the 

last decade. This model can be described as a dichotomized 

world in which men play the "instrumental roles", or the 

important ones of a worker, family patriarch or even gang

ster, while the women play the "expressive roles", or the 

secondary or complementary ones that are usually nurturant, 
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e.g., wife or mother or even prostitute. In sum, mostly 

male sociologists have studied other more exotic male roles. 

In so doing there also has been a factor of romance and 

titillation on the part of middle class men studying 

deviant male behavior. The sociologist Lyn Lofland defines 

this male tradition in sociology as it applies to the Chicago 

School: 

When [the researcher's lens] moves forward to 
a close, detailed focus, [the women] are fuzzy 
shadowy background figures, framing the male at 
center stage. There is really nothing in urban 
sociology on women 9uite com~a7able to the finely 
textured, close-grained, empirically loving portra
yal of "the boy's world" in Suttles' The Social 
Order of the Slum (1968) or "of corner boys and 
collegeboys"1nWhyte's Street Corner Society 
(1955)--or of "Negro streetcorner men" in Liebow's 
Talley's Corner (1967) or urban nomads in Spradley's 
You owa Yourself A Drunk (1970) .68 
----

This commentary on well-known urban ethnographies of the 

last few years certainly fits the mold of the well-known 

Chicago studies such as~~ (Thrasher), Taxi-Dance Hall 

(Cressey), The~ (Anderson) and· Hotel· Life (Hayner) in 

which women are either nonexistent ·(The Hobo, The Gang) or 

seen only in relation to male activity (Taxi-Dance Hall and 

Hotel Life) . Ironically, in Lofland' s survey of a male tra

dition in sociology, she mentions no exception of women who 

are in "close, detailed focus." Surely Lofland had not read 

Frances Donovan's works. 
This is a good illustration of 

how a study of the exception, as well as the rule--how a 

consideration of the marginal study as well as the well-known 

one--might have enriched our perspective on the history of 
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sociology. 

Feminist sociologists have described their discipline 

as suffering from a "restriction of vision"--a "selective 

eye" that exclusively focused on "public, official and 

visible spheres" that male professionals considered the only 

dramatic arena in which to view social behavior. 69 
Jessie 

Bernard also has called sociology "a male science of male 

society." 70 In the past, normative values--now exposed as 

predominantly male--did eliminate the possibility of seeing 

the richness of women's participation in society. In truth 

women have always worked and they have always been "dramatic" 

contributors to this culture. Women comprised a substantial 

percentage of the first industrial work force of the nine

teenth century; they have been sole breadwinners for a sur

prisingly high percentage of American families; and they have 

found a variety of ways to live outside the domestic sphere. 

It is necessary to understand the power of the paradigm 

that was just beginning to emerge from the Chicago studies, 

in order to understand Donovan's relationship to it. Char

acterized by a general failure to explore women's identities, 

the Chicago School brings into relief the uniqueness of 

Donovan's work on women, It is so unique indeed, that no 

feminist has alluded to Donovan's writing as an exception 

to the male rule. Donovan's perspective on waitresses 
I 

saleswomen and finally teachers is that these women had 

identities that were fon!!Erl •by occupation, rather than by nale or family 

relationshios, 
,L 

-· , n -;.t, . ..1.f.i 
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This was a new idea in sociology and the culture at large-

and still would be a new idea more than fifty years later. 

I would argue that Frances Donovan's studies actually 

provide new symbols for understanding culture. Sociology's 

role has been "that of turning irrunediate and concrete 

features of experience into the conceptual mode in which 

the governing of society is done.
1171 

In choosing to define 

women in autonomous states of economic independence, Donovan 

transposes women's lives and experience into a new "concep

tual currency." By describing a reality previously ignored, 

Donovan provides new ways to view women. In the case of 

working class females, Donovan reworks their previous "con

ceptual currency" as ignorant and promiscuous. Despite her 

initial treatment of waitresses in these class-bound terms 

(by calling them crass, crude and shockingly immoral) she 

eventually does transform them into new symbols--lacking 

inhibitions and possessing strength and sensuality. Iron

ically, these qual i ties prove to be the ones that are sadly 

in the symbolic content of the teacher role, one 
absent 

that Donovan describes twenty years later as a repressive 

and r e pressed character type in her last study, The School 

Ma'am. 
In some ways Donovan's work is in the tradition of late 

nineteenth century women's studies of female employment 

which flourished between 1890 and 1920 under such auspices 

as The consumer's League , the Women's Bureau and the Russell 

Sage Foundation. However, pamely Roby notes that sociological 
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interest in the female working class waned with World War 

I. 72 Better working conditions and protective legislation 

as well as a renewed rhetoric urging women to stay in the 

home to raise children account for this lapse. As an 

indicator of the dearth of these studies on women 
' Roby 

records the results of her historical survey of sociological 

literature. She found that up until 1975 researchersttdid 

not have a single book primarily devoted to women employed 

' , • 1 ' ' b 11 73 in blue collar, industria or service JO s. Donovan's 

work then has an additional interest as being in an area 

that still needs much more research. For instance, her 

emphasis on the sexual dynamics of the workplace--the inter

action of men and women based on the kind of work environ

ment they share--was not simply voyeurism. It was an early 

and unique attempt to deal with the sexual politics of work 

that have only begun to be explored. Anthropologists James 

P. Spradley and Brenda Mann make the same point in their 

contemporary ethnography The Cocktail Waitress (1975). 

Studying the behavior of cocktail waitresses and bartenders, 

Spradley and Mann note that only in an observation of their 

interaction can the sexual politics and general work environ

ment for men and women be understood. 

A second aspect of Donovan's marginality that needs 

examining is her methodology. What makes her work immedi

ately distinct is that no one else disguised her/himself in 

order to enter what Chicagoans called another "social world." 

According to the much used field manual by all graduate 
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students of the period, no clear lines seemed to be drawn 

as to what good fieldwork was, or was not.
74 Donovan's 

colleague from the 1920's, Nels Anderson, adds that graduate 

students were not even familiar with the term "participant

observation" and referred to their first hand experiences 

in the field as the "anthropological method.
1175 

Regardless 

of what the Chicagoans called their methodology for getting 

cultural description, no one else temporarily became one of 

the group they studied. 
I In some ways Donovan's willingness to become a waitress 

and a saleswoman as well as a gadfly of her own teaching pro

fession reveals a personal investment in understanding 

marginal identities, that fellow Chicagoans chose not to 

make so explicit in their studies. As noted earlier the 

Chicagoans of the 1920's were struggling to establish them-

selves as "objective" social scientists. Consequently, 

an encouragement of their full immersion into often "deviant" 

worlds of hobos, hotel dwellers, gang members or prostitutes 

had to be threatening. Not only would it heighten the risk 

of "going native" and losing all scientific perspective,76 

it might also call into jeopardy the self-conscious distance 

the new sociologists were trying to put between themselves 

and settlement workers. Early on, "the professionals" 

suffered under what they considered a harmful nineteenth 

century stereotype of the do-gooder social housekeeper--the 

(usually . female} "amateur" >1h0 lived amongst the poor or 

was at least "too close" to their problems truly to understand 
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77 them. Frances Donovan, not suffering these same pressures 

of p r ofe ssionalism, took the risk of getting "too close." 

Women's role-playing furthermore, can be connected to 

contemporary feminist theory as well as to sociological 

theory. Just as Simmel described "the stranger" who was 

destined to live on the "edge" of culture in a relationship 

o f nearness and remoteness to it, feminists talk of women's 

"otherness. 1178 For decades sociology's depiction of women 

in only "expressive" roles mirrored the perceptions of the 

larger culture. According to feminist theorists, being in 

this instrumental world, but not of it, has given women a 

potentially unique perspective a "special searing vision" 

that pierces through other mediating filters of observation 

d · · · of the '·'orld. 
79 

an subsequent def1n1t1ons ~ 

Donovan's marginal status as sociologist and marginal 

vision as woman required that she place herself at the center 

of her investigations of women. Her insistence that her work 

be grounded in her own experience, therefore ties together 

contemporary feminist views and certain kinds of sociological 

methods. It also makes her a forerunner of them. Feminist 

sociologists hold that sociological description of women 

must be squared with the reality of women's lives. In order 

to do this a woman sociologist must start where "she is 

She can "take her direct actually situated," so that exper-

ience of the everyday world the primary ground of her know-

t 1180 
ledge, rather than male construes. 

Sociologists like 

Pauline Bart have found attractive C. w. Mill's vision for 



sociology: 

To use Mill's concept, we are interweaving 
biography and history because we discovered 
that what we thought were private problems 
were in fact public issues. Thus our per
sonal experiences are not juicy anecdotes 
to liven up a text or to gain the attention 
of the students who are reading the newspaper 
while we lecture. ~ ~ sonal e~eriences 
are data. 81 · 

4J 

In addition, little work has been done on the question 

of women as participant-observers. As explored later in this 

inquiry, women particularly have had a long tradition of 

moving easily in and out of different identities for a multi-

For instance, in the Progressive Period I 
tude of reasons. 

hundreds of middle-class women journeyed out of their domes

tic sphere and into the squalid world of city factories and 

tenements as muckrakers. Many disguised themselves to become 

workers in pickle factories, laundries or shoe shops. The 

sole purpose for their disguise was ostensibly to expose the 

wretched working conditions. Less than obvious motivations 

included a desire to experience other cultural worlds and 

"deviant'' female identities--outside the narrowly defined 

ones prescribed for V ictorian women. This need to broaden 

the severely limited horizons of female experience was accom

panied by a logical fascination with deviance. Frances 

Donova n as a particip a nt-observer tur ned deviance into a 

pote ntial middle c lass mode l and a s other par ticipant-observe 1· · r s, 1ke 

the anthropologist Ruth Benedict1 u s ed deviance within othe r 

cultures to point out the relativi s tic- -and therefore less 
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binding--nature of social roles within her own culture. 

Finally, when Frances Donovan included her own experi

ences as data, Robert Park called her work "impressionistic" 

--meaning unscientific. Yet according to some current 

theories in the social sciences, Donovan's work does attempt 

a kind of scientific truth. This theory insists that a 

documenting of the process of gaining cultural description 

is essential to our determination of what culture really is. 

The sociologists Colin Bell and Howard Newby state: 

We take it as one of the causes of impoverishment 
of sociological monographs that their authors 
have not written "simply as a human being." The 
divorce of the personal from the so-called 
scientific means that the scientific has not been 
scientific at all.82 

If the scientific is a wedding of the researcher and 

the research, Frances Donovan certainly does not divorce her

self from science. To the contrary. Her data on waitresses, 

saleswomen and teachers is intertwined with a description of 

the personal process by which she obtained her data. Donovan 

records her sense of discovery, her passions and her biases 

toward these women. The sociological knowledge that she 

offers, therefore, is described in the context of how that 

learning was structured--through conversations, anecdotes 

and shared experience. 

In sum, Frances Donovan's marginality is a useful lens 

through which to view the first academic sociological mission 

in America. Not only does her presence call attention to a 

felt sense of marginality within the department itself. It 
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also calls attention to the Chicago School's methodology in 

general, and in a broader sense, to the whole participant

observation tradition in the social sciences. 
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FRANCES R. DONOVAN: PROFESSIONAL STRANGER 

~If we knew the full life history of a single 
individual in his social setting, we would 
probably know most of what is worth knowing 
about social life and human nature." 

Louis Wirth, The Ghetto 

" .. r referred to her /Frances Donovan/ when 
lecturing this winter as an instance of the self 
starting, independent investigator, the lone 
worker, with no team of research associates, no 
printed questionnaire, electronic hardware, no 
grant. She got interested in something and pur
sued the subject." 

Letter from Helen MacGill Hughes 
June 27, 1978 



April 6, 1880 

1898 

l898-1899 

1899-1901 

1901-1903 

1903-1905 

l905-1906 

December , 1907 

1914 

l916-1918 

1917 
Decemb 

er 17, 1918 

1919 

1920 

1 920-1921 

l921-1923 

1923 

53a. 

FRANCES ROBERTSON DONOVAN 

Chronology 

Born "Cora Frances Robertson" to Eva St. 
Clair Bissell and Frank Leslie Robertson in 
st. Clair, Michigan 

Graduates from st. Clair High School 

Takes a first teaching position in a one 
room rural school house outside St. Clair 

Earns a teaching degree from Ypsilanti Normal 
college, Michigan state University 

Teaches in a Detroit suburb 

Teaches in a Chicago suburb 

Moves to Great Falls, Montana, taking another 
teaching position; Meets William B. Donovan 
her future husband ' 

Marries Donovan and retires from teaching 

Great Falls economy collapses; The Donovan ' s 
move to Chicago; William becomes ill 

Earns credits at the University of Chicago· 
Takes classes in the sociology department' 
including "Occupational Survey"; ' 
William Donovan dies 

waitresses on the Chicago Loop 

Graduates from the University of Chicago with 
an undergraduate degree in English 

Manages a teachers' agency 

publication of~ Woman Who Waits 

Teaches as a substitute for.the Chicago Board 
of Education; Meets best friend, Letitia 

parry Jones owen 

Manages "The Chicago Temple Book Shop" 

works informally with the Chicago Sociology 

department 



1924 

Sununers 1924, 25 

1928 

1933 

1938 

May, 1945 

1953 

1963 

November 
I 1965 

54 

Takes permanent position with Calumet High 
School in Chicago 

Works as a saleswoman in Macy's Department 
Store, and Saks Fifth Avenue in New York 
City 

Publication of The Sal'eslady 

Plays an active role in Chicago teachers' 
strikes with John Fewks, head of the Volun
teer Emergency Committee 

Publication of The School Ma'am 

Retires from Calumet High School; Moves to 
Eureka Springs, Arkansas to "pioneer" at 
the age of 65 

Begins community study of Eureka Springs at 
age 73 

Enters "Leisure Lodge" Nursing Home in 
Berryville, Arkansas 

Dies at the age of 85 in the "Leisure Lodge" 
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Frances Donovan strode into that Chicago Loop restaur

ant in 1917, with an air of self-assurance. Thirty-~even 

years old and 5' 10 " tall, she carried herself with dignity. 

Her brown hair was pulled back in a knot, allowing only 

wavy wisps to frame a large-featured but plain face, while 

her slender arms and legs offset a broad chest and wide 

hips. To close friends Donovan occasionally referred- -half

kiddingly--to her contrasting proportions as "the real sign 

of an aristocrat. 111 On this particular day, the aristocrat 

was about to transform herself into a waitress. Beneath 

her self-assurance was a new nervousness. 

Over her lifetime Frances Donovan was accustomed to 

multiple and perhaps inconsistent roles. For as long as 

she could remember there was something inside her that was 

2 
not what her life was about. As a genteel member of the 

midwestern middle class, she dreamed of lighting out into 

frontier territory like her pioneering great aunt. She 

married a good man, but scorned the frivolous pastimes that 

accompanied her role as wife. She taught high school 

English with dutiful competence for over twenty years, but 

Perceived herself as separate and apart from her colleagues-

as an intellectual, published author and social investigator. 

If Frances Donovan was extraordinary for straying from a 

Prescribed role as wife or teacher, she was also what a 

Chicagoan called a "representative type": one of many 
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hundreds o f women, before and since, who was decent and 

bright and doing her best to understand a changing world 

and women's place in it. Up until the end of her life she 

fought a quiet battle against life's vicissitudes, ones 

that were not gender exclusive: being alone, earning a 

living, finding satisfaction in friendship and coping with 

old age and death. 

Born into the family of a well to do lumberman in 1880 

and brought up to be a Michigan lakeside debutante, Cora 

Frances Robertson was e xpected to marry into money, mother

hood and domesticity. Instead, in 1917 she found herself 

at middle age with a dying husband, no children and the 

prospect of returning to paid work to support herself. 

By the time Frances peered into a restaurant's plate 

glass windows to contemplate a waitress' existence (as well 

as her own), she already had a connection to the University 

of Chicago sociology Department. After returning to school 

for an English degree, Donovan had taken a sociology course, 

"C.1ccupational survey," probably taught by W. I. Thomas. 

While learning about the personality types evolving out of 

a new urban order, Donovan no doubt caught the Chicagoans' 

missionary fever that impelled them to observe first-hand 

a world of depersonalized social relations and ethnic sub

cultures. Although Donovan had gone back to the University 

f or the purpose of renewing her credentials for teaching 

high school English, she was capt i vated by sociology. 

Studying other groups' adjustment to an urban landscape 
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inadvertently gave Donovan an opportunity to study herself. 

In general, the early Chicagoans sought scientific explana

tions for a social structure that was in "vibrant disorder." 

However, certain members--and most certainly Frances Donovan 

--sought to impose meaning on their own complex experience 

as participant--and observer--of this same urban flux. 

Two years before beginning classes at the University of 

Chicago, Donovan's position had seemed settled and secure 

in Great Falls, Montana. Married to William Donovan, a 

successful architect, Donovan had acquired the status of 

her husband when she quit teaching in 1907 to enjoy a life 

of upper-middle class privilege. Soon after the Donovans' 

move to Chicago in 1914, "Billy" was struck down with a terminal 

illness and eventually was institutionalized in what was 

ominously called the "Home For The Incurables," located 

near the university of Chicago.
3 

At this point Donovan 

suddenly found herself flung out ~nto a city that offered 

as much possibility for loneliness and failure as it did 

for autonomy and freedom. Newly widowed and necessarily 

independent, she confronted the isolation and disorganiza

tion that she had learned about in her first sociology 

seminars--problems which plagued many Americans even outside 
,, . ., 

the new ethnic subcultures or deviant groups which had 

become the focus of the Chicago sociology department. 

In some ways resembling the first and second generation 

immigrants who comprised half of Chicago by 1920, Donovan 

experienced a painful uprooting from one set of expectations 
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to another. Forced to relinquish the secure but narrowly 

defined role of a small town wife, she now assumed a much 

less clear role as a single woman in the fastest growing 

industrial city in the country. Whatever her fears, she 

must have found exhilaration, too, in the new circumstances 

foisted on her. At least, she would go on to "play" at 

being a waitress, a saleswoman and even a teacher--having 

learned that,at the same time as one role was secure, a 

multiplicity of roles at least offered the possibility of 

exciting transformation. 

Fitting herself for that first waitress uniform one 

day in 1917 Donovan had some of Sirnrnel's "stranger" in 

her. She was on the "edge" of different cultures and exper

iences--of marriage and widowhood, of teaching and social 

investigation. She was also the Chicagoans' marginal 

woman, standi?g in "nearness and remoteness" to middle class 

life and to a waitress' working class one. To some extent, 

Donovan was conscious of her passage from one world into 

another. 
In The woman Who Waits, she was obviously pre-- --- -

occupied by the "raw and crude life" of the heterosexual 

workplace, and focused on the "ritual" of waiting tables and 

the "sex games" between waitresses and male customers and 

Donovan's waitressing stint may be seeni however 
co-workers. 
her symbolic entrance into a work world where occupation 

redefines aspects of social and sexual identity. Freed from 

a social definition as wife, Donovan had to don a new 

identity with her waitress' uniform. 

, as 
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Her journey toward social and sexual definition is 

sustained throughout all three of her occupational studies. 

As she gives meaning to other women's lives as well as her 

own, each occupation takes on symbolic value on two levels. 

Donovan's symbolic journey from waitressing to saleswork 

to teaching traces not only Donovan's own stages of con

sciousness, but also suggests the pattern of possibilities 

of early twentieth century women ' s work. Waitressing as 

a direct extension of the domestic role can stand for the 

majority of women's work which has been historically 

unskilled and working class. It also stands for Donovan's 

intention to change drastically her identity by "starting 

at the bottom" of women's work to find her personal and 

Public role once more. 

Saleswork, in turn, represented to Donovan the bur

geoning middle class opportunities for women--opportunities 

that were in fact double-edged in the 1920 ' s. Cultural 

messages of liberating sexuality were linked with new adver

tising techniques that encouraged passive consumption. 

Donovan described a woman behind the counter as economically 

independent, well-dressed and sexually appealing--in short, 

"the sexy saleslady." But the sexy saleslady was also 

symbolic of more repressive realities in American culture. 

The "sexy saleslady" could stand for the status that was 

Promised those who acquired things, rather than ideas, 

education or power. 4 For Donovan, however, saleswork was 

the heterosexual, dynamic world that contrasted sharply 
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with a world of teaching. As The School· Ma·1 am illustrates ten 

Years later, teaching to Donovan epitomized the repressive, 

sex-segregated nature of women's work. Traditionally glor

ified as women's only professional option, teaching was at 

the same time devalued in economic terms. Donovan further 

appreciated the irony of the symbolic content of the school 

ma'am as both mother to the nation ' s children and a sexual 

Spinster--contradictory identities with which Donovan con

tended for over twenty years. 

In making an argument for the momentous nature of her 

transition in that restaurant dressing room, I am stressing 

Donovan's personal and intellectual--rather than altruistic 

--intentions for documenting the lives of women workers. 

Too often solely unselfish motives are imputed to "gentle

faced, middle-aged" teacher types like Frances Donovan, in 

attempting to downplay a woman's personal concern for 

status, intellectual growth or even serious political reform. 

This has certainly been the case with the nineteenth century 

social reformers such as Jane .kldams or Florence Kelley. 

As some historians now point out, depicting them as martyrs 

or saints has been a form of dismissal and depersonaliza

tion.5 As with men, women ' s role as public servant also 

Possesses a private side, marked by ambition and economic 

need. 

such "purifying" of women's motives is noticeable even 

in the scant writings on Donovan. For instance, a 1937 

article for the Chicag6 Sunday Tribune, written twenty years 
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after Donovan's waitressing on the Chicago Loop, claimed 

that the "kindly, middle-aged teacher's sole reason for 

Writing her first two studies was to help" her girls: "It 

is for the many earnest-faced eager-eyed girls who sit in 

the long rows of desks before her that she has been con

cerned. For them she has been a waitress, a saleslady and 

teacher. ,.6 

This image of selfless idealism contrasts with the pic

ture of Donovan drawn by relatives, teaching colleagues and 

former students. As well as being "brilliant" and "opin

ionated," she demanded the best from others, as she did 

from, and for, herself. For instance, her contention that 

life should be personally fulfilling made a lasting impres

sion on one of her students from the late 1930's who 

remembers Donovan for her "monolog lectures" at the end of 

class.
7 

One of her main themes, he remembers, was "be your 

own person": She stressed and she herself illustrated, 

What she regarded as all important," the student recalled, 

"namely that everyone should live his/her own life." He 

added that "It has taken me thirty years to realize how 

right h s e was . . . and is!" If Donovan gave unselfishly 

to her students, she also impressed them as a model of self

actualization. 

There are other indications of the personal investment 

Donovan made in her work. For instance, a letter written by 

Donovan in retirement at the age of seventy-four reveals 

how much she valued her identity as a published author. 
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Addressed to a publisher who had rejected her community 

study of Eureka Springs, Donovan's reply is proud and even 

poignant. To her, the tone of the rejection implied an 

editor's dismissal of an old woman's misbegotten project. 

To a Mr. Lottinville she wrote indignantly: 

Although since my retirement here nearly ten 
years ago, I have done no writing except for 
the local news sheet, I am not yet completely 
a "has-been" .... I have published three books, 
all of which have sold to city libraries and 
to colleges and universities. My Saleslady 
was listed in the New York papers for several 
weeks as a best seller. No publisher has ever 
lost money on me .... 8 

The above statement reflects a proud and ambitious woman who 

indeed cared as much about her professional status and self

esteem as she did "her girls'" welfare. 

In summary, Donovan's activities as a social investi

gator were also an exercise in self-discovery. Her "near

ness and remoteness" as a participant-observer extended to 

her motivation for writing. Combined with a deep concern 

for other women, she was also--through symbol and disguise-

pushing out and discovering the boundaries of her own role 

definition. 

Donovan's transitionin the restaurant dressing room 

can be used as a symbol not only for the change in Donovan's 

personal life, but also as an important transitional time for 

the Chicago Sociology department, and even more broadly for 

women's history. Donovan's intellectually productive years 

began with her sojourn as a waitress in 1917, leading to her 
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first publication, · The Woman Who Waits in 1920. Her last 

published work, The School Ma'am appeared in 1939. Gener

ally, this interim period marks the "golden days" of 

Chicago Sociology; it also marks a less than golden period 

in women's history, full of contradictions suggesting 

alternatively feminist decline and women's liberation. 

There are advantages to observing Donovan observing 

women in this important academic and historical context. 

Involved with the earliest sociology department in the 

country and with women's roles in the 1920's and 1930's, 

Donovan reacted to transitions in American culture and 

attempted to make what W. I. Thomas called "definitions of 

the situation," based on her own experience and other 

women's observed experience in American culture. The dual

istic nature of this relationship between self and society 

is complex enough to have generated endless debates in the 

humanities and the social sciences. Certainly the Chicagoans 

saw this relationship as a major issue; and, given their 

historical period and interdisciplinary perspective, they 

respected the power of social forces such as economics, 

environment and tradition as well as individual self-will, 

ideas, and desires. 

Generalizations abound regarding the connection between 

societal and personal change, but these become meaningful 

only if drawn from and related to peoples' lives. Frances 

Donovan's life and works allow a close look at how one 

observant woman reacted to major signals in the culture, at 
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the same time as she "defined" and "took action" as an 

independent and even isolated figure--in sociology and 

women's history. Moving in at close range to examine how 

culture is mediated through an individual is a necessary 

grounding for any generalizations about historical movements, 

disciples or general human experience. W. I. Thornas's major 

argument in The Polish Peasant in Europe and America was 

just this: that particular "life histories" have to be the 

primary stuff of which general sociological explanations are 

made. 

Donovan began her investigation of the female urban 

landscape just after the publication of Robert E. Park's 
• fl 

class~essay, The City: Suggestions For the Investigation of 

Human Behavior," published in 1915. It ushered in the most 

prolific period of Chicago sociology. As Donovan's first 

work is her most intimate involvement with city life, so 

too are the early 1920's studies the best examples of the 

Chicagoans' fascination with describing and theorizing about 

the effects of the urban environment on human behavior. Their 

explorations of social psychology, urban ecology and social 

organization set the pace for a quarter century. Furthermore, 

the acceptance of Donovan's The Saleslady in the Chicago Sociology 

Series was her crowning moment, when she was most legitimated 

as a social investigator. The Series is also the Chicagoans' 

crowning achievement. Established in 1923 by Robert E. 

Park , the Series served as the forum for the department's 

best ethnographic data and applied theory. 
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The School Ma' am of 1939, the last of Donovan's publi

cations, came two years after Talcott ParsonsS publication 

of The Structure of Social Action which some consider to 

mark the end of the Chicago School's "hegemony. " For 

nearly a quarter century the Chicago School ' s training and 

its preponderant influence in the American Journal of 

Sociology and the American Sociological Association had 

guided the discipline in America. However, with the wide 

acceptance of Parsons ' functionalism, the Chicago School ' s 

hegemony vanished. Functionalism ' s reverence for quantifi

cation, testable generalizations and value-free analyses 

splintered the third generation of Chicagoans into separate 

camps. 

Placing our dressing room transition in a .larger con

text, Donovan ' s years of participant observation correspond 

to a key time for women in the newly developing discipline 

of anthropology. In 1920, Donovan completed an exercise 

in understanding herself through an attempt to live other 

women ' s lives. In the same year Margaret Mead was groomi n g 

herself at a midwestern university for a future career in 

anthropology. She would soon become a most famous partici 

pant-observer, playing a primary role in making anthropology 

a part of popular culture. Mead's first work in the field 

was
1
~lso a study of other women. As a young woman herself, 

Mead studied adolescent girls of Samoa. This led to an 

unhe~rd of anthropology dissertation-turned-best seller, 

Coming of Age in Samoa, published in 1928. The only other 
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participant observer to receive "best seller'' status was 

another woman--Mead's early mentor, Ruth Benedict. Women's 

attraction to participant observation suggests that the 

particular cultural conditions of the 1920's provided a 

special climate for women's role experimentation in differ

ent cultures or spheres--bringing personal as well as pro

fessional gains. 

Donovan's publication dates are also significant in a still 

wider context of women ' s history. The Women Who Waits 

was published the same year as the passing of the nineteenth 

ame ndment, ending a long battle for female suffrage in 1920. 

The evidence indicates that Donovan expended far more time 

and effort on transcribing her field notes and doing 

rewrites than on feminist politics. However, Donovan's non

political orientation in some ways ties her experience and 

concerns more directly to the major areas of change for 

women in the two decades when her publishing career flour

ished . At least some historians, like William O'Neill, 

state that women's presence in politics and the women's 

rights movement itself disappeared after female suffrage 
9 

and by implication,efforts at reform and liberation. New 

work in women's history goes far toward qualifying these 

10 generalizations "handed down for forty years." 

But there seems little doubt that the major changes in 

women's opportunities and struggles occurred in relation to 

what Frederick Lewis Allen called "a sexual revolution of 

manners and morals" and in the sphere of changes related 
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to women's work--those areas that most concerned Frances 

Donovan. In a discipline that is still characterized by a 

dearth of published scholarship on early twentieth century 

women, there is much room for the study of individual lives 

in relation to issues deemed most significant. To test 

these ideas about a "dying feminism " or "sexual liberation " 

against Donovan's experience and observation is vital to 

establishing the varied forms of female experience in 

America, and to suggesting their broad meaning. 

All Donovan's writings deal with women's careers, tra

ditional or modern and their relationship to women ' s lives, 

sexuality, independence, and dreams in a way that tie them 

to the central questions of women ' s history of the period. 

For instance, in The Woman Who Waits and The Saleslady , 

Donovan ' s enthusiasm for the transformation of women due to 

new occupational identities is not only a reflection of her 

own emotional needs , or Robert Park ' s views on the "sociol

ogy of occupations. " It reveals a broader cultural message 

found in magazines, movies and popular literature that 

11 touted the "new woman of the workplace." Donovan ' s conflicted 

response as a participant-observer to these cultural 

messages--three personal commentaries written over the 

course of twenty years--is valuable cultural evidence. 

Finally, her skepticism in The School Ma ' am follows women ' s 

cycle of expectations and disappointments in regard to job 

opportunities. With the depression, women were forced to 

reassess the force of a sexual discrimination that worsened 
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during economic crisis. Donovan experienced first-hand the 

plight of unpaid teachers in the 1930's; indeed her major 

political activity involved resisting the economic threat 

to women. 

Like her mentor, W. I. Thomas, and Robert E. Park, 

Donovan entered the most productive phase of her life at 

middle age. Reading historical accounts of Thomas' and Park's 

seemingly boundless energy and enthusias~ in Chicago's early 

days, it is difficult to remember that these men's careers in 

sociology began in their forties. Such is the case with 

Donovan. One of her former high school students described 

12 her as "ageless." Donovan certainly makes a point of remain-

ing "ageless" in all of her books. As a waitress called "girl-

ie," as a "sales-"girl" and as a school "ma'am",she prefers to 

give others no evidence of her age. At any rate, at least a few 

other Chicagoans came late to sociology. Certainly Donovan's 

previous life experience gave little indication that she would 

begin life again in a downtown Chicago restaurant. Having set 

the broad "scene" for Donovan's change of clothes, it is now 

important to return to the set of circumstances that brought 

her there. 

* * * * * * 
Cora Frances Robertson was the oldest of five children 

born to Frank and Eva Bissell Robertson on April 6, 1880. In 

an article written in retirement (probably for a local Eureka 

Springs newspaper), entitled "The American Home--Yesterday and 

Today," Donovan described in great detail a late nineteenth 

century house that she most likely occupied. 
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Her own town of St. Clair, Michican must have been the 

average "villa. ge of some three thousand souls · 
• • • Wl th a 

main thoroughfare that ran through the center, usually 

known as Main Street, or Grant street ... [on which] were 

located the post office, the meat markets, the saloons. " 

Her description of a Victorian home deemed "average " was 

hardly that: it was brick or frame with ten to twelve 

rooms, Brussels carpets, front and back parlours and live-

in servants. If not average, it could have been the home 

of the Robertsons, who owned the m~jor lumber and coal 

company in St. Clair: 

Near the piano, there was a "parlour set " of 
chairs and sofas,· upholstered, either in green 
"rep" or brocaded velvet in different patterns, 
and a center table of black walnut, marble-topped 
on which reposed the Family Bible with gilt ' 
edges, and gilt clasps, the family album of photo
graphs and tintypes and a standard Book of Eti
quette. A what-not in the corner held a vase of 
everlastings, some shells brought back from 
grandfather on one of his voyages, volumes of 
the classic poets, and a shepherd and shepherdess 
of Dresden china ... (p. 2) 

An interview with Donovan in the late 1930's depicts 

her as having had a happy, secure childhood, "filled with 
However 

' ice boating, horseback riding and raising pets.•
13 

a younger brother, Burger, remembers his sister in less one

d' imensional terms. Frances was always independent from 

the family, spending much time at her grandmother's and 

when Donovan neared high school gradu-
read' ing voraciously. 
ation and "the time to learn the graces of the St. Clair 

debutante so that she could fit into the mold of the 
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Robertson woman, Frances revolted and decided to become a 

teacher."14 

At first it is difficult to see Donovan's decision to 

teach as a "revolt." Considered an extension of the 

domestic sphere, teaching had been part of "woman's proper 

Place" since early nineteenth century educational reform. 1 5 

However, in some ways it was. Donovan could have continued 

to help her mother keep house until a suitable young man 

came along. This certainly was her father's wish. Instead, 

she chose an intellectual pursuit--indeed, the only one 

open to her. As teaching was the sole avenue for a working 

Class girl to reach middle class status independently, so 

too was teaching the only profession that preserved this 

respectability for middle or upperclass females. 16 In 1880, 

th . t f e year Donovan was born, almost nine ou o ten profes-

sional women were teachers; and thirty years later in 1910, 

When Donovan began teaching, more than two out of every 

three professional women were still teachers. Ho~ever, despite 

teaching's strictly sex segregated nature, there were oppor

tunities for autonomy, self-growth and mobility that women 

cou1a acquire nowhere else. Unfortunately, little scholar

Ship exists on the potentially radicalizing aspects of the 

teaching profession. 17 

At this point, Donovan's life is recorded in a most 

interesting way in The school Ma'am. Without the skeletal 

outline of her life (in this case received from obscure 

newspaper articles and a 90 year~old brother) there would 
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be no way for the average reader of The School Ma'am to 

know that Donovan's chapter entitled "One of the Widowed" 

is in fact her own autobiography. Donovan calls her 

persona "Ellen Macmillan"--actuallythe name of Donovan's 

much adored pioneer aunt who went west on a wagon train in 

the early nineteenth century. Donovan, no doubt perceiving 

herself as another kind of pioneer, tells her story as "one 

of many teachers who in their lifetime have recapitulated 

the whole history of education in America from the Little 

Red Schoolhouse to the modern Big Factory system." 
1

_
8 

Apparently after "Ellen" (hereafter referred to as 

Frances) was cited in her school graduation class of 1898 

as an outstanding pupil, her principal advised her to go to 

college. Despite the fact that elsewhere Donovan and her 

brother refer to her father as "a wealthy lumberman" (who 

also owned the town coal yard), her father refused to send 

her for financial reasons. Her school principal then 

encouraged Frances to teach if she could not go to the 

"Why not be a teacher?" he suggested. 
"You 

university: 

could begin in a country school and in a few years save 

enough to pay your way at Ypsilanti." Due to the early 

ineteenth century educational reform movement, normal n· 

schools, like this one at Michigan State University in 

Ypsilanti, had spread across the country. Over 200 insti

tutions existed by 1898, guaranteeing standardized training, 

and thus the professionalization of teachers.
19 

Donovan, proud and excited to be on her own, tells 
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and got her first job by simply registering for a county 

teaching certificate. Hired to teach for "seven months 
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at a salary of $22.00 a month," Donovan taught in an 

ungraded classroom of German farmers' children, and boarded 

with "a maiden lady up the road." While her father was 

"amused'' at her exploit, her mother was pleased, for she 

"had been reading magazines and was not altogether unpre

pared for her daughter's declaration of independence." 

By the late 1890's even women of small mid-western 

towns had felt the effect of the Progressive era's "New 

Woman." Touted in popular magazines, fiction and theatre, 

20 she was the essence of the Progressive reform movement. 

"The New Woman" was actually another ideal type, revolving 

out of the "cult of true womanhood" (which confined woman 

to the hearth as a saint) "into one of independent opinions, 

self-reliance and a demand for direct contact with the world 

f . 1121 o experience. As the suffrage movement gained impetus, 

other more subtle forms of protest surfaced within magazine 

fiction and novels (such as the ones Donovan's mother read) 

pointing to deeper discontents. The fiction of the 1880 1 s 

and 1890's was full of this new female whose spirit and 

forthrightness defied convention. 

Donovan's mother had read about--and perhaps was 

raising--young girls "who were not inherently docile or 

demure. . they (had) no desire to serve and defer to 

men or boys. II They were ambitious in their own right, 
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Physically active and possessed a "fierce desire to see 
1 

to do t k . ,,22 , o now, to experience. If this new spirited 

Woman fit young Frances' description in 1889, so did the 

limitations and conventions that still defined her. Donovan 

notes that she had beaux in her first year of teaching. 

However, being brought up on "Ruth Ashmore's Side-Talk To 

Girls" in the Ladies Home Journal, she considered "kissing 

any man except the one she was to marry a sin. " Regardless 

of new machines and mores of a world on the edge of the 

twentieth century, middle class life was still a very pro

tected one. 

According to Donovan, she petitioned her father once 

more, at the end of the school year, to allow her to work 

While she attended Ypsilanti. Infuriated with the prospect 

that people would see his daughter forced to make her own 

living, he refused again and ordered her to stay at home 

"until she found a husband. " Her grandfather, hearing the 

news, offered to pay her tuition: "If you want to go as bad 

as that, I ' ll send you. I would ' ve offered in the first 

Place but you'll get married, and you know enough for a 

Woman anyway." (85) 

According to Donovan her two years from 1899 to 1901 at 

Ypsilanti were productive, "full of hard work in literature 

and the classics, as well as socializing . " What she does 

not explicitly record,however, is her resentment, or at 

least disappointment, at being denied the opportunity to 

attend a major university (for which her high school 
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Principal had singled her out). While two year normal 

colleges were improving the calibre of American teachers 

Who had previously needed no credential outside a secondary 

school diploma, they hardly competed with major four year 

institutions. Giving the life history of another teacher 

in ~ School Ma·• am, Frances Donovan puts words in this 

woman's mouth that were probably her own as well: "The two 

Years I spent at this normal school left but little impres

sion upon me. I was taught too much about the methods of 

teaching and too little of subject matter. How I have 

Wished since that I might have had instead a college under

graduate's broadening courses in history, literature, and 

science. I missed contact with the minds that are found 

on the faculty of a large university .. " Frances 

Donovan, unlike the teacher whose story she tells, made sure 

that her wish did come true years later when she returned 

to the University of Chicago and indeed came in contact 

w· ith the nation's finest minds in sociology. 

Armed with her "lifetime diploma" she left Ypsilanti 

in 1901 for a middle school position outside Detroit. She 

stayed in another little red schoolhouse (this time larger, 

With four rooms and five teachers) for two years. Typical 

descriptions of classroom culture in small towns at the turn 

Of the century consisted of grammar and multiplication 

tables being hammered into students' heads by means of a 

"slap of a birch stick." They hardly described intellectual 

challenge for a bright young woman. In 1903 Donovan moved 
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to a suburb of Chicago where she spent the next two years 

teaching in what she termed "pleasant, middle-class condi-

tions." 

At this point Donovan was twenty-five years old and 

economically self-sufficient, having lived in four different 

towns since leaving home at eighteen. Donovan already had 

experienced more independence than most women of her gener

ation would ever know. However, Donovan had left "woman ' s 

sphere for women's work. 1123 As Donovan noted years later I 

by the turn of the century teaching was a female profession 

and treated accordingly. Depicted as woman's "highest 

calling" next to biological motherhood, rewards were to be 

as much spiritual as financial. Wages were considered 

minimum. However, in addition to the limitations of a 

feminized profession (often justified by a domestic meta

phor), there were real advantages in teaching for women 

like Frances Donovan that are often ignored. With each 

year she gained financial security, mobility and status. 

She had learned to support herself, travel and live alone 

in urban areas. In so doing, Donovan had indeed departed 

from the protected world her father wished for her, one 

Which would have required her "to keep house for her father" 

until she could keep house for a husband. 

A reassessment of the "culture" of teaching reveals 

more than just an oppressive model of subordinated women.25 

One of the lessons of recent women's history has been that 

it is necessary to look past prescriptive rhetoric (such as 
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that of Catherine Beecher) or cultural stereotypes to see 

"h ow the historical actors really acted." 26 For instance, 

Often as one of the best educated members of the · community, 

the teacher was frequently regarded as counselor, educa-

tional expert, political advisor, and even translator of 

important documents in irrunigrant rural communities. Such 
"h e a dy" experiences have been overlooked as a training 

ground for strong, independent women in the areas of commun

ity leadership, political activism or (as in Donovan's case) 

indepe ndent intellectual endeavors. 

According to Donovan's "disguised account" her spirit 

of adventurousness caused her to fall prey to "the glitter

ing advertisements of the great western regions." In 1904 

She answered a call for teachers in Great Falls, Montana. 

The salary inducement was $85.00 per month, nearly twice 

her Chicago salary. No doubt filled with pioneer tales of 

her Aunt Ellen, Donovan was somewhat disappointed when she 

found a very civilized society of Great Falls. It was so 

civilized that she soon found herself caught up in the 

Episcopal Church ("the social leader of the denominations"), 

Which was a gathering place for professionals and eastern 

"Ivy League'' . graduates making their mark out west. Having 

just turned twenty-five years old, Donovan was well traveled, 

gaining a decent livelihood and apparently ready for affairs 

of the heart. 

Her school Ma'am description of "Ellen's" romantic 

encounter with her future husband at a Great Falls church 
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bazaar is ironically the most intimate self-portrait found 

in any of Donovan's three studies. Curiously, the issue of 

sexuality that pervades her writing of waitresses, sales

women or teachers does not include any overt commentary on 

her own sexual identity. Consequently, there is something 

touching about a rare glimpse into Donovan's vulnerability 

as a young woman. Here she displays an uninhibitedness 

Perhaps only possible because she goes by her aunt's name; 

or perhaps because (as in the stories of Progressive woman

hood on which she had been raised) there was only one time 

When she could open herself up freely to sexual advances. 

That time might have begun and ended with the courtship of 

William Donovan which in turn began with a country club 

dance: 

On the night of the event she tucked an 
artificial rose into the bun she wore on 
her neck, but not until she filched from it 
one petal which, moistened in water, provided 
a rouge that accentuated the actual redness 
of her cheeks. She felt very daring when she 
did this for although other women had begun 
to wear ;ake-up at the time, it was looked 
upon as unbecoming in one who was a teacher. 

On that night Frances danced her first dance with "Billy" 

Donovan who already had made a name for himself as the 

architect responsible for Great Falls' newest institutional 

buildings. possessing a "fine mind and spirited personality," 

Billy was ten years her senior. Born in Nebraska and trained 

in Chicago, he was most importantly on this evening, smitten 

by Cora Frances Robertson. 
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Married the very next year in December of 1907, Donovan 

Perfunctorily resigned her teaching position after one year: 

"That had been taken for granted by all parties concerned 
. I 

including the superintendent and the schoolboard." There 

is no way to determine how relieved or reluctant Donovan 

Was, in having to trade a career for a marriage. We only 

know that she spent the next seven years socializing with 

local intellectuals, artists and "copper kings and million

aires." She refers to it elsewhere as a time of "going in 

for pink teas, bridge and baking pies ... [when] she never 

thoughtof teaching again." Donovan's years in Great Falls 

Were busy and constructive. Having "taken on the status of 

her husband," she joined clubs, became enough of an expert 

on city planning to give lectures on the subject, lobbied 

for manual training and domestic arts in the school, and 

instituted a state-wide "Housekeeper's Conference." 

However, amidst the intellectual stimulation and civic 

Work, there were still the daytime gatherings that to Dono

van represented wasteful leisure time of middle class women. 

Three short stories in Frances Donovan's papers give an 

indication of what must have been her repressed scorn of 

this life-style: "The social Progress of Priscilla Pritch-

ara, 11 "Bumped," and "A Reversion To Type: The Story of 

Narcissus Bailey and Nancy O'Keefe." Although undated, they 

Were probably written sometime in the 1930's and seem to be 

clear retrospectives on her Montana years as a socialite. 

Having a few of the same women characters in all three stories, 
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Donovan seems to be working through--or exorcizing--some of 

the feelings she had about women of privilege. 

All three stories attempt to be satires, revolving 

around a club of women who deemed themselves "the smart 

set," whose sole reason for being seemed to be the enhance

ment of their social image. The stories are marred by pain

staking attention to the details of their petty intrigues, 

back-biting and obstracizing of one another. Donovan gets 

so involved in trivial plot, that her message is lost, and 

her criticism of women who make much ado about nothing is 

one that finally pertains to her fiction as well. 

These short stories, however, do reveal Donovan's dis

approval of the middle-class leisure she must have experi

enced in Great Falls, Montana, at least from the vantage 

Point of her permanent return to the ranks of working women. 

Ber fiction is marked by a close attention to the details 

of clothing, table settings and trivial conversation--cer

tainly the result of Donovan's long-term observation of 

Women who had been socialized to care more about petits

fours arrangements than politics. Nevertheless, while some 

"Priscilla Pritchards" accepted the vapid social existence 

Donovan depicts, there were also those women whose experi

ence of club organizing fostered "unintended attitudes" 

27 
of independence and strength. Whether organizing cultural 

events or political protest, women's revelation of sister

hood and shared concerns often created the antithesis of 

What Donovan describes--in essence, an environment prime 
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for "breeding the discontents of the women of privilege. 1128 

At least women like Donovan. The seven year period in which 

Donovan's role was one of social wife could have been her 

"t ryworks"--forging in her a conviction that she was differ-

ent and that her energies, intellect and desire to experi

ence life, went far beyond that of the "smart set. " 

Ennui amongst privileged women has been a standard 

theme in women's literature since the late nineteenth 

century. In Victorian drawing rooms and 1960 ' s suburban 

Wastelands, women ' s problems of status have been poignantly 

defined. Certainly the Priscilla Pritchards were a direct 

contrast to the "New Woman" that dominated literature in 

Donovan's teen years of the l890's. Themes of female 

restlessness and of the unfulfilled craving for a larger 

life "had already undergone a high degree of populariza

tion"29 by Donovan ' s retirement to wifehood in the early 

l9oo•s. It prevailed for decades after. 

Donovan's married life of leisure came to a halt in 

1 914. When war was declared in August, Great Falls suffered 

a financial crisis as did other American industrial centers. 

In the initial phase of the European struggle the abrupt 

and extensive dislocation of international exchange, trade, 

and commerce caused a sharp recession in the many areas of 

the u · 30 nited States. In School Ma'am Donovan records the 

impact of this crisis in her own town: "Within five days 

Great Falls' Big copper smelter shut down. Mountain banks 

began to close their doors; the bottom fell out of the real 
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estate market; all building ceased." Bill Donovan, like 

many other men, headed for jobs in the Mid West. He quickly 

found a position in a Chicago architectural firm. Frances 

Donovan meanwhile found herself relocated in a strange apart

ment in a strange city, knowing no one. She soon learned 

that "the housework in four rooms did not keep her busy." 

Eventually, Donovan enrolled as an English major at the 

University of Chicago to enhance her teaching credentials 

and no doubt satisfy her craving for intellectual challenges 

that were not available years before at Ypsilanti Normal 

College. Soon after their arrival in Chicago, Bill Donovan 

became ill with a terminal disease that would leave him an 

invalid for the next four years. 

In 1916 Billy Donovan's condition was worsenin~ making 

Obvious to his wife Frances that she soon would be alone 

and self-supporting. In this same year she took her first 

sociology courses. It was a heady discipline in those 

Years. Albion Small was still chairman; Robert Park had 

just arrived to teach in the department, after being dis

covered by w. I. Thomas at Tuskegee; and Ernest Burgess, 

having completed his doctorate at Chicago three years before, 

came back to join the faculty. A few years later, he and 

Robert Park (who was also his office mate) would jointly 

teach the famous introductory course and publish the classic 

text of sociol~gy , · Introducti·on to the science ·of Sociology 

(1921). Referred to as "The Green Bible," it set the 

direction of American sociology for years to come. 
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W. I. Thomas' literature background and interest in 

the drama of individual lives seen at close range must 

have appealed to Donovan's literary tastes and training. 

Furthermore, Park's experience as a muckraking journalist 

and his interest in social distance ~nd isolation in an 

Urban context must have been personally meaningful to her. 

Far from the Great Falls "smart set," Donovan was drawn 

into the Chicago mission to explore Chicago's urban land

scape. Here she could inadvertently address her own 

Problems of isolation and imminent widowhood by analyzing 

Others' problems of adjustment. Committing herself to 

social investigation provided intellectual peers, adventure 

and a way to explore women's experience outside the confines 

of middle class experiential deprivation. She had escaped 

this ''deprivation" once by leaving her St. Clair home; she 

Would escape it again by becoming part of the first and most 

intense investigation of twentieth century American city 

life. 

As noted earlier, it is very significant that Donovan 

sat in on courses around the time of Park's publication of 

his classic article, "The City: Su~gestions For the Investi

gation of American Behavior In the Urban Environment," in 

the American Journal of s ·ociology (March, 1915). While the 

Chicagoans constructed theories around the new concept of 

a city as a laboratory for the study of social systems, 

Donovan extended the· city-as-laboratory metaphor to apply 

to a study of women--and of herself. Just as the following 
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quote from Park's famous essay takes on new meaning when 

masculine pronouns are made femin ine, Donovan's work will 

go on to take Chicago theory in new directions: 

A very large part of the populations of great 
cities, including those who make their homes 
in tenements and apartment houses, live much 
as people do in some great hotel, meeting, but 
not knowing one another ... The attraction of 
the metropolis is due in part, however, to the 
fact that in the long run every individual finds 
somewhere among the . varied manifestations of city 
life the sort of environment in which he expands 
and feels at ease. · He 'finds , · in· short , · the· moral 
Climate in· which that bring his· ihnate qualities 
to· full' and free expression. (608, my italics) 

Donovan worked up her first laboratory exercise in a 

restaurant. Waitressing was her "role experiment" in which 

she tested out a new relationship with men , work and other 

Women. Meanwhile her husband was institutionalized, making 

more obvious the fact that his death would bring about her 

Permanent change of identity. She recorded her year ' s 

t . ~ 

s int in "lunch counters, tearooms, cafes , department stores 

and country club dining rooms" in very ambivalent terms. 

She was both drawn to, and appalled by, a waitress ' life

style that she perceived as promiscuous as well as liberat

ing. Given Donovan ' s own tenuous position as secure wife 

contemplating widowhood and a return to the chaste world of 

the classroom, it is not surprising that she finally talked 

admiringly of the raw vitality and lack of inhibition that 

She saw in these uneducated city women. 

Willian Donovan died in 1918, the same year that Frances 

graduated from the university of Chicago with an undergraduate 
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degre e in English. While writing her first book, Frances 

supported herself as a manager of a teicher's agency. The 

following year, she began substitute teaching for the 

Chicago Board of Education. At this point, she met Letitia 

Parry Jones Owen (known as "Letty") who would be her life

time friend. 31 Letty's daughter, Elizabeth Owen Borst, 

remembers clearly the day her mother came home from a day 

of substitute teaching to declare that she had just met "an 

extraordinary and brilliant woma n." Borst adds that it took 

her mother months to invite her to the house, since she knew 

Donovan smoked! 
(Perhaps this was one of the "loose" habits 

she acquired as a waitress.) Regardless of Donovan's dis

tasteful habit the two women soon struck up what to the 
' 

Borst family was a close, yet incongruous friendship. one 

woman was the sheer antithesis of the other: ." Ibnovan was 

the strong and authoritative intellectual; while Letty was 

the petite, volatile, and (as Donovan was known to declare 

With tongue-in-cheek) "a woman who had never read a book, 

but had an intuitive intelligence." 

For the next twenty years Donovan became a fixture in 

the Borst house for "Sunday night socials." Because Donovan 

lived alone permanently after losing her husband, she must 

have gained much comfort from this special family member

ship. Over the course of the years, a set group of friends 

congregated for dinner and good conversation. Borst remem

bers Donovan in heated arguments over politics and issues 

of education. Although not a political activist, Donovan 
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Presidential elections," probably 1928 and 1932. 32 
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One member of the Sunday night circle was Bob Hughes 

Who was looking for someone to manage his bookstore in 1921. 

Donovan took the job, obviously willing to leave the class

room. However, by 1924, Donovan found bookstore management 

unrewarding--as well as the likelihood of a romance with 

Bob Hughes. She then took what would be a permanent teach

ing position at Calumet High School in 1924. For whatever 

reasons, Donovan would never again hold a position outside 

teaching--except for her stint as a saleswoman. 

In the early 1920 ' s the only evidence we have of 

Donovan's affiliation with the Chicago Sociology Department 

is a reference to her in the journal of a former graduate 

student, Norman Hayner. Robert E. L. Faris uses Rayner's 

journal in his history of the Chicago School as evidence of 

the advantages of close student-faculty relationships. Only 

in passing does he mention that "late in November (of 1921) 

Bayner had a meeting with Park, Burgess, and a Mrs. Donovan, 

Who was acquainted with persons in some of the leading hotels 

of Chicago and promised to help dustribute a questionnaire 

if n . .,33 
uayner would desire one. Elizabeth Borst recalls that 
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Donovan di'd lk f h · 1 ta o er socio ogy .courses in the early 20's. 

In fact she urged her "intuitive" teacher friend, Letty, 

to sign up for one. Letty, an obliging soul, attended 

classes but unfortunately was "bored to death." Donovan 

didn't urge her to share her interests again; however, 

Donovan's frequent teasing of Letty for hating the course, 

turned the episode into a longstanding family joke. 

Although Letty Owen did not care for her graduate 

school experience, the fact that she was urged to attend and 

that she did, points out a certain attitude toward teachers 

and the general community that prevailed in the Chicago 

department in its early days. According to Everett C. 

Bughes, recalling his graduate experience in the early 1920's, 

"lines were not so clearly and strongly drawn between the 

community of Hyde Park and the University's sociologists," 

(as was later the case): 

There were many people who moved in and out of 
the university orbit freely: they went to hear 
visiting lecturers, co~certs; ~hey turned up in 
seminars; came to evening meetings of the Social 
Research society, where there were always likely 
to be one or two members of the department, as 
well as the graduate students. In this way Hyde 
Park (and othfr) "outsiders" came to know Univer
sity people. 3 

H:ughes's description of a department that not only "endured" 

outsiders, but welcomed them, is certainly borne out in the 

case of Frances Donovan, and even Elizabeth Borst. For 

instance, there is evidence that the high school English 

teacher from Calumet was treated as a colleague and given 
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credit for experience (and publications) right through the 

1920's. Harvey Zorbaugh in his classic study, The Gold 

£0 ast and the Slum (1928) acknowledges Frances Donovan as - -- - - - . 
II 

one of the friends and fellow students who have generously 

Placed at my disposal the results of their own research." 

Both Everett and Helen Hughes lament that this situa

t ion changed by the 1930's. No explanation is given, but 

one can assume that the "professionalization" of sociology 

(and of the department itself), brought with it a typical 

element of exclusiveness. At any rate, the Chicago depart

ment lost its all-embracing attitude toward any interested 

community members who could assist in its sociological 

mission to understand--and have understood--social forces. 

It is also interesting to note that, according to Hughes, 

it was not assumed until the 1930's that graduate students 

w l · 't f lt. 35 ou d necessarily join universi Y acu ies. Before then 

many did teach at a secondary level. Furthermore, it is 

reasonable to assume that teachers did "feel at home on the 

campus" since the university since its founding had tradi

tionally played a s~gnificant role in guiding the Chicago 

Public School System. 36 However, regardless of how many 

teachers felt comfortable in the department,no other high 

school teacher informally attended Chicago's sociology 

classes and published three sociological studies. 

1 

Donovan's uniqueness and subsequent marginality extended 

to her relationships with departmenta1colleagues as well. 

Helen Hughes remembers meeting her only once between 1925 
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and 1926 at a luncheon. 37 Ruth Cavan, another graduate 

student from 1920 to 1926 kn·ew her "in a casual way" while 

also knowing she was "well regarded by the faculty.
1138 

Cavan does recall "a day's outing at the Indiana dunes with 

Walter Reckless and Frances." However, Cavan could provide 

no further information, nor could any other of the 1920's/ 

30's students contacted. Such snippets of evidence suggest 

that Donovan contented herself with regular contacts only 

with a few faculty members, such as Robert Park and Ernest 

Burgess. 

Even though Donovan took a permanent position at Calu

met High School in 1924, she already had to be thinking about 

her next study, since it was published in 1928 and drew upon 

two previous summers in New York City department stores. 

There is evidence that Frances Donovan had a working rela

tionship with Robert park as early as 1921, and that her 

publication The woman Who waits gave her a certain author-,----- . 

ity among other graduate students. Furthermore, given 

Park's introduction to~ Saleslady (the highest endorse

ment possible for any Chicagoans) it is likely that Donovan 

designed her research and writing project on saleswomen 

under Park's guidance with a possible promise of inclusion 

i n the prestigious sociological series. However, as with 

~ Woman who waits, -~ saleslady was not accompanied by 

any financial support nor an expectation that a publication 

Would serve as a master's or doctoral dissertation.
39 

One cannot overestimate the· commitment and discipline 0£ 
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someone like Donovan who researched and published outside 

the normal support structures of ·academe. Without the 

encouragement and incentive for further status that acl':1-dem

ics give each other for countless hours spent alone , and for 

little financial remuneration, it is safe to say that far 

fewer books would be written. In fact, the professional 

academician Helen Hughes claims that she has alluded to 

Donovan in occasional lectures to illustrate "the self

starting, independent invest~gator, the lone worker, with 

no team of research associates, no printed questionnaire, 

40 
no electronic hardware, no grant." 

Park's introduction to· The Sale·sJady does indeed crown 

her efforts at working alone; however, it also qualifies 

them. Park's comments make obvious the fact that her 

sociology is unconventional by referring to The Saleslady 

as ''in manner impressionistic and descriptive rather than 

systematic and formal;" furthermore, he notes that Donovan 

"is more interested in the history than in the sociology 

of contemporary life," by which he implies that it is 

description rather than analysis. How exactly Donovan's 

Work does differ from other studies deemed more "scientific" 

Will be discussed in the next chapter. Unfortunately, no 

extensive evidence exists on how her work was received in 

sociology circles. Reviews of her book are for a popular 

audience, and are shallow. However, the historian James 

Carey offers revealing information. In e x amining documents 
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of the University of Chicago Press for his book Sociology 

~ Public Affairs (1975), Carey fell across Park's 

response to someone's criticism that The Saleslady "wasn't 

scholarly enough. 1141 According to Carey, Park "defensively" 

claimed that Donovan's work was an illustration of "the 

importance of first hand descriptions" that were vital to 

good sociology. 42 NO doubt Park also was defending his 

choice of including a high school English teacher in his 

Series. 

However, Donovan must have considered The Saleslady 

a popular success. It was given ten positive reviews, 

including one in The N~'.v' York Times. 
43 

As sociological 

description, it aptly covered many aspects of saleswork 

and provided information on women's work that needed dis

seminating, according to reviewers. As personal journey, 

~ Saleslady was part of Donovan's on-going questioning 

of her own life's work as a means of self-fulfillment. on 

its face, Donovan's study deals with the adventure and 

glamour of saleswork; actually The Saleslady is just as much 

about the absence of adventure or glamour in teaching. 

Elizabeth Borst recalls that by 1930, Donovan impressed 

all who met her as an outspoken intellectual "with publica

tions." Expensively tailored in conservative suits and 

dresses from ,, };rars h.~11 ~~lq" Donovan was very discriminating 

in how she spent her free time, and with whom. Among her 

best friends, the Niblacks were also part 9f the Sunday 

night social at the Borst house. Henry, Paul and Orpha were 
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unmarried siblings, and years later would be the reason 

Donovan retired to Eureka Springs. It seems that outside 

Donovan's early romantic interest in Bob Hughes (owner of 
t ,, 
he Temple Book Shop") she never sought males for anything 

other than intellectual companionship. In fact, as Borst 

notes, most of Donovan's men friends were homosexual, 

suggesting some lack of concern for sexual partners. Borst 

Particularly remembers Donovan's friendship with a Samuel 

Butcher, the book editor for The Chicago Tribune, as well 

as the satisfaction she gained from spending time with fellow 

members of "The Society of Midland Authors.
1144 

By and large, however, Donovan was an extremely pri

vate woman who clearly was "known of" more than known. As 

noted earlier, the historian James Carey documented the fact 

that Chicago colleagues of the 1920's were familiar with her, 

but never cited her as a personal friend. Robert E. L. 

Faris, having entered the graduate program in 1928, also 

Claims that "graduate students read her books" but can 

r f . d 45 ecall no one speaking of her as a rien. 

Calumet teaching colleagues also testify to her aloof

ness as a faculty member. The Calumet yearbook, The 

~ (1939), indicates that Donovan through her twenty

two year-career there, was involved in various school 

activities. She was chairperson of the English Department, 

English advisor to the yearbook, Dean of Girls and, finally, 

advisor to the "Girls service League" during WWII. However, 

her relationship with students was far more important than 
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her relationship with fellow teachers. Florence Davies, who 

taught in the Calumet English Department in the late 1930's, 

recalls that Frances Donovan was "a very impressive, intel-

devoted to h~gh ideals, whose publica-
ligent woman . . . 

· 46 
tions somehow set her apart." --

Ironically, as Donovan's 

high school teacher identity somewhat set her apart from 

other Chicago graduate students, it was her identity as an 

author that signalled to Calumet colleagues that she was 

different. 

As countless other people who have had to make peace 

With the fact that their career was not their major source 

of intellectual fulfillment, Donovan's time was highly 

structured, confining her teaching to set hours so that she 

could return home to her latest writing project. From 

Monday to Friday she boarded a city bus promptly after 

school. Elizabeth Borst remembers that there were frequent 

blocks of time in which "no one was to get in touch with 

Aunt Frances." It was understood that she was writing. 

Donovan's situation of needing an intellectual challenge 

that she could not _ get from public school teaching, is typ

ical of extremely intelligent women of the past who were 

not given any professional options outside teaching. Until 

quite recently, females who were cited in school as "smart" 

Were given the message that they should be teachers. Rather 

than being told that their genius for mathematics, science 

or letters could be made use of in a professional world that 

relied on these skills, they instead were charged with 
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teaching these skills, persumably to another generation of 

males who would use them. Certainly with the past limit

ations on women's professional ambitions, there were doubt

less many extraordinary women in teaching whose energies and 

talents were far better suited for business, medicine or 

Publishing than the world of children.
47 

This could have 

been the case with Donovan. Referring to one such bright 

woman in The School Ma'am Donovan expresses a similar senti

ment that some exceedingly accomplished teachers probably 

missed their calling: "If Mrs. Evans were a man, it's 

likely she'd be a great merchant, a builder of a utilities 

empire or possibly the president of the United States, but 

since she's a woman she's 'just a teacher' ."
48 

Ironically, the best teachers were probably not the 

women who perceived themselves as "mothers giving all" to 

the nation's children. They were probably bright women who 

managed to limit their work--as is done with most "jobs"-

so that they could get on with the things in their lives 

that gave them intellectual satisfaction. At any rate, 

the continuity between mothering and teaching (so emphasized 

by the culture) was probably less significant than "a pay

check and the struggle to find a personal challenge and job 

satisfaction. 1149 

Of course, this is not to imply that teaching children 

is a mindless or intrinsically unsatisfying activity. To 

the contrary. According to her students Donovan was a very 

committed teacher. rt is more the point that no one 
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profession should be termed "-woman's true profession."SO 

It seems likely that the present "crisis in the classroom," 

as it pertains to the poor quality of teaching, correlates 

with women's changing career patterns. 
The most intellec-

tual or ambitious women are now in banks, research firms, 

professional practices, or universities. For one hundred 

years, it has been a common assumption--however unfortunate--

that only "mediocre" males teach public school. Now that 

assumption includes women as well. Until the "status" of 

elementary and secondary teaching is improved, and until 

more of a premium is placed on human carin~ "the brightest 

and the best" women (and men) lamentably will not be found 

in our nation's school rooms. 

One school issue that did involve the loner, Donovan, 

was the pl~ght of the Chicago School System in the Great 

Depression. No other American city in 1930 seemed in worse 

financial straits than Chicago. Newspaper articles entitled 

"Chicago--A Pauper city" and "Chicago Broke" made national 

headlines. 51 Inefficiency, corruption and reform vigor 

were generally claimed the causes of Chicago's inability to 

pay the police, firemen and teachers. By November of 1929, 

(soon after Donovan ' s publication of the secure, high living 

world of saleswomen), Donovan ' s own paychecks were late, 

and continued to be, through April of 1931.
52 

April ' s 

checks were late by six weeks, and by summer, teachers were 

offered "scrip" which were tax warrants, only good for tax 

Payments. For the· next two years Donovan and her teacher 
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colleagues sometimes received scrip, and sometimes nothing. 

Drastic cuts in school services and personnel only increased 

the burden of those teachers whd remained, for School clos

ings meant classroom overloading. By 1931 teachers like 

Donovan were being publicly praised for their selflessness 

and the "fine example" of sacrifice they set for their 

Pupils. 53 

According to different accounts, teachers who had never 

been active in political organizing found themselves radic

alized. By 1933 accusations of political corruption and 

misuse of public funds generated militant feelings; teacher

saintswere beginning to feel their sacrifice was due more 

to mismanagement than financial collapse. Five years of 

instability and near poverty for teachers were documented 

in newspapers. For instance, one article measuring the 

despair of the teaching community claimed that more than 

400 [Chicago teachers] were being sent to sanitariums . . . 

[ d 
, t • II 54 

an suffering] suicides and evic ions. 

From 1930 to 1936 independent activist groups surfaced 

in spurts of anger and protest, one of which was called the 

"Volunteer Emergency committee." "By far the most dramatic," 

it was led by a John Fewks and three ·other· high school 

!:_eachers."SS There is good reason to believe that Donovan 

Was one of these three teachers. Elizabeth Borst remembers 

that "Frances worked very closely with John Fewks to organ

ize the teachers strikes." Donovan's experience as a 

Waitress m~ght hive contributed to her interest in union 
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organizing. At the end of The Wom·an Who Waits written - -----
twenty years before, she spoke at length about the virtues 

of "The Waitresses Alliance": It had "earned for waitresses 

the eight hour day;" and through it she also "lea~ned the 

effect · f . t' .,56 iveness o organiza ion. 

Probably in March of 1933 Donovan helped Fewks to 

organize the first mass meeting of Chicago teachers, parents, 

students and sympathizers. one month after this call for 

solidarity, the volunteer Emergency committee rallied 8,000 

teachers to march down Michigan Boulevard to a bank from 

which they demanded cash for their scrips.
57 

A further 

indication of Donovan's deep involvement in teacher's organ

izing is found later in~ School' Ma'am. Her description 

of the en masse enrollment of 6500 teachers in the first 

"Ch' r1 " icago Teacher's union, Local No. 1 of the 1\merican 

Federation of Teachers" is a dramatic one. Portraying the 

new unionized group almost as a mass of new converts 

committing their lives to Christ at a tent revival, Donovan 

as an eyewitness describes that evening and the crowd: 

At eight o'clock on the evening of that day the 
members of the new Union, who had been waiting 
in long queues for almost an hour before the 
doors opened, filed into the Opera House. 
Matronly schoolma'ams came on the arms of 
husbands who were also teachers, slender spinster 
schoolma'ams and other spinster schoolma'ams not 
so slender, and youthful schoolma'ams, came in 
groups, the cocky little feat~ers on t~eir ti
tilted hats making the gathering gay with dots 
of color. Friends called to friends; pupils, now 
themselves Chicago teachers, greeted their own 
former instructors; and classmates who had not 
seen each other for a decade, or more, renewed 
acquaintance as they sought seats reserved for 
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they are now employed. 
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In the above description, Donovan notes the "types" of 

women who were teachers. Her last book The School Ma'am 

Published by an independent press in 1939, was her explor

ation of these types. Writteri after a long period of 

deprivation in the profession, it is not surprising that 

Donovan placed a great emphasis on the repressive nature of 

the culturally imposed role of teacher. She claimed her 

study was based on years of observation: case histories 

and personal accounts prevail as her way of analyzing the 

Profession. As noted earlier, by the late 1930's job 

scarcity caused women workers to be regarded suspiciously 

as those who were taking good jobs away from men. Unlike 

the climate of apparent encouragement in which Donovan 

wrote her first two studies, the late Depression revealed 

the very circumscribed nature of women ' s work opportunities. 

In the course of twenty years "women ' s work " had come to 

mean just that. As an example, fields that were not female

defined in 1900, such as clerical work and saleswork, now 

Were filled almost exclusively with women, while law and 

medical schools kept their female quotas at 5% through the 

1930's.58 

Certainly teachers personified sex-segregated occupa

tions in America. Probably the most researched (therefore 

"objective") of her three studies, · The School" Ma' am is also 

the most personal. It is full of statistics and historical 
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background; but Donovan's emphasis, nevertheless, is on the 

"h d ar, thin, mean" school ma'am stereotype that teachers 

either accepted, or rejected. The idea that occupation 

had a large bearing on personality was a Robert E. Park 

theme. Donovan makes this contention the focus of her work. 

She describes the teacher's tendency to become overly dom

inant, pathologically sensitive to public opinion and 

neurotic due to emotional deprivation brought on by "spin

sterhood,'1 and other repressive aspects of teaching. In 

line with Chicago school explanations for human behavior, 

Donovan largely blames cultural forces for teachers'thwarted 

ives--but also, in some cases, personal idiosyncrasy. 1· 

Ironically, by the late 1930's, Donovan herself, now 

in her late fifties, was playing out aspects of the "school 

ma'am" role. According to a former student Bernice Shreve, 

who was Donovan's office assistant between 1936 and 1938, 

Donovan was Dean of Girls and basically in charge of girlp' 

discipline. She recalls that "To see Donovan struck terror 

in girls' hearts," and that "most students were terrified 

of her. She ruled with an iron hand and 90% of the students 

didn't like her."5 9 rt is no wonder Donovan devotes much 

time to the destructive aspects of a disciplinarian role 

that plagued her personally as she wrote The School Ma'am. 

On the other hand, the terror that students felt seemed 

less directed at Donovan personally, than at her identity 

as "Dean." As teacher, "there were those students who did 

get close enough to love her.
1160 

Donovan's conflicting 



roles are borne out in her description of the "opposite 

tendencies" that a teacher had to incorporate: 

The school ma'am must constantly be two 
persons of opposite tendencies. She must be 
the one who sees and represses undesirable 
traits and unsuitable behavior; at the same 
time she must also be the one who stimulates 
the thinking and draws forth the expression 
from her pupils which means successful class-

room procedure.61 
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A Dr. William Shealey recalls that Donovan encouraged him 

to consider higher education, as she did many other students: 

"She specifically urged me to consider the University o f 

Chicago; for that I shall always be _ grateful beyond any way 

of expressing my gratitude. 1162 Another student of the same 

period remembers Mrs. Donovan's English class in which "she 

was a great storyteller," interspersing her comments on the 

Classics with tales of her family, "including the wild 

I 
. h . d 63 

r1s man called Donovan" whom she marr1e . 
Arthur 

Berndtson, now a professor of Philosophy at the University 

of Missouri (and an alumnus from the University of Chicago) 

credits her for encouraging his "budding interest in abstract 

thinking. 1164 There is also the lengthy description of 

Do 
· 1· K t 64 Sh h' ll novan provided by c. W1l 1am on os. e was 1s most 

valued teacher, friend and counselor" in his last two years 

at Calumet in 1938 to 1940. 
"With those whom she believed 

to have potential, she worked especially hard," Kontos notes. 

In a largely middle class school that sent less than half 

its students to college, Donovan made sure that her prize 

students did go on--usually to the University of Chicago. 



No doubt Mrs. Donovan would be thrilled to know that her 

Prize student. C. William Kontos, _is presently the United 

States Ambassador to Sudan. 
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Clearly Donovan cared as much about inspiring students 

as about disciplining them. These student testimonies also 

Point out the double world in which teachers can live. 

There are many studies that refer to the inauthenticity of 

the authority figure's role. Serving as a model to adol

escents oftentimes necessitates a certain loss of humanity. 

A. "private self" not revealed to students appropriately 

Protects weaknesses and vulnerability; it also lessens the 

opportunities to be genuine and creates an understandable 

tension of the public versus private self. As Donovan notes 

in~ School Ma'am, "There are always two teachers in the 

Classroom, the teacher as she looks to herself and the 

teacher as she looks to the thirty or forty pairs of eyes 

that scrutinize her all day long." This double role must 

have been burdensome to Donovan, given the attention she 

gives the problem in The school Ma·•am. 

The repressed desires of a teacher's private self is the 

theme of Frances Donovan's unpublished short story, "No 

Questions Asked." written in the late 1940's when Donovan 

Was nearing retirement, the story is an affirmation of a 

teacher's right to non-conformity and self-fulfillment that 

lay outside public service. "No Questions Asked" revolves 

around two "old Normal college friends:" Emily Ruth who 

has recently retired from a post as school principal, and 
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Matilda, the narrator, who_ gave up teachi~g early on to be 

a wife to "Billy." Their lo~gstanding friendship is 

deepened when to the shock and disgust of the townspeople, 

Emily Ruth--formerly known as "selfless" and "a saint" to 

the local cornmunity--becomes pregnant. Justifying her 

scandalous state to Matilda, Emily Ruth says: hFor Twenty 

years I've taught school and I've done it faithfully and 

conscientiously. I've given my life to work just as truly 

as anyone has ever given hers. Now I figure ... I've 

got the right to live the rest of my life the way I choose." 

The narrator, Matilda, supports her wholeheartedly and 

spends the next few months helping Emily Ruth with prepara

tion for the new arrival. However, Emily Ruth's bravery 

and strength of conviction turn to tragedy. She dies in 

childbirth, leaving a healthy son for her friend Matilda 

and Bill to raise. Also named Billy, the boy has a happy 

childhood until young friends begin to taunt him about his 

origins. The story ends with his adopted parents' decision 

to send him off to boarding school. 

Certainly this tale has elements of a Victorian melo

drama in which the wayward woman finally has to be punished 

for her tran~gressions. on the other hand, Donovan's per

sona is the narrator who, by supporting an unmarried friend's 

Pregnancy, acquires the beautiful child she never had. In 

this case, the ambiguous nature of Donovan's message is 

typical of hei non-fiction as well as her fiction. As in 

~ Woman· Who wait~, - The saTeslady -~ The Scho·o1· Ma·•am, the - --- - -
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subject is a woman's sexual role in the context of-- and 

often in conflict with--her work role. And once again the 

point of view is unclear. Donovan admits membership in a 

conforming middle-class, but is also sympathetic to those 

who do live outside social norms. Paralleling her three 

sociological studies, Donovan ' s perspective in "No Questions 

Asked" is that of the observer of deviance rather than the 

deviant. She does not write in the first person as Emily 

Ruth I but as Emily Ruth ' s observer. 
However, perhaps she 

could have completed her distance by choosing to write of 

both women in the third person (just as she coul d have 

studied women workers without becoming one of them). 

Instead, she does indeed participate in this fictional (and 

deviant) action by writing as the friend who condones this 

behavior. Furthermore, Donovan ' s identification with Emily 

Ruth is heightened by what the reader cannot know. She has 

given the name William ("Billy")--the name of her own dead 

husband--to Matilda ' s husband and to Emily Ruth's son, thus 

tying her more closely to both the participant and the 

observer of the tale. once more, in fact and fiction, 

Donovan straddles two worlds. 

In 1945 Frances R. Donovan--tyrant school ma ' am to some 

dear friend and accomplished author to others--retired from 

Calumet High school after twenty-one years of service. 

Being 65, she was past the age of considering something as 

shocking as motherhood; but she ~as ready to satisfy old 

and unconventional passions of another sort. A yearning for 

I 



open space and fresh air, after many years in the city, 

finally overwhelmed her. In what is unfortunately only a 

fragment of an autobiography found in her nursing home 

papers, Donovan describes her new restlessness: 

1 03 

I started to stare out the windows of my court 
apartment and saw only brick walls. I began 
to feel "cooped up" and longed with all my 
heart for a vista. I began to notice that the 
air in Chicago was thick with smoke, and dusty 
with the tramp of many people. The noise of 
the street cars, buses, trains, automobiles 
began to annoy me and even keep me awake at 
night. Even tho I had been lulled to sleep 
by just such city sounds for nearly thirty years. 

The urban environment of Chicago that Donovan had described 

so enthusiastically as "a woman's Camelot " years ago, had 

now become Donovan's prison. For her, the possibilities 

of city life epitomized in Park ' s 1915 essay, had turned 

into a post war world of massive industrialization and 

rebuilding that belonged to younger generations. 

Following the lead of her lifelong friends, the 

Niblacks, Donovan retired to Eureka Springs, Arkansas, pur

chasing an 1870 cottage in what was deemed "The Little 

Switzerland of the ozarks." Known as a tourist and health 

resort for over half a century, Eureka Springs boasted hot 

springs whose curative effects drew people from much farther 

away than Chicago. As early as the 1880's Eureka Springs 

was a "boom town of hotels, boarding houses and cabins.
11

66 

Given Donovan's flare for the dramatic (and a good 

story), she credits much of her motivation for moving to her 

II ' pioneer blood that began to boil and bubble." She traces 
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this legacy to Aunt Ellen Macmillan (the name she used to 

tell her own story in The school Ma'am) upon whose pioneer 

tales she had been raised. After marrying a Scotsman called 

Robertson 
I 

Civil War: 

Aunt Ellen got the "Go West Fever" before the 

"and in covered wagons with animals in tow . I 

they hired Indians as guides and trekked into the Great 

Northwest Territory." 

Donovan's role playing was not yet finished. Having 

begun her pioneering on the urban frontier, she would now 

return to be a traditional pioneer of the mountains. Her 

own account of the move to Eureka Springs is poignant. 

Although not arriving by covered wagon with an Indian guide, 

her decision to strike out for new territory at 65 years of 

age took courage nonetheless. After selling her co-op 

apartment quickly, Donovan packed "only a few rugs, pic

tures, dishes, cooki?g utensils, heirlooms and books, 

hundreds of them II in a Trans-An1erican movers truck. She 

then boarded a train alone, arriving in Arkansas chilled 

to the bone, "having slept all night with newspapers wrapped 

around her l~gs for warmth." 

After boarding two more buses, she finally arrived at 

her cottage. She describes a weary climb up her crumbling 

front steps to a front porch that faced the Ozark mountains. As 
' . 

She caught her breath with the vista's beauty and silence. 

flung open her screen door to face her new home with no 

heating system, walls in disrepair and much unaccustomed 

solitude. Hours later, when Donovan watched the Chicago 

She 
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moving vian pull away and disappear down the mountain road, 

she buried her face in her hands and "wept copiously." 

According to Donovan, those were her last moments of 

regret before she took on her new role. Exchanging her 

expensive dresses from "Ma-rshall Eield" for blue denim jeans, 

Donovan installed an oil stove and joined Eureka Springs 

community life. The little cobtage that was even abandoned 

by local hillpeople as unlivable, would give her fifteen 

years of peaceful pleasure. The former waitress/saleslady/ 

teacher/social investigator adopted her last identity as 

Pioneer with surprising ease: 

This is now my home and I shall remain here 
as long as I can climb the hill, wield a can 
opener, cook my own meals, manage my own finances 
and remember what day of the week it is and where 
I have hidden the hammer and screwdriver .... Of 
course some day I may have to live with one of 
my younger relatives or go to an OLD LADIES HOME 
but until that time comes I shall live here, enjoy 
my delightful friends, the 275 days of sunshine 
from my · front porch, and "lift mine eyes into the 
hills, from whence cometh my help." 

"That time" when Donovan would no longer be able to 

Wield a can opener or a screwdriver would not come until 

1962. Meanwhile, Donovan kept close to the Niblacks, gave 

Occasional lectures to the women's club and wrote articles 
67 

for the local paper,~ Times-Ech~· She also worked on 

what she thought would be her fourth publication, a community 

study of Eureka Springs. In the Chicago tradition, Donovan 

attempted to generalize the personal. She transformed her 

own experience . in retirement living into a broad community 
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study that could serve as a model and_ guide for older people 

making retirement dec'isions. 

This manuscript, entitled ! ~ Found It: ~ Social 

stu:dy of~ Small~ in Arkansas, exists as part of her 

rs1ng home papers also. It is a strong effort at a local nu · 

history including short biographie~ of distinguished citi

zens, chapters on education, churches and leisure-time 

activities. How complete this manuscript is remains unknown. 

It is clear that she began her project in 1953, for in that 

same year she wrote to the University of Chicago Press, ask

ing if anyone might suggest recent community studies that 

would provide her with a model for hers.
68 

She claimed that 

"the only book [she] could find down in Eureka was Middletown 

which wasn't very readable." Donovan adds in a postnote 

that perhaps Everett c. Hughes could be contacted for sug

gestions, since she had known him many years before. It is 

worth mentioning that James Carey came across this letter in 

his perusal of the university of Chicago Press documents. 

He recalls that Donovan's inquiry struck him as "pathetic."69 

Possessing no other information about her, he must have 

viewed her ambitious project as the pipedream of an old 

woman, and an amateur at that. 

Certainly this was the impression held by a Mr. Lottin-

ville, the publisher whom Donovqn contacted regarding her 

community study,. and the one who apparently sent her a rejec

tion, more like a dismissai.
70 

In a proud and indignant 

response, Donovan informed Mr. Lottinville that she was not 
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"the nobody" he took her fo;r. She then re£ers him to her 

other publi.cations and suggests that "someone more quali

fied--"perhaps a sociologist"--should see her :manuscript. ( ! ) 

James Carey and the condescendi~g Mr. Lottinville had no 

reason to know that Donovan at 75, was a published author 

and certainly capable of one more publication, done under the 

same conditions: alone, and without any support networks 

(in this case, not even a good library). Rather than "path-

etic," it seems more accurate to see her last attempt at a 

scholarly project as spunky and ambitious. Certainly few 

other "mainstream" Chicagoans, then retired themselves from 

academe, were planning writing projects as broad in scope 

as a community study. 

By the time Donovan reached her eightieth year, her 

energy for writing and most other activities had left her. 

Elizabeth Borst describes Donovan's last years in her cottage 

as sad. Her debilitating arthritis was a great frustration 

to her. As a woman who prided herself on living indepen

dently and vigorously, it was difficult to reconcile herself 

to the fact that she was housebound and dependent on the 

assistance of her younger sister Betty, who had come to live 

with her. A series of Donovan's letters written to Borst 

between 1957 and 1959 document the uncontrollable ravages 

of time on her body, that left her mind largely in tact. 

Despite the fact that she was confined to the house and 

stumbling over chairs, she was quick-tongued enough to 

grumble about the Niblacks for being "inhibited and 
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inarticulate," and to report on the latest Eureka Spri?gs 

scandal. 71 However, one letter catches her in a rare display 

of self-pity saying, "Well, well, I'm just a cantankerous 

old woman and I'm sick besides. Nothing fatal, more's the 

Pity, but I am so depressed th~t I can't get the old kick 

out of life. 1172 

Another letter written at 2:30 a.m. in 1959, describes 

how her sleeplessness had led Donovan to take breakfast at 

midnight and keep a dawn vigil by writing letters. Having 

taken the "wonder drug, "Dacradon," Donovan's arthritic. 

Pain had lessened, although she "was still crawling around, 

hanging on to the furniture." In these letters of her last 

Years at home, her self-pity always seems balanced by humour 

and a touch of realism. At the same time as she pokes fun 

at herself for being quite contented with such a simple 

life, she also concedes that one can live too long: "Hope 

none of you live long to get where we are. This extension 

Of the life span is not, in my opinion, a blessing. Better 

to check out when one reaches the biblical three score years 

and ten." As usual, Frances Donovan appears to be both 

Pa . l'f 73 rticipant and observer of her own 1 e. 

By 19 63 , Donovan conceded that she could no longer function 

in her mountain retreat. In July of that year, she became 

the fifth admission to a newly opened nursing home eight 

Iniles away in Berryville, Arkansas called "Leisure Lodge." 

Catherine Grogan, then a "medication aid," remembers that 

Donovan arrived in a wheelchair, and she took to her immedi-
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ately. 74 Grogan add~that despi te the fact that Donovan was 

"h a rd to please" and kept to he~self, reading a great deal . I 

they were good friends. Elizabeth Borst and her family 

visited once a year, while Betty, living nearby, came more 

frequent~y. Her brother, Burger, also recalls that he made 

a visit to Frances shortly before she died. He last remembers 

her "sitting quietly in her wheelchair, smiling, and taking 

. 75 
in the afternoon sun." 

Donovan commented in a last letter to Elizabeth, written 

from the Nursing Home, that she would not be surprised if 

she died "in a November or March ... when my blood stream 

changes again." Donovan did die on November 2, 1965. 

Obviously proud and concerned for posterity, Frances 

Donovan doubtless would prefer that she be remembered for her 

Work, rather than her place in the sun. An analysis of the 

Chicago studies--a context for her work--follows. 
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The following sources constitute the means by which Frances 
Donovan's life has been reconstructed: 

Nursing Home papers: 
(Provided by Mrs. Catherine Grogan, former friend of Frances 
Donovan and presently administrator, ''Leisure Lodge Nursing 

Home). 

-Autobiographical fragment 
-Articles: "The American Home--Yesterday and Today'' (Post-1945) 

"Dear! Dear! What can the Matter be!" (Post-1945) 
"The Social progress of Priscilla Pritchard" (.1930) 
"Bumped" (.1930's); A Reversion to Type: The Story of 

Narcissus Bailey and Nancy O'Keefe 
"No Questions Asked" (1930's) 

-Manuscript for Eureka Springs community Study, I Have 

Found It (1950's) 

Relatives and Intimates: 

Mrs. Elizabeth Owen Borst, Chicago Illinois (Taped Conver

sation) Mr. Burger L. Robertson, Great Falls, Montana (Taped Conver-

sation) 
Mrs. Catherine Grogan, Berryville, Arkansas 

~ociologists contacted: 

Robert E. L. Faris, Coronado, California 
James T. Carey, university of Illinois, Chicago Circle 
Everett c. Hughes, cambridge, Massachusetts 
Hele~ Macgill Hughes, Radcliffe ~esearch Center 
Morris Janowitz chairperson, university of Chicago 
Irving Louis Ho~owitz, Transaction magazine 
Eli Zaretsky, san Francisco, California 
Jesse Bernard, Washington, D.C. 
D~rothy Wertz, Cambridge, Mass , 
Virginia Fish university of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Mary Jo Deega~, university of Wisconsin-Stevens Point 

Graduate students of the sociology Department at the 
Qniversity of Chicago, 1920-1940 

Ruth Shonle cavan Northern Illinois University 
Nels Anderson, university of New Brunswick 
Helen, Everett c. Hughes 
Leonard Cottrell chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Herbert Blumer, professor Emeritus, Berkeley 
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£.alumet H.igh School Fo,l;';llJe~ St~dents; 
. < . 

United States Nnbassador ,. C. Will.iam Kantos ,. Ka.rtoum, Sudan 
Dr. Arthur Berndtson, Dist.:lnguished P;r-ofessor ot Philosophy 

University of Missouri~Columbia 
Dr. William Shealey, Virgtnia Beach, V~rginia 
Howard J . Israelstam, Chicago, Illinois 
Bernice Shreve, Michigan City, Indiana 

2!,her Calumet contacts: 

Mr. Joseph Jurica, Teacher, yearbook advisor, Calumet High 
School, (1978-79) 

Qniversity of Chicago Contacts: 

Un~versity of Chicago Office of Alumni Affairs 
University of Chicago Press 
Hu11 House Association 
Chicago Historical Society 

Luther L. Bernard Papers, Penn State Historical Collections, 
Penn State University 

~eka Springs, Arkansas Contacts: 

Eureka Springs Historical Society 
~ Times Echo and The Star-Progress 
"Leisure Lodge" Nursing Home 
County Tax Collector's Office, Eureka Springs, Arkansas 



III. CITY OF STRANGERS: THE CHICAGO STUDIES 

"I have never found particularly convincing 
the patently self-serving theory that intellec
tuals construct about themselves--that they are 
"classless," or constitute an "interstitial" 
stratum (in Karl Mannheim's version), or are "un
attached." To their productions, as to those of 
the truck driver, we must address the nervy, vul
gar little sociology-of-knowledge question "says 
who?" as Peter Berger puts it. There are many 
forms of "attachment": if we are not particularly 
class-bound, perhaps we are region-bound, or time
bound, or culture-bound, or subculture-bound." 

John Murray Cuddihy, 
Ordeal of Civility: Freud, Marx 
Levi-Strauss and the Jewish_, 
Struggle withlV.iodernity 
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di.apter One asserts that a sense of marginality 

Pervaded the early days of the Chicago School; that the 

Philosophical origins, historical circumstances and particu

lar personalities of the first Pmerican sociology department 

compelled its members to see themselves and their subjects 

on the edge of a new and old world order. Chapter Two 

fleshes out the life of one obscure Chicago School figure, 

Frances R. Donovan. Straddling worlds of professional 

sociology and public school teaching, as well as ones of 

working class and middle class culture, Frances Donovan saw 

herself and her subjects in uniquely marginal terms. Chap

ter Three then places Frances Donovan's work in the context 

of other Chicago studies of the period. In so doing, it 

examines how Donovan's marginality joins her, as well as 

separates her, from other Chicagoans; it also attempts to 

shed further light on the extraordinary nature of the 

Oiicago sociology department.--both in the power of its 

explanatory scheme and in its remarkable record of graduate 

student research and publication. 

A context for Frances Donovan's work is The Saleslady 

(192 9), a part of the Chicago Sociological Series. As 

noted earlier, the series began in 1923 under the co-editor

ship of Robert E. Park and Ernest Burgess. Over the next 
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two decades it ;t;unct;i;oned a$ the. cnJef condu;i:t th:t:'ough 

Which the now classic Chicago studies flowed. It also 

became the primary forum for the Chicago School's vanguard 

ideas in urban sociology. Further proof of Donovan's affil

iation with the Ch.;tcago School Cfrom 1918 through the late 

l930's) has been provided by former colleagues. 

The Sociological Series, especially the most renowned 

studies, provide the data necessary for examining Chicago 

theory and practice in the 1920-1940 period. The Series, 

thirty-one publications in all, also includes cross~cultu

ral research and concentratedly theoretical pieces not 

mentioned here. Of the thirty~one, r have chosen eleven 

Which investigate the mierican urban milieu: The Hobo (1923) 

by Nels Anderson; The Unadjusted G;i:rl (1923) by WtI. Thomas; 

~ Gang (1927) by Frederick Thrasher; The Ghetto :~ 

G928) by Louis Wirth; FarnilX Disorganization (1927) by 

Ernest Mowrer;~ coast~~~ (1929) by Harvey w. 
Zorbaugh; suicide (.19 2 8) by Ruth ca van; The Taxi-o ance ~ 

(1932) by Paul Cressey; The Pilgrims of Russian ~ (1932) 

by Pauline Young· Vice In Chicago (1933) by Walter Reckless· ' --- - _..:...--- ' 
and ~ Negro Family (.1935) by E. !"rdnklin Frazier. 

Although Frances Donovan's work resembles these other 

Chicago studies in numerous ways, she was the only one without 

a formal degree or professional career in sociology. 

Donovan's marginality therefore offers a special perspec

tive for viewing a major academic movement. A review of 
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the prefaces to works o~ tne Series reveals a definite 

"school" of thought. Underlying an author's simple tributes 

to a graduate department, a funding agency, mentors, or 

friends are messages of increasing professionalization in 

the 20th Century, including a lock~step pattern of academic 

success. Whether called a, J?aradigm,. a community of inquiry 

or intellectual camp, a school of thought (in this case 

embodied in an academic department) is validated as much by 

the proper Ph.D. credentials and series of job placements 

as by the ideas themselves. The Cllicago studies are a test

ament to this self-perpetuating school. Ment;i:.on;tng the 

same mentors and each other repeatedly, their authors give 

an early indication of the important role they eventually 

Played. ls second and th;i:.rd generation Olicagoans, they 

spread their influence to other sociology departments across 

the country. Frances Donovan, however, did not. 1£ter 

Writing each book, she returned to the same high school 

classroom, decade after decade. 

This fact raises important questions. What kind of 

power did Chicago sociology have, if a high school English 

teacher could be motivated to write three sociological 

studies with!!£ professional vested interest? If her pub

lications were meeting primarily personal rather than pro

fessional needs, could other Chicagoans' work be examined 

not simply in terms of their contributions to Chicago 

theory and emergent professionalism, but as extensions of 



~ neeqs as we.11? 
.. ' Fu:r:'thermo;i;-e, what can be learned 

about th 
e accepted theor~es and methodology of the Olicago 

School 
When practiced by a marginal pe~son who does not 

SUffer 
the same pressures to uphold them? Do .ideas hold 

new P . 
ossibilities when handled by an outsider who has the 

license to 
''play'' with them, and treat them more directly 

as am 
eans of personal knowledge or fulfillment? Using a 

non ... p 
rofessional like Frances Donovan to measure the pro-

fession.::.1 
~ nature of a social sctence proves especially 

l:'evealin 
g. Donovan was not pressed to obey all the ~ules 

Of s •. 
cient1'f1'c rnb h' · research that signalled me ers ip into the 

budding 
Profession of sociology. For instance, The Woman 

~ Wait ~ and The Saleslady lack the heavily theoretical 
1 -

anguage and third person point of view that mark the other 
studi.es 

• Without this veneer of "objectivity" or neutral,.. 
.ity, the 

important question becomes: What is left? 

In this chapter r shall argue that there is a great 
c'!ea1 

left. Without incentive to obey faithfully the dic-

tates of a social science struggling to be value~free, 
:::>onovan was able to bring her lack of sophistication to 
bear 

on her choice of subject matter, writing style and 
ro1e 

...,Playing. I contend that this "simplicity" illuminates 
:tnany Ch. 

icagoans' motives, methodology and ideology, and 
lay 

s bare the essential strengths and weaknesses of the 
Chica , 

go School. For instance, the Chicagoans attempt at 
"s 

.Yinpa,thetic understanding" of marginal groups such as 

.12_2 
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hob 
os-, gang mambe,rs o:r hotel drifters, becomes extreme 

ident · , J..f.1.cat+on .... when Donovan ''becomes" a waitress O!t" a sales-· 
Woman . 

Getting even closer to her subjects than her col
leagues h 

w O interview and record life histories, Donovan 
becomes 

a Part of the social drama she witnesses~-a risk no 
Other Ch. icagoan 
the 

takes. Similarly, the bourgeois values and 

Potential for harboring racist or elitist views (for 
Whj_ch . 

Chicagoans have been maligned by critics) are inten-
Sif:ted , . 

in Jonovan's unprofessional candor . However, rather 

than further condemning the Chicago School, Donovan's 
incons· 

l.stency reveals the genuine struggle in which all 
Chicag 

oans were engaged: to make sense of a drastically 
Chan . 

g.1.ng world both personally and protessionally. 

Finally, Donovan , s marginal work casts some l;i:ght on 
direct· 

J..ons in which Chicagoans might have gone . One critic 
CJ.aim 

s that the Chicago school ' s major shortcoming was a 
lack of . 

introspection which in turn set the precedent for 

an J\iner.1.· can 1 1 "th brand of sociology that was arge Y e study 
Of Oth ers, 

far as to 
not of self. 111 Certainly Donovan never goes so 

turn sociolo~y inward on itself as C. Wright Mills 
does 

many years later. She does, however, st.udy her own 
group 

of teachers, a group of which she had been part for 
twenty 

Years, thus attempting a kind of reflex;tveness other 
Chi . cagoans did not. 

This chapter works with two assumpttons regarding 
Chi 

cc1.go School theory and methodology: "The first is th~t 
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the soc· iology department Donovan came to know f:rom 1916 

throu h g the late 1930 1 s was unique, combining elements of 

rontier" landscape, dynamic faculty personalities an urban "f . 

spired graduate students whose interactions resulted and in . 

ications that still serve a model of what an aca~ in PUbl' · 

demi c department should be. Furthermore, the Oiicago 

was exceptional because it contrasted sharply with School 

the E uropean academic tradition wherein an institution grew 

around "a chair" or leading genius in the field. Therefore, 

freedom of thought and wide range of theories can Chicago, s 

1 
ted to one 1',rnerican brand of sociology that "began be cred' 

institution before it had a distinctive intellectual as an . 

Content 3 ' a distinctive method, or even point of view." 

ing as a department, rather than as an extension of Or· . lgi.nat' 

mind or one theory, Chicago sociology was a collective 0 ne · 

ent erpri.'· · 1 · · . se that bid students and professiona s to Join--not 

to learn from one master, but to contribute data and just 

ideas affecting the very nature of a discipline in its 

format· ive stages. 
go group is reflected also in the life-long friend~ 

The special intensity of the 1920
1

s 

Oiica 

Sh' l.ps that . 1 were made there, and in its litera sense of 

For example, within its ranks it had a ~ather and 

son ( 

:!:amily. 

Ellsworth and Robert E. 1. Faris), two couples (~auline 

and Erle F. H h ) Young and 11e1en and Everett C. ug es . , Pa,:k' s 

son-· in-law, the well-known anthropologist,. Robert R,edfield, 

and a departmental secretary, Ruth cavan,. who p:roduced a 

book f or the Sociological series. 
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This chapter's second emphasis is on what I consider 
the Ch . icago S h c ool's main legacy to twentieth century social 
theory: its 

faith in description as a major way to deter-
Inine . 

social reality. Chicago's methodology was based on the 
iznp0 

rtance of "continuous observation of unfolding events in 
thei 

r natural setting," 4 as opposed to surveys, statistics 
or cont . 

rived laboratory settings. This fascination with the 
act· J.on of d · 1 ai y events and larger social forces led in two 
direct· ions: to important theories dealing with the mechan-
iszns 

of change, such as social disorganization; and, perhaps 
znost . 

J.mportantly, to the practice of letting subjects speak 
for th 

emselves, as a way of accurately determining "social 
'viorlds" 

Other than those of a mainstream middle-class. The 
Chica 

goans attempted to understand phenomena on the basis 
Of • 

J.ntimate and detailed knowledge of, and by, participants. 
'l'h . 

J.s effort f h 1 f · 1 makes them precursors o sc oo so socia 
theory 

emphasizing "emic" analyses, such as cogn,it,i.ve anthro
Polog 

Y, symbolic anthropology and the sociology of knowledge. 

Endorsing the findings of scholars , Frederick H. 

Matthews 
I James Carey and Eli Zaretsky, this study attempts 

to 
refute long standing criticisms of the Chicago School as 

elitist 
and Primitive. A typical stereotype of the Olica-

Soa11s h 
as prevailed, especially since the 19SO's under the 

eie 
gant and complex language and theory of functionalism. It 

is Of 
social invest,i.gators who were so overwhelmed by a new 

that they had all they could do just to record their 
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ethnographic 
data. Moreover, according to these critics,this 

data lacked 
the theory to explain it, or frame it. A com-

ment by one 
sociologist that "Chicago provided material and 

theoret· 
ical organization came with later generations 115 not 

only 
denies central theoretical contributions of the 

<liica 
goans; it also reflects an academic version of unilin-

ea.r e 
Volutionism. The prevailing view that contemporary 

modes 
of explanation are the most enlightened, coupled with 

the social sc1·ences' l 1 t f th • h' t genera neg ec o eir own is ory, 
resulted 

in the dismissal of the Chicago School's best inno-
V-a.tions 

• 

Cbnsidered unsophisticated theoreticians, Olicagoans 
have 

also been labeled bourgeois thinkers--rnere products of 
th

e Social Gospel and small town nostalgia. 
6 

In contradic
to.r 

y Ways, they have been accused of not distancing thern-
selv-es 

enough to avoid imposing their own middle class 
V'alues 

0 n groups they deemed deviant, and distancing them-
selves 

too much by refusing to wed their data directly to 
Po1· l.tica.1 7 reform. 

Bowever, I think an emphasis on the Olicagoans' early 

attempt 
8 at "emic" analyses goes far to blunt these criti-

Cism 
s. Given their European predecessors' highly specula-

tive s . 
0 ciology, the Cllicagoans' zealous empiricism was a 

S.reat 
step toward the wedding of theory and description. 

?u.rther . 
more, early twentieth century ,America was marked by 

a. dee 
P conservatism. 7 In the face of racist and reaction-

a.ry .r 
esponses to ethnic and urban changes in America, 



the ai · 
icagoans managed to separate what they saw (d;i:.fferent 

cultures) f 
rom what the majority of their contemporaries 

~evea ~ they saw (basic inferiority and deviance.) They 

Were able to do thi's . because they had faith in the power of ,, 
Plain d . escription." 

The Chicago School's attempt at value-neutrality can
not b 

e dismi'ssed d d 'd 1 · as merely a delu e 1 ea or a capitula-
tion to 

It is true that the first sociolo-a status quo. 
gists w 

ere reluctant to describe social problems in terms 

Of the failures of capitalism. They instead saw themselves 
as 

Scientists whose role was to provide the ''neutral data" 
by Wh' J.ch others · d t If th' 't' made political JU gemen s. is posi ion 
Was Pol. . 

itically naive, it was also sociologically insightful. 

Contena. ing that social description by participants and 
Ob servers h · 1 , could stand alone--outside t e normative angu-
age of 

Professionals and ideologues--Chicagoans newly 
defined 

soc.;i.al 
rnernbe 

rs, hobos 

reality. For example, once allowing gang 

or waitresses to describe their own worlds, 
the±r own argots, values and belief systems emerged. The 
Glica go Studies could then describe a "culture" where other 
liner· 

J.cans saw an absence of culture. In the process of 

letting for themselves, the reader could actors speak 
acqu· 

J.l;'e more empathy and understanding ;for them--as could 
the 

researcher. 

Finally, a reappraisal of the Chicago School offers the 
Sat• J:s;t;act · 1 t R t · ion of calling for a reusab e pas . - e urn~ng to 
the h' 

istoric origins o;f a discipline to find the most 

127 



contemporary j:.dea,s of social science theo:ry (such as ''emic 

knowledge'') in seed form may contribute to the integration 

of the past and present, which seems healthy in any disci-

pline. 'PB James carey notes, "By rendering past intellec-
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tual achievements obsolete, we lose such assurances as 

traditions can give to our sense of purposive, intelligent 

direction. 119 Henrika Kuklick further comments that due to 

the renewed interest in social psychology "we may now feel 

the need of intellectual ancestors, of the sort that Chicago 

sociologists can provide. 1110 

THE rnIC.AGOP.NS: IN CDNTEXT l>.N) METl\l?HOO. 

Initially, it is necessary to reconstruct the nine

teenth century world in which the first .Pmerican sociology 

department flourished. By contrasting Victorian social 

science with the Cllicago School, the latter's advanced 

theories can be appreciated. 

The Chicago social scientists who took modernity as 

their subject--in its most dramatic expression: the city-

confronted new social forces for which their small-town 

Midwestern backgrounds had not prepared them. Chicago, a 

prime example of the onslaught of modernization, had gone 

from frontier to metropolis in one generation. Despite 

the Olicago sociologists' openness to new theories and new 

cultures, they nevertheless had grown up in towns with 

less than 30,000 people and had been molded by the "primary 

relations" of family, church and school. In a city that 



had grown from 1,eoo,000 in 1900 to over 2,700,000 in 1920, 

in which 2/3 of the population would be foreign born or the 

children of foreign born by 1930, 11 l;i.ttle of the Victorian 

order survived. 
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In 1892, when the University of Cllicago and its soci

ology department opened its doors, the "social question" 

predominated. Mass inunigration and rapid industrialization 

had given rise to problems of poverty, class conflict, labor 

' t' d ' 1 12 organiza ion an v10 ence. The Social Gospel had just 

about run its course and simple progressive solutions to 

baffling new economic and social relationships had become 

untenable. 13 Social reformers began to acknowledge that 

controlling the new urban disorder through a simple revivi

fication of bourgeois values such as piety, frugality and 

sexual restraint had met with minimal success. 

Certainly the new social science theory at 01.icago in 

the early 1900's was an extension of the Progressive 

thought which had already taken hold in American culture. 

The Olicagoans joined other intellectuals ;i.n a ''revolt 

against formalism,'' 14 by questioning long held assumptions 

in such areas as formal logic, classical economics and 

jurisprudence. The first generation of 01.icagoans were 

part of this movement by erecting the laws of social science 

in relat;i.vistic terms--not as logic, but as "exper;i.ence in 

some streaming sense." However, their conunitment to record 

and explain this "streaming" experience finally allowed 

them to grasp the new urban world in ways Progressive 



reformers could not. By '' close and .intimate observation" 

they understood their task not as dealing with a t emporary 

aberration from old norms, but as investigation into radi

cal transformations in ~merican character and culture. 

Problems accompanying such changes demanded new solutions. 

The period before 1 915 was a time in which the Chicago 

School underwent a kind of "paradigm-shift." Thomas Kuhn's 

popular term to describe the "revolutions" of thought with

in scientific c ommunities, 15 is here modified to refer 

simply to the intellectual "shift" from nineteenth century 

moral philosophy to twentieth century social science. 

Moral philosophy in the European tradition of "armchair 

speculation" on the human condition was exchanged for an 

Jmerican brand of sociology, demanding empirical inquiry , 

or a faith in reality rendered by direct observat i on. The 

Chic~g<E.ns exchanged a prevailing social idealism that dealt 

with society in terms of moral absolutes, for a social 

"reality" that demanded an astute, ''objective" observer to 

define its flux. This shift was of course not total. The 

early work of ~lbion Small, Thomas and Park reflects a 

tenuous balance of old and new ideas that mark later studies 

of the Sociological Series as well. Even before 1910, 

elaborate theoretical abstractions co-existed with empiri

cal description; 16 and for decades "value-free" sociological 

data was provided by those who were active in making social 

policy. 

By the late nineteenth century, social reality had 



become 
complex--complex enough to require a "specially 

trained · . 17 
intelligence'' ·· to understand it. At least one 

idea was 
clear to late nineteenth century reformers: a 

world of" 
common sense'' in which every person of free will 

cou1a be held responsible for his/her actions no longer 
e~isted. 

Voluntaristic explanations of human behavior 
receded to 

'' remote circles of caus.ation" where the forces 
of fam··1 . 

l Y, enviro nment and economics played just as great 
a Part · in Povel;'ty or depravity, as ''low moral character. rrl8 

When Frances Donovan entered the University in 1916 it 

9enera11y was acknowledged that it took ''professionals" to 

unaerstana 
these forces. Thomas, in The Unadjusted Girl 

(1923) 
' remarks that ''common sense had not been adequate" 

to th 
e Problems of crime, alcoholism, prostitution and other 

forzns of 
severe anomie. By the early twentieth century, 

soc· 
lal critics and reformers were conceding a sense of 

Power1 
essness over the drastic changes taking place in 

Arneric 
an culture. Here, Thomas expresses ~he need for a 

new e 
XPertise which he implies sociologists, the new social 

en.ginee 
rs, can provide:" up to the present t,ime society 

has 
not been able to control the direction of its own evo~ 

.lution 
or even to determine the form of life and re.lation-

Ships 
necessary to produce a world in which it is possible 

a.na a · 19 
esirable for all to live." 

The Chicago Studies repeatedly voice the assumption 

that a11 Previous efforts at re.form had failed becal.lse they 
We.:r 

e not based on scientific principles. Harvey W. Zorbaugh, 

jJJ 
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in perhaps the most renowned study of the Series, The Gold 

Cbast and the Slum, traces the misguided history of 

American reform. Beginning with Jacob Riis ' pictorial 

exposes in the 1880's, Zorbaugh claims that muckraking had 

led to "more voyeuristic slum parties " than improvement of 

conditions. Organized charities followed1 whose shallow 

efforts demonstrated that social problems "went deeper than 

relief;" and on their heels came countless social surveys 

which (albeit less sensationalistic) merely provided data 

for ineffectual settlement workers who knew nothing of 

"different social worlds. 1120 zorbaugh ' s message was 

echoed in other works of the Series. 0.early, new solu-

tions were needed. Problem-solving devolved upon · the 

trained intelligence of the Chi cagoans. Seeing themselves 

as the first to tread the path between ideas and experience, 

they conunitted themselves to an "adequate explanation of 

external reality" based on empirical description. 

The proper laboratory for this integration of theore

tical abstraction and "intimate knowledge" of hobos, 

prostitutes or waitresses was the single most exciting and 
, 

problematic phenomenon of the twentieth century--the city. 

Robert E. Park's classic essay of 1915 " The City: Sugges

tions for the Investigation of Human Behavior in the Urban 

Environment" was a watershed , ushering in the most pro

ductive period of the Chicago School and giving a dramati

cally new conceptual framework to the notion of "city. '1 

To Park, a city (specifically Chicago)was not merely a 
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"symptom" of industrialization, or a simple geog:raphical 

area. R ather, it was a "natural area," an organic unit that 

shaped human behavior as much as it was shaped by human 

hands. The introduction to Park's 1915 essay is regularly 

quoted in the annals of urban sociolog~ 

The city ... is something more than a 
congeries of individual men and of social con
veniences--streets, buildings, electric lights, 
tramways, and telephones, etc; something more, 
also than a mere constellation of institutions 
and administrative devices--courts, hospitals, 
schools, police, and civil functionaries of 
various sorts. The city is, rather, a state of 
mind, a body of customs and traditions, and of 
the organized attitudes and sentiments that in
here in these customs and are transmitted with 
this tradition. The city is not, in other words, 
merely a physical mechanism and an artificial 
construction. It is involved in the vital pro~ 
cesses of the people who compose it; it is a 
product of nature, and particularly of human 
nature. 21 

Park's essay became required reading in sociology 

classes. The essay forced new students of sociology (in

cluding Frances Donovan,. recently arrived from Great ralls, 

Montana) to look at urban environments in totally new terms. 

Park's influential essay reversed the 18th century Western 

myth which held that a city embodied only decadence and 

was an unfortunate aberration from the pristine life of the 

" village. Park also reworked Tonniesl "Gesellschaft/Gemein~ 

schaft," which distinguished the close and implicitly 

positive networks of small towns from the alienation of 

urban areas. Instead of using the city as the focus for a 

jeremiad, Park chose to view it as a hymn to human poten

tial. The city embodie d everything its inhabitants were 
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capable of creating, as well as destroyin~ " ..• at the 

least, the city is complex for it lays bare to the public 

view in a massive manner all the human characters and traits 

which are ordinarily obscured and suppressed in smaller 

communities. The city, in short, shows the good and evil 

in human nature in excess. 1122 

In a sense Park and the Chicagoans reversed a Thoreau

vian search for self-realization through nature. Rather 

than seeking the solitude of uncleared forest as the escape 

from social restraints, Park urged his students to find 

that same potential for freedom on city streets. Here, the 

"individual might find the moral climate in which his pe

culiar nature obtains the stimulus that brings his innate 

d . . . d f . 1123 1spos1t1on to full an ree expression. Freedom, of 

course, was double-edged. ~nonyrnity could as easily mean a 

welcome release from small town forms of repression as it 

could severe dislocation and isolation. Despite this ambi

valence, the Chicagoans made a commitment to a new urban 

world. Poverty, drastic influxes of immigrants, and 

increased crimes were serious problems, but they were not 

a condemnation of a new stage of civilization. Instead 

they were a part of the struggle of human survival on its 

new frontier: the city--where people's best and worst in

clinations co-existed. They were convinced that on this 

Manichean stage society could be revitalized. 

In a sense, the Oiicagoans extended Frederick Jackson 

Turner's frontier thesis. 24 The historian had made a 
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unique argument at the end of the nineteenth century that 

the American psyche had been spiritually revitalized by the 

continued existence of its frontier 'boundaries. However, 

by attaching so much significance to the geographical 

frontier, he failed to foresee the rejuvenating potential 

of any other kind of physical space. 25 The Chicagoans made 

that transference, as evidenced by the frequent use of 

frontier imagery in their studies. Chicago served as their 

"vast cultural frontier - -a common meeting place for the 

divergent and antagonistic peoples of the earth. 11 26 Freder

ick Jackson Turner ' s belief in the transformative power of 

environment to change personality and culture was shared 

by these pioneers of sociology. On the cutting edge of 

social science theory, however , they perceived that the 

outermost boundary of new civilization was now its urban 
/I 

centers: Inherited custom, tradition, all our ancient social 

and political heritages--human nature itself--have changed 

and are changing under the influence of the modern urban 
• It 27 

environment. 

Desperadoes as well as spirited adventurers fi l led their 

urban landscape. The University of Chicago Sociological 

Series began in 1923 with Nels Anderson declaring the hobo 

(previously portrayed as loiterer , misfit and new violator 

of the American work ethic 28), as "one of the heroic figures 

of the frontier." Frederick Thrasher stated that gang mem-

bers occupied the " fringes of civilization. . where life 

is rough, untamed and rich in social significance. " As 
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,, 
Products 

of the city wilderness" gang members carved out 
their own ·2~ 

systems of law and order. Paul Cressey also 

described 
a taxi-dance hall as a "world of relaxed social 

controls" 
which was "on the edge of jungle, fulfilling men's 

de · 
sire for stimulation." 30 

So · ciology early on mirrored the larger society's ten-

dency to 
see men's lives as far more interesting than 

women's 
With the exception of prostitutes, little atten-

t· ion was 
given women outside the context of home and family 

in 
early sociology. Male worlds of hotel drifters, hobos 

or B 
Ohemians prevailed. Therefore, in this context, Frances 

Donovan 
used her marginal status and her gender to extend 

the b 
oundaries of Chicago sociology to include women. She 

is th 
e only author of the Series to explore the city as a 

Particu1 
arly female frontier. In her first study The Woman 

~~'Donovan answers her own questions as to why women 
hav 

e moved to the cities in ever increasing numbers: 

Why do they come? Because life is dull in 
the small town or on the farm and because there 
is excitement and adventure in the city. The 
lure of the stage, of the movie, of ~h7 shop, 
and of the office make of it the definite El 
~orado of the woman. !r is her frontier and in 
it she is the pioneer. 

Besides The Saleslady, w. r. Thomas' · The Unadjusted 

~ (1923), is the only work of the Series that focuses on 

women's 
new or controversial urban role. The un·adjusted 

Girl . 
~ is indeed a sympathetic portrayal of city women who 
have b 

een labeled deviant through their violation of social 
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and moral codes. For instance, Thomas redefines sexual pro

miscuity as legitimate behavior rather than innate depravity, 

indicating women's universal desire for less inhibited af

fection. Other studies also reflect feminist sympathies, 

including Walter Reckless' Vice In 01.icago. For instance, 

Reckless places the relationship between pimp and prostitute 

in the context of "man's inhumanity to woman: a patriachal 

pattern." 

Nevertheless it is only Frances Donovan who deals with 

the multi-faceted urban woman, not simply as a creature of 

oppression but one of great potential. Whereas her more 

mainstream colleagues were attracted to the specifically 

male prototype of marginality or the less gender-specific 

problems of alienation such as suicide or family disorgani 

zation, Donovan was captivated by the possibilities for her 

own sex. in the workplace. It is only in the last few 

decades that a substantial women's history has existed tes

tifying to the instrumental role urbanization has played in 

h . f 1 . 32 c anging the ema e experience. 

Frances Donovan was indeed ahead of her time. She was 

born into a largely rural world of 1880 that had become 50% 

urban by the time her publication, The Woman Who Waits, 

appeared in 1920. The ramifications, especially for middle 

class women, were enormous in city areas that made avail

able all the advances of technology. The preparation of 

food and clothing, a predominantly female task for cent

uries, was no longer necessarily a home function. Women's 
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mobility was increased by trains, cars and by newly lighted 

streets. In 1907 only 8% of non-urban areas had electricity; 

yet by 1920 47 % of all cities had electrical power, making 

stores and walkways accessible to women at all hours of 

night and day. 33 Birtl;fontrol information, the prolifera

tion of labor saving devices and the increase in boarding 

houses and apa rtment dwellings were further factors that 

provided a conducive environment for "the new woman," touted 

in popular literature. 34 

Cities were also a natural breeding ground for the 

women's reform movement. Beginning with issues of abolition 

and suffrage, and later e x tending to organized efforts at 

social control (such as temperance and anti-vice groups), 

urban women learned to exercise their independence and poli

tical power. 35 Certainly these women did their share in 

debunking the agrarian myth that freedom and equality lay 

only in the pasturelands. 

Of utmost significance in this effort was women's 

entrance into the urban workplace. The female labor force 

r emained largely sex~segregated, non-skilled and clerical as 

1-'merica became a service economy from 1917 through the late 

1 930's. 36 Donovan's insistence that special attention be 

p a id the woman worker highlighted a social issue that some 

regard as the most crucial of the twentieth century--women's 

changed identity as worker outside the home. 

"Outside" work for women has, since the mid-nineteenth 

century, involved personal and cultural conflict. There 
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has been a constant tension between the two areas of women's 

l' l.Ves, the home and the marketplace. With the rise of indus-

ization, the domestic and economic sphere became so trial' 

ant· ithetical that the workplace itself, whether factory, 

store and later business office, became a threat to the tra-

d' l.tional role of women. 
Here she was exposed to male crass-

ness 'danger and a loss of virtue. With the growth of a 

large middle class that measured status by the leisure 

availabl e to its female members, there was a further class 

bias against those females forced into work because it now 

Signif' ied a lack of gentility. 

Donovan, therefore, in choosing waitresses as her first 

subjects , creates a fitting symbol for the deep cultural 

alence toward the effects of work on women--especially ambiv 

When t he sexes "mixed." 
No longer serving food to male 

rnemb ers of her own family, she was now serving strangers. 

D 

" 

onovan , nevertheless, sees these working women as the 

advance guard" for all women: 

Wh~t makes the story of the wai~ress important, 
aside from its human interest, is the fact that 
~hese women represent the advanc7 guard of work
ing women who are marching steadily deeper and 
deeper into the world of economic competition, 
getting into new and dangerous contacts.

37 

lt is the waitresses' personality--after exposure to a rough 

World--that Donovan finds intriguing. And, as with Work 

the other Chi ca go ans , o onovan • s description of those living 

0 ut marginal existences are a blend of disapproval and be-

grudg' ing admiration: 



She is a free soul, the waitress, and she often 
manifests her freedom by swearing like a trooper. 
The city is her frontier; she has found indepen
dence and her sense of freedom expresses itself 
in all the vulgarity and robustness of primitive 
life everywhere.38 
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9onovan's endorsement of a working woman's freedom is less 

qualified by a middle-class sense of propriety when she 

writes of saleswomen eight years later. It becomes easier 

for Donovan to fully embrace the city as a place of possi

bility in recording the lives of women who are in appearance 

middle class, or at least upwardly mobile (by wearing fash

ionable clothes and working at Saks Fifth Avenue or Macy's). 

In the Saleslady she notes: 

The city of today, with its rumble, its noise, 
and its changes is for the women of today the 
field of camelot and they are the knights who 
tilt in its industrial tournaments for the re
ward it has to give ... But it is this kind of 
world that has made men, and the women of today 
are striving in their manners, their dress, and 
in their activities not only to c~wpete with men 
but to equal if not surpass them. . 

In retrospect Donovan's belief that women's full equality 

would be easily won in the urban workplace was highly exag

gerated. However, this unrealistic enthusiasm reflects 

Donovan's sense of her own pioneering role as participant 

and observer of other women's pioneering roles. 

THE CHIC.AGO.ANS: SELF 1'.NO SUBJECT 

At the heart of this inquiry is the thesis that the 

Chicagoans, who were preoccupied by marginality in others, 

were also aware of it in themselves. This "spirit" of 

marginality was collectively forged within the 1920's 
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dep artment. It is 

School . did not look 

important to keep in ·mind that the Clicago 

to a few stars for direction as much as 

to Various personal accounts of the Chicago days 
each other. 

Of the 1920's contain off-hand comments revealing the special 

energy . and momentum that swept up a whole graduate department 

anthropological urgency to record the details of a in an 

Certainly there has been no graduate 
culture ;n ... transition. 

depart ment, before or since, which has been more attuned to 

ions between the world inside and outside the the connect' 

Cla ssroom. 

serninars buzzed with the social questions that were revealed 

se eager graduate students each day: in the streets 

Chicagoans' reminiscences indicate that their 

to the . 

they Walked, in the life histories they gathered, in the 

of the morning paper they brought to class. head1 · ines 

Roberts. Park and Ernest Burgess tand to a lesser 

deg ree other · · l 'k and later 01.icago personalit1es i e E. L. 

F'ar· l.s} made their students feel special, tapping their unique 
For instance, Park was con-

int erests 

tent to 

and deepest concerns. 

work behind the scenes as prodder, teacher and 

theoret. . ic1.an. 

conferred . . by his numerous Mok-length publicauons, l'ark is 

imed to . b have said that "rather than write ten ooks, I 

Not the least bit concerned with the status 

Cla' 

V>lOUld rath who each wri'te one."
40 

er have ten students 

In 

fact ' the departmental mission of collecting urban ethno-

graph' l.c data was so compelling 
that "even the lowliest 

. d' "41 . 1 
could conduct field stu ies • . • inc ud-graau ate student 

.lng a high school English teacher named Frances 1J onovan. 



Whether lowly or exalted, the members of the 1920's 
group h 

ad certain characteristics in common. ,According to 
James 

Carey, who interviewed most surviving former students 

of the Per3..'od, 11 Ch' . a of them came to icago with some expo-
sure t 0 sociology in their undergraduate classes. They also 
haa 

a clear sense that Clicago was at the forefront--where ,, 
sociol ogy was taking dramatic 

,,. 42 
shape. · onecan infer, then, 

that at least a few students came with the hope of being a 

ground-breaker, · 1 · of contributing to a new socia science, and 
a new Understanding of society. They did not come to con-

form to an already respected career pattern or intellectual 

tradit· 10n. They came to create one. 

Chicagoans also had in common, notes Carey, a solid 

exPosur . . . e to naturalist fiction. Those who made it a point 
to 

reaa Emile Zola and his American predecessors such as 

.F'rank Norris, Stephen crane, and Theodore Dreiser, were 

.revea1· 1 ng more than a common taste in literature. They were 
i ndicat· 1 ng a shared interest in social reality based on 
" sc· 

l.entific" principles. Like the naturalists, they were 

fas · c 1 natea by forces of nature and human nature--observed 
at 

Close range. Ironically, these fiction writers served 

as the Chicagoans' only model for detailed and graphic 

accounts · id of ordinary "reality: " "We are mainly n ebted to 

"1.riters of fiction for our more intimate knowledge of con-
tem 43 

Pora.ry urban life," said Park in 1 915 · · 

The relationship between literary naturalism and the 

Chica go School is close in numerous ways, W.I. Thomas had 
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a backg~ound {n 
~ literatu~e and ?ark had been a journalist 

for 1 e even years. Park often referred to his own work as 
"m 

Uckraking," thus identifying himself with a similar natur-

alist impulse in journalism to expose the wretched conditions 
of an 

Urban underclass. Pdmittedly, sociology ' s intentions 
Were f 

ar broaer than many naturalists' obsession with deca-
den 

ce and determ1'n1'sm. h ,-,,....· 1 1 k d Te u11cagoans a so ace a strong 
socia1· ist perspective found in the works of Theodore Dreiser 
ana Frank Norris. Yet they did share the naturalists' in

tention to become accomplished observers of the human pre-
d' icament. Fnd they self-consciously played a comparable 
role . 

as intellectual rebels. While naturalist writers were 
in re 

Volt against a genteel tradition that prescribed the 

Proper f 
0 rm and content of good literature, the first socio-

logist 
s Were rejecting the formalism of biological determi-

nism 
and unilinear evolution. 

The naturalist influence on the Olicagoan's approach 
to their material can be found in many works of the Series 

devoted to close descriptions of colorful people, subcul-
tur 

es and physical environments. carey notes that sociology 
cour 

se syllabi of the 1920's included novels. There were 
also 

close ties to the English department, one beneficiary 

Of Whi h , c was Frances Donovan who received a degree in 
l' iterat Ure in 1918. But the "literary'' quality of these 
StUd' 

ies~-for instance, their sense of narrative, choice of 

langua.ge 1 44 and point of view--has not been fully exp ored. 

Once again, Donovan's work (in what Park calls its uniquely 
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". impre · ssl.onistic'' styie) clearly reveals elements that 

operate more 

'I'h ~ Woman 

subtleY in other Chicago studies. For instance, 

Who Waits, published in 1920 before the series 

' epitomizes "the dramatic elements" of naturalist fic-began . 

tion that appear in lesser degrees in later works of the 

Series. 

One f 0 
Donovan's strengths is that she can, indeed, 

te11 a good story. Her unpublished papers testify to her 

life-long interest and skill in writing fiction. For 

e, the very first pages of The woman Who Waits draw instanc 
the - -reader into the action of the tale, to see through 

Donovan's eyes the women who commuted by train to the Chi-

Cag 0 Loop: 
· .. there was the blonde girl with the 

pearl earrings and high-topped lace boots, and 

th
e brunette with a bewitching nose veil; there 

was the slender girl in a "strictly tailored I ' 
suit," •.. and there was the middl

8 
olJed woman 

who, with rouge and an extravagantly short skirt, 
was making a pitiful attempt to cheat the years .. 

She also p 'f' " f · t' f th ossessed an "unscienti 1c asc1na ion or e 

and for the "base" instincts of human nature, pre-lurid 
In one 

dictably in members of the lower class. 
embodied 

scene she follows her description of restaurant workers' 

sexual obsessions with one of the kitchen after hours: 

Great fat, graY rats, as big as kittens 
used to slink across the tables and racks, or 
stand on their hind 1egs on the floor and blink 

Such 

at waitresses and the kitchen men used to make 
coarse jokes about these rats in which the ever
present sex interest was the important factor. 

4
6 

graphic description linking sexuality and bestiality 

as common to the a,.icagoans as it was to the "Was not 
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naturalists. 

lurid nature 

But the occa,sional ''overenthusiasm" for the 

of Bohemian life or the sordidness of hotel 
rooms 

can be found in a Oiicago study. 

Plong with. some parallel approaches to determining 
II 

social 
reality" the naturalists and the Clicagoans shared 

similar 
Personal backgrounds as "outsiders" to the accep-

table 
academic circles of the day. 4 7 Malcolm Cbwley 

descr·b l. es a "status 
Yle .... ... e bei' ng 

revolution" in which literary elites 

replaced by writers who "were in some way disad-
'V'antagea . 

• . they were not of the Atlantic seaboard , or 

not of the old stock, or not educated in the right schools 

· or not sufficiently respectable in their persons or in 
their 

family backgrounds . 4 8 Certainly Frances Donovan is 
the 

e x treme example of the new sociologists ' less-than 
aristoc . 

ratic origins. With no advanced degree, she had come 
from 

an obscure mid-western normal college and taught high 
schoo1 f 

or a living. 

Other mainstream Oiicagoans reflected this "status 
:tevo1 

Ution." Many, (although Protestant) had not attended 
Presti . 

gious undergraduate schools, nor were they financially 

~ 0 rtabl f s d' h e. Nels ~nderson was the son o a we is peasant 
and m· 

l.grant worker, and Walter .Reckless and Paul Cressey 
Ylere 

two of many graduate students who had to work part-
time 

or full - time to pay tuition. There also were others 
Ylhos 

e culture and race had never allowed easy entrance into 
eJ.it 

e social or intellectual circles. For example, Herbert 
Bl 

Umer and Louis Wirth were Jews and known for their fringe 
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associat. . . . 
ion WJ. th the slightly d.isreputable "Bohemian Crowd 

of Jack 
son Park Cblony'' located near the university. There 

'W'as al 
so a notably large number of female graduate students. 

Further 
more, Chicago (through Robert E. Park's past affili-

at· l.on with Tuskegee) drew black students at a time when 
Negr 

Oes stayed at Negro colleges. For i'nstance i'n th 1920' ' e s' 
the Ch. 

l.cago School trained the two foremost black sociolo-

gists of th . 
eir generation, E. Franklin Frazier and Olarles 

s enderson 
• Park, in fact, brought the stamp of Tuskegee with 

hilll. 
The first course he taught at Olicago sociology depart-

Inent Was "Th . e Negro in Jlmerica. 11 It is not surprising that 
Giica . 

go maintained its reputation as a training ground for 
· 13iaqk ., . 4 9 

.• 807xo1,~~.1;sts fo;r; decades _afte,rwards, 

In summary, such factors as the Chicagoans' interest 
in the r 1 . . i e at1onsh1p between literature and soc al reality, 
as w 1 

e 1 as its non-mainstream origins, set them apart as a 
Un' 

l.gue group in academics. However, it was finally the tap-

.Ping Of , 
this uniqueness and the integrating of their sense 

Oi 
:marginality into the structure of _the program that to a 

great 
extent accounts for the dynamism and productivity that 

:marked the 
1920' s group. 

s.Pec±a.1 
Powers of Robert 

Ernest . 
Burgess).. 

This was accomplished through the 

E. Park (and to a lesser degree 

Vy ' ' I 1 nifred Raushenbush who interviewed 1920 s students 
.for h 

er recent biography of Robert E. Park, documents the 

.Preced ent that Park set for having his students see the 
l:'elat~ 

~ 0 nship between their personal lives and their work. 



One f 
ormer student t th t" f' conunen s a on 1rst being alone with 

Park he was 
likely to interview them about their life his

torie "so 

Black 
s. Recalling his experience as a young and insecure 

graduate student, Charles Johnson remembers that Park 
quickly h l 

e Ped every newcomer explore "the murky channels 
Of 

our thinking .•.• A first revelation came, when I dis
co"er d 

e through one of his excursions that it was possible 
to · ictentif 

m own experience and thinking with a large and 
~ecta}-,,1~ .r:_ ~ 51 
_ ~ . . . of social knowledge. " Evidently, 
l?ark•s . . . 

urging of students to connect their private experi
ence 

and their social knowledge served as a catalyst for 
their 

subsequent interest and identification with other 
:mar . 

ginai social worlds. 

Park is remembered as an intense, charismatic person-

.ali ty c=-pable . ,, i h h 
~ of setting students "on fire wt t e desire 

to def· 
ine their culture. Herbert Blumer, recalling Park in 

the 192 ' 
Os, claims that "in the course of my more than 

thirt 
Y Years of observation in the field of graduate work I 

have 
never seen any teacher who could be as successful as 

:Park 
in awakening, mobilizing ·and directing the talents of 

st
lldents and bringing them to their highest potentiality. 1152 

'1'he 
following description of a session in Park~s office 

see:ins . . 
Indicative of Robert E. Park's power to instill in 

his Pr . , 
0 teges this intense commitment to social research and 

self-u nderstanding: 

A student would come in to see him about~ 
thesis problem . Dr. Park would question 
him about his b;ckground, his life, his 
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~~Periences. He w~uld pro~e and prob~ until 
, nally some experience which had never seemed 

~mpor~ant perhaps until that day, would emerge, 
_urn itself .into the student's consciousness 
~nd set him on f.ire.53 

In a sense th Ch' t e icagoans were precursors o a present 

znovement in the social sciences~ one that acknowledges the 

l:'elation h. , " " sip between the observers context of discovery and 
the d 

ata observed. Some current theoreticians go so far as 
to ca11 

for the detailing of this relationship within the 
body Of 

the text, as an overt part of the data recorded. 54 

Stua· 
ies of the Chicago series never include the author in 

the r 
esearch, with only one exception: Frances Donovan. The 

above 
recollections do indicate that Robert Park understood 

the · 
interplay of the researcher and his subject matter. 

Iio\A/ever ' as noted earlier, Pmerican sociology was engaged 
in 

a struggle to prove itself a valid science built on a 

foundat· ion of "objectivity." such a position had to dis-
coura 

ge sociologists from taking the risk of appearing 

znel:'ely " . impressionistic" by personalizing their reports--at 

least th . d ose sociologists professionally tra1ne, creden -
t' 
ialea ana hired. But Donovan did. Having no academic 

rep 
Utation at stake, no professional approval to lose, 

Donovan was able to include herself directly in her ·data, as 
a a· 

Isguised participant-observer, and finally as a critic 

Of her 
~ teaching profession. 

In some sense Donovan was able to live out fully what 
~ , 
ark ana Burgess encouraged, the most intimate understand-

ing 
of another social world. Neither The Woman Who Waits 
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nor Th 
-.S:. ~aleslady is an ideal example of emic analysis, nor 

is The sh 
-._;:_ _c 00! Ma'am the perfect reflexive study. However, 

Donovan' . 
s intentions and opportunity to know her subject 

from the inside out reveals much about a sociology depart-

ment that 
triggered in a high school English teacher the 

de · sire to enter other women's intimate and social worlds. 

Herbert Blumer recalls that Robert Park did not reserve 

his insp· 
irational powers for only those sociology students 

destined 
for greatness in academe. Students were pushed to 

exceed 1. . 
imits that were "even surprising to themselves": 

"fie 
attracted a wide variety of students, some of the great-

est abil' ity, others of average talent, and some less than 

mediocre . . . He succeeded in getting a large number of 
them 

to develop an unflagging interest in concentrated work 
on the· . 

lr topics, resulting, it should be noted, in a very 
imp 

ressive series of publication. 1155 One cannot overempha-

Size th e e xtraordinary nature of a department that spurred 
on F'ra nces u onovan at the same time as it was grooming 
e· 
lght future .American Sociological Association Presidents: 

Everett c. Hughes, Herbert Blumer, Stuart Queen, Leonard 

Cbttre11 , Edward Reuter, Robert E. L. Faris, Louis Wirth 
ana E 

• Franklin Frazier. 

Donovan is part of a phenomenon in the Chicago school 

charact . . . d erized by a belief that everyone willing to ocument 
" social d d' reality" had a particular job to do, epen ing on 
his/h er Particular talents. Just as Franz Boas in the same 
Year 

s turned Indians into informants of their own culture, 
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Park and his colle~gues had Japanese students doing studies 

on J cu ture, Jews on ghettos, a hobo on hobos--and apanese 1 

ing woman on other working women. It is quite one work' 

Possibl e that Frances Donovan took a first sociology course 

in 1916 to find out about society; yet, in so doing, she 

found out about herself. 
sitting in Park's office as a new 

' she could have discovered her own 
11

burning question
11

: Widow 

the f ate of an independent woman bereft of male support 

Whose economic survival and identity were now to be deter-

Inined by a work role. Her answer to this question never led 

to an ASA presidency. However it did lead to a commitment 

so strong that she would publish three books over the course 

Y years, written after the school day was over, dur-of twent 

ing summer vacations with no funding and only limited status. 

Donovan was not alone among the Chicagoans in attempting 

to rende 
r her personal experience grist for the ethnographic 

:rni11. Nels Anderson author of The Hobo, wrote an autobio-
' --

Y, meaningfully entitled~ ~erica~ ~ (1975). The graph 

extensive · · · 1 t · h · insights he provides into his re a ions ip to his 

and the analogy to Donovan's efforts warrant a closer Work 

a.nalys· 1.S • 
It is fitting that Th~ Hobo (1923) was Park 's --

or the first entry of the sociological Series. The choice f 

Hobo -...:::..-::: represents the "purest" intentions of Chicago empirical 

theory•. 56 Anderson had been, and~ one of his subjects. 

On e can 
imagine the excitement Robert Park must have felt in 

An unassuming 
find' ing Anderson among his graduate students. 

Young man, Anderson came to the graduate school as a former 



m· 
J.grant worker 

' railroadman, panhandler, muleskinner and 

lurnberman. 
Through such jobs he· worked his way through high 

school 
and, years later, college. · It was not until his 

ar · r1.va1 · 
l.n the department that he learned .hobos had been 

tran 
sformed by their urban setting into "homeless men"--a 

Problem that 
sociologists were eager to address. 

autobi~graphy, together with introductory Anderson's 

Cornrne 
nts from a 1961 revised edition of The Hobo, describes 

relationship to his subject matter on three different 
his 

levels. 
His conceptualization of his experience on various 

levels of 
consciousness indicates the complexity of a 

rese 
archer's role--a complexity that has been overlooked in 

th
e Past. Only personal testimonies, such as Anderson's, 

he1 
p to make this relationship clear. Early in his auto-

biog 
· raphy Anderson comments that his choice of subject "home-

le8 8 men " . 11 it turned out to , was based on expedience: 
be th 

e Practical thing to do my term papers on subjects I 
knew 

most about." (xii) Later, however, the choice is not 

dealt With 1 d' t· . as nonchalantly. He makes a c ear is inction 

between . 
himself and other student colleagues doing fieid~ork 

by Sa ' 
YJ.ng that "I did not go down into the slum. I was at 

horne . 
J.n that · t h area." (p. 65) His choice now seems o ave 

9'rown more 
to 

relate 

complex, at least in its implications. Choosing 

so closely to his non-middle class origins had its 

Price. 

Even within a graduate group tha't had "ma!"ginal II leanings, 
"n . 

de.t-so , · f th " n s unique position of having been one o e homeless 

l 5 J 
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men" he studied set him apart and made him feel isolated. He 

comments that the study he was trying to do "was outside the 

ken of my fellow graduate students, as I was outside their 

interest areas." (xii) Anderson was sure that he occupied 

an even more marginal world than his classmates: "When 

talking to Thrasher about gangs or Reckless about vice. 

their methods and hypotheses seemed like common sense know

ledge. But if I spoke of the hobo or other men in my sector 

of Chicago, their wayff of life and work, it was all remote 

from their understanding. They would respond with some sort 

of weary willie humor, which reminded me over and over and 

over of a sort of cultural gap between my colleagues and me." 

(p. 164 AH) 

Anderson's recollection of feeling alienated does not 

so much indicate the callousness of bourgeois colleagues. 

Rather, it signals the extent to which the Chicago School 

had committed itself to empirical knowledge. Many Chicago

ans obviously never fully escaped their middle class origins. 

Nonetheless they formed a graduate community that took into 

its ranks anyone who could be an effective researcher of 

the urban frontier. Both a former hobo and English teacher 

could do that very well. If they were not completely com

fortable with every colleague, they were at least colleagues. 

Unfortunately, no evidence presently exists on how 

Donovan felt about her maverick status at Chicago, nor how 

her work was received initially or after revisions. What 

does exist, however, is Anderson's account of his great 



insecurity when working away at a manuscript of~ Hobo 

that no one saw before its completion. As a new Master's 

degree student, Anderson submitted his work to Ernest 

Burgess with great trepidation, only to be shocked by the 

news that Burgess had given it to Park, who immediately 

announced that it would be the first of the Sociological 

Series. Park knew he had an extraordinary document, an 

account of marginal man truly written from the inside out. 
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The Chicago School's faith in direct experience as 

scientific data was further put to the test in Anderson's 

case. The Hobo signified the empirical thrust of the depart

ment, one that was meant to be well integrated with theory. 

Anderson's master's orals, therefore, must have caused 

moments of uneasiness for both faculty and master's candidate. 

Anderson recalls: 

Still, even after the publication of The Hobo 
when I was permitted to take the oral examina
tion for my master's degree, I was not able to 
answer most of the questions put to me. Appar
ently, some of my answers must have amused the 
professors. When I was called back into the 
room for the verdict, Professor Albion Small 
pointed to the street, "You know your sociology 
out there better than we do, but you don't know 
it in here. We have decided to take a chance 
and approve you for your Master's degree. 11 51 

Certainly the irony was not lost on Small, Park, or 

Burgess that one of their stars was strictly street-smar t, 

rather than book-smart. However, the fact remains--they 

took the risk. They obviously regarded Anderson's empirical 

understanding of the world as crucial. Later as a Ph.D. 



student h ' e 
no doubt acquired enough theory. 

process o simu taneouslY distancing 
t e nc e as a double · f · 1 

1 54 

On another occasion Anderson refers to his fieldwork 

ex per 

and immersing himself in the world of hobos. Depart-himse lf 

ramatically from the farming expertise his father had ing d 

hoped he would acquire by going to school, Anderson,by 

ing sociology, made a flight into the the thin air of enter· 

Scholarship and intellectual pursuits. Anderson therefore 

is humble origins to transcend those origins: Used h' 

While this method [participant-observation] was 
faithfully followed in my work, it was not in 
the usual sense of the term. I did not descend 
into the pit, assume a role there, and later 
ascend to brush off the . dust. Twas in the 
process· of mov'ing ·out of the· hobo world. To use 
a hobo expression, preparing the book was a way 
of "getting by," earning a li vin'! ':'bile the exit 
was under way. The role was familiar before the 
research began. rn the realm of sociology and 
university life, I was moving into a new role.

5
8 

For the working class Anderson, fieldwork that was meant 

to l ~gitimize hobo experience also legitimized his distance 

Immersion one last time into a hobo 
from that experience. 

world guaranteed his separation from that world forever in 

. arm of a publication and credentials as a "trained the f 

igence," a professional sociologist. Mderson's post-J.nte11· 

Provides a further irony. Anderson's escape was not note 

as complete 
as he would have liked. The publication of The 

liobo" ~ marked" him as much as validated his new identity: 

identity (of hobo) continued to mark me as s~ething less 

than 

"The 

a fully accepted sociologist-" Anderson had been such a 
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complete part;tcipant .... obse.rver that the academ;ic wo.rld out-

side the 

rate the 

his 1975 

Chicago soc,i.ology depa:t'tment could not fully sepa-

hobo from the intellectual. He notes poignantly in 

autobiography that it was not until retirement 

that h e received h;is first professorship at the university 

Of N ewfoundland, after being trapped in social service 

agencies f or the previous forty years. 

The case of Nels fnderson provides insight into Dono-

in sociology, and perhaps other Chicagoans' 
van's experience 

as Well. For instance, ;nderson I s use of the hobo term 

getting by'' can be broadened and usefully applie.d to II 

Donovan's fieldwork as a waitress, saleswoman and even 

teache r .. To use ,Anderson I s terms, "' D<D nOYP:n 14se4 wa,i tressing 

so much as a ''means of making a living" but as a means not 

Of e - xploring making a living ••w11He the exit was unde:i,way, " 

Donova , · f n s exit was from a middle class marr1age o status 

ana, economic security, made necessary by ner ~usband
1

s 

d.eath. Her immersion into the world of waitressing, work 

that she 
deemed H the bottom of the ladder,'' was her f;trst 

a, uation of her identitY as a single Woman worker. The reev 1 . 

~es lady follows ~ !1,0IIl~ !'1)1.9. w,±t."', ~ !l onovan' s further 

means of escaping a narrowly defined role, in this case 

that of teacher. 

lar1y to 

I II ' • . II °' 
~nderson Is Hobo: by Donovan · s ,1.rnroe;r:s,1.on · r.n 

~ 

"s · h lf oc1.a1 world II of teache.rs, she distances erse · · 

her 

from 

it. Is her former teaching colleagues indicate,~ School 

.Ma•a ~ set Donovan apart as a "pubUshed author" and 
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furthermore , as a gadfly critic of her own profession. 

s· ince various other Chicago graduate students were not 

Ch' J.ldren of 
the middle class, earning a graduate degree was 

Oft en part of the process of social mobility. Professional 

crede . ntials could go far in emancipating a person from the 

Stat us associated with one's ethnic background or parents' 

occupat' ions. Louis Wirth made his subject the ghetto, a 

Place f rom which he and his family had escaped. Pauline 

Young' s fluency in Russian, which influenced her decision 

to study a ~ ussian sect, indicates her own East European 

or±gin s. 
lnd E. Franklin Frazier, a Black, was to become 

the foremost scholar on imerican Black culture. 

l'ctually, E. Franklin Frazier was a special case of 

marg· J.nality. Raised in a middle class family and given a 

gooa, ed ucation( including studying under w.E.B- oul>ois), 

Frazier' . s sociology was not a necessary tacket to social 

ad,va ncement, However, his Hfelong dedicadon to scholar-

ship on Black culture--108 publications in all--no doubt 

sprang f . 1 " rom his own experiences as ''margina man. is one 

Of R Obert Park's fawrite students of the 1920
1

s, Frazier 

had 1 earned that "distance" was crucial to getting at the 

truth of 
race relations in ,America. Througout his career 

hew as known as ,, a nonconformist. a protester and a gadfly 

· • who risked condemnation from ooth a white and black 

World "5 9 ' h h' f • · This was certainlY the case wit is most amous 

ana controversial work The Black Bourgeois!~, published 
' - ;::.;;---- -

in 1957. 
It was a condemnation of middle class Blacks who 



Practiced the 
"fakerie" of model.ing themselves after the 

White elit e. Frazier described this special group as 
" marginal" people who were accepted in neither a thoroughly 

Wh' 
l.te or black world. Writing as a longstanding chairperson 

O:f th 
e Sociology Department at Howard University--then a 

bastion 
of the black middle-class--Frazier was asked why 

he had been such a harsh critic of the bourgeoisie. His 
reply 6 

Was "Because I am a black bourgeoisie." O 

Certainly it is not a coincidence that the same depart
Inent 

Produced both a black sociologist who was gadfly to his 
own bl 

ack social class, and a high school English teacher 
Who W 

as critic to her own profess.ion. Both E. Franklin 
?razier 

and Frances Donovan had the courage to turn social 
critic· 

ism upon their own group, believing that the best 
Criti • 

cism might come from the inside. Frazier, a light-skinned 
black · 

l.ntellectual, popular amongst his white colleagues, 
eJ{am · 

ined the effects of slavery on J£rican heritage and 

black Pr'd 
i e. He had vividly experienced the cultural posi-

t· l.on of marginality--he also used it "scientifically"--to 
give h ' 

im distance on black-white relations. Donovan also 
l:lsed h 

er Personal experience of being different (more intel-
lectual , and independent than her socializatlon called for) 
to 

Provide her with the distance and closeness for studying 
Othe 

r Women, ~ncluding herself. 

'I'he above ±s an attempt to prov.ide what soc;tologists of 

knowledge or cognitive anthropologists call "the context 
Of d' 

l.scovery.n61 Until recently a notion preva.:tled in the 

157 
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social . . 
sciences that the ;tdiosync~a.s,ies of person or circum-

stance had 
little or nothing to do with a researcher's 

findings. 
However, it has gradually become respectable to 

question the context of the discover"'"'er, as well as the 
disc over-y·. E ven the tenets of Freud, Marx and Levi-Strauss 
--c 

onsidered by many to be "the truths" of modern social 
Sci 

ence--can be discussed profitably in terms of their 

author•s P , 1 d' . 62 ersonal response to socia con ition. In re-

gard to the Chicago School, these connections are important 

because they have recently become respectable; not merely 

they :may also add to the record a key factor in understand-
ing the e:xtra.o.r·dinary power and p,roductivi ty of the Chicago 

'.I'BE 
~ Cl'Goms: PUBLIC INTENTIONS 

Where personal motives for doing Chicago sociology were 

hardly . l ~ realized, public intentions were quite p axn. The 
new r, 

· J;"rofessionals, the "trained intellige.nce,." were self.-
co1's . 

cxous1y digging beneath surfaces, but of a national, 

rather th . tt . · an personal kind. The Chxcagoans were a empting 
to 

Penetrate the forces of change-~tn people and environ~ 

Itlents--tha.t society simplistically categor;i:zed as ''problems." 

decade of the 192 0 •·s with its stereotype of carefree 
'.I'he 

ana l '· Xberating behavior was actually r±fe with tension. ;rt 
Wast he same decade that broughbto national politics the 

deep Schism of urban versus rural values with Alfred E. 

Sni.tth ,. 
8 Presidential candidacy in 1928. ;rt was al.so the 
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same decade that witnessed the Red Scare, the r,ise of the 

Ru Rlu:x Klan, race riots, Prohibition (with ;r.ts aim to 
Chan , 

ge tne ''alien" ways of immigrants) and restrictive irnmi -
g:rati 

on quotas that favored northern and western Europe. 63 

Fears of subversive immigrants, blacks , and relaxed 

Illora.1 standards were associated with the rapid and seemingly 

Uncontrolled growth of the city. The city "types'' that the 
Olicag 

oans stud.ied .... -hobos, saleswomen or dancehall girls--
beca, 

Irle negat,iye stereotypes, emblems of all that threatened 
am· 

l.ddle class way of life. Observing these stereotypes at 
cJ,ose 

range, the Chicagoans did more than rende:t' them human. 
'.l'hey 

Put them in new categories, outside ones of deviance 

OJ::' genet' J.c deficiency. The Cllicagoans' subjects became 

rnu1ti-a· ~mensional characters in a complex drama of cultural 

Cha,n_ge Th · t I "G,,...een B-f·ble " mhe , e socxol.o~y departmen s ... ... . , ~ 
1ntr q 
~ to the Social Science . of _§ociology,, Cl921)--

devotea many chapters to rapid social change which brought 

With it II ', d f th b t crises." It argue that one o e es ways 
c.rises 

can be measured is by "marg±nal '' people, those 
caught between the old and new ways~ peasant families up-

.'.tootea and living in urban ghettos; Negroes moved north; 
ana 

Women forced to become economically independent. 

Breaking through these stereotypes with new categories, 
Ch. 

lcagoans often brought a sense of wonder to their descrip~ 

t.tons. As if freed from a narrow vision of people and 
env· 

J.ronments, their v;tew became panoramic. With almost a 
Vvh. 

~tmanesque spirit and a wide-angle lens, city life was 
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ernbr 
~ e actors on this city set, 

aced ;i:;-a ther th.an re.j e.cte..:i. Th 

no lon ger one-dimensional deviants or misfits, became fas-

cinating studies in cultural change--fascinating because 

their complexity lay beneath the surface: 

In~eed, the color and picturesqueness of the city 
:~ists in ~h7 intimations of ~hat ~ies behind 

e superfic~al contrasts of its 11fe. How 
various are the thoughts of the individuals 
~~o throng up Michigan )Yenue from the Loop at 

e close of the day--artists, shop girls immi-
grants, inventors, men of affairs, women of 
fashion, waitresses, clerks, entertainers. How 
many are their vocational interests; how dtf
erent are their ambitions. How vastly multiplied 
are the chances of life in a great city, as 
compared with those of the ,111nerican towns and 
European peasant villages from which most of these 
in~ividuals have come. What plans, plots, con
sp~racies, and dreams for taking advantage of 
these chances different individuals must harbor 

under their hats. 64 

~ Woman Who waits begins with this same sense of 

Wonder -· Donovan•s panoramic view takes in the broad and 

fascinating variety of working women: 

There is the high-salaried manager of a fashi?n
able tea room the private secretary of a prom.t-· 
nent lawyer the office executive, the steno
grapher, th~ typist, and the littl7 filing clerl<: 
there is the saleslady, the shop girl, and the 
bundle wrapper; the masseuse, the chiropodist, 
the manicurist and the lady }')arber; the boot 
and the shoe w~rker, the garment worJcer, the 
glove operator, the bindery woman, 

Defini ng 
people in such distinctive ways, Donovan gives 

attention to d ' . d waitresses previously ,sm1sse as crass and 

P~om±s cuous. She later transformed the salesgirl from a 

Pathet· 
ic creature out of o, eenry•s 'Lick fenny Lover,' as 

0 ne re . 65 '171ewer 0~ ~ ~alesladz notes, into someone inde-

Pendent 
, and upwardly mobile. finally, her main intention 



in T ~ School· M·a·, am 
was to explore a most one dimensional 

Char acter event 
urned caricature, the spinster teacher. 

In the comic valentine of the nineties the 
school-ma'am was depicted in hard crude color 
~s.a tall, thin, slab-sided female, her scraggly 
. air brushed straight back from a high and bulg
i ng .forehead and fastened with a single pin in 
a skimpy wad in the back of her head. 

. Her frock was dark and shapeless; her collar 
tight and high; her shoes broad and unimaginative. 
Her nose was long and pinched at the end; her eyes 
small and deep-set; her lips narrow and severe. 
Over her stomach she wore an apron of black 
sateen, and in her hand she held a brutal little 
s~itch, the sceptre with which she ruled her 
k~ngdom of helpless childhood. underneath the 
picture was a verse--not always the same verse-
but always doggerel that called her a crank and 
hurled at her · the insulting· ~pi thet "Old Maid." 

Comic valentines have disappeared with the 
horse and buggy, leg o .•mutton sleeves, bearded 
men, and bustles, but- tbe comic va-ientine pictu·re 
<;>f the· woman schooT teiicber remains as deeply 
ingrained in the minds of the American people as 
the Little Red schoo1house itse1f, which was 
painted that color because red paint was the 
cheapest. And the school-ma'am was accorded her 
numerical supremacy in the biggest enterprise in 
the United states for the same reason, 

1 6 J 

Scar es of life histories follow that flesh out the school 

marm st
ereotype, explaining it, decrying it and correcting it. 

At the same time that Chicagoans zoomed in to flesh out 

form er 
stereotypes, they also stood back to formulate gener 

a1· J.zations. 
Just because they were more individually interesting 

Attention was paid marginal members of society 

not . 

than their stereotypes, but because they operated as symbols 

much larger than themselves. Hobos, _ gang members, and 

"1a.i t resses were referred to as "pioneers" of a new code of 

taxi dance halls represented "in bold relief the "a.lu es; 
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impers . onality of the city;" And the ghetto was not just a 

Jewish problem; it was "the physical symbol for that sort of 

isolation, imposed in different ways, by many groups." moral · 

Accord' 
ing to various prefaces of the Chicago Series, 

the new sociologists 
were not only struggling against stereo-

types--but also against a total absence of information. In 

a formul . aic way, each Chicagoan mentions that his/her study 

beg an with a perusal of ~all available materials on the 

Subject. Their paucity, superficiality, or sensationalism 

rendered . them inadequate. Thrasher, for instance, comments 

that 1 , iterature on gangs had been "general and meager." 

Ernest Mowrer, in Family oiso·rganizatiO_E. ( 1927 ) reports that 

"A -
stonish' 

ing as it seems, except for a few impressionistic 

sketches in fiction, no picture (of the modern family) 

ex· 1 sts. 11 
Donovan says she searched in vain for more than 

statist· ics on both waitresses and saleswomen. No doubt with 

Emile Durkheim's renowned European study in mind, Ruth Cavan 

C:la· ims that there was no decent material on American suicides. 

What . existed was •only a tendency to treat suicide statistic-

a11 Y, with · h' h h a neglect of life histories w 1c are per aps not 

so . exact as statistics, but which give vastly more insight 

int o, and understanding of, human nature." Furthermore, E. 

F'ranklin Frazier, in his introduction to~ Negro Family, 

is more sp · . . t 11 
• th th ti' f ecific by saying tha wi e excep on o a 

19oa monograph by w. E. Dubois (his mentor) and materials of 

an i . ncidental nature appearing in local surveys, nothing 

existed on the Negro familY life." (XIX) 
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At a time h wen "information overload" was hardly the 

Problem in the social science~, it is important not to under-
est· l.mate the Chicagoans' sen·se of importance in providing 
informat· · ion 

the Ch· l.cago 

and insights that never existed before. Although 

School constantly .stru~gled to separate itself 
from d. 

l.rect reform policy, it ne~e~theless believed that the 
accumu1 . 

ation of data and theoretical explanations would 
enlight 

en reformers and indeed contribute to a better world. 
'l'he Ch. 

icagoans were also confident that their perspective 
was 

Very different--and superior--to anything done in the 
name 

of social reform. Paul Cressey, for instance, admits 
the.re w 

as material on dance halls but it was "scanty and of 
little 

Value, for what little is reported in the press, by 
social 

workers and by exploring visitors is colorful, but 

damning 66 
and shocking." 

With the scorn anthropologists reserve for missionaries, 
the soc· J.ologists were quick to separate themselves from ,, 
Inecta1· ing do-gooders" and righteous reformers. Ironically, 

lat · 
e.r critics would associate the Chicagoans with just the 

l:'oznant· 
ic and class-bound interests they condemned in others. 

Neis A 
nderson described the hobo's rightful aversion to 

Shall 
ow reform measures aimed at "turning individualists 

' I 

l.nt0 conformists." Walter Reckless, in Vice Tn Chicago, 

blata.nt1y referred to most reformers as "the forces of 

l:'eP.ress.1.· on ,, · d · t d f t · 1 · Cressey talked of the stup1 1. Yan u 1 ity 
Of 

organized campaigns, raids and lock-ups to curb what were ,, . 
l..r .re Pressible and legitimate needs for urban recreation." 
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In rail' ing against one misb~gotten anti-dance hall crusade, 

Cressey articulates what Thomas Haskell defines as a world 

that had . grown too complex for anyone but the social scien-

tist to understand: "The typical pattern of reform has been 

to the external aspects of a situation without 
a reaction 

any r eal understanding 
of the social forces underlying its 

growth," says Cressey. And Harvey zorbaugh, in 67 
or· · igin and 

giving a cursory history of social 
Gol . --J!. Coast and The Slum, 
ref -- --s sentimental interests," mentions the Women's Clubs 

orm' " 

Which had conducted tours in Little Hell, on Chicago's South 

Side. They were 11mere instructive slumming parties for 

socially minded during which large buses brought soc· iety's 

cial Register into fleeting and horrified contact with the So · 

the submerged truth."68 

The Chicagoans regularly condemned bourgeois attitudes 

tow a rd 
urban problems. Yet, as critics note, they never 

attacked a larger socio-economic system of capital-d' J.rectly 

ism that perpetuated such gaps between rich and poor. In 

these t erms it must be agreed that the Chicagoans were 

apolitical. 11 d The Chicagoans themselves, however, ca e this 

Positi 
on scientific. science or •value-neutrality" was their 

major weapon (or neutralizer) against the only •politics" of 

soc· >al reform that had previously existed--Christian salva-

tio n, elitism and sentimentalism. 

As scientists, they believed their role was to define and 

categor· 1· F . ize social processes--not social po icy. or 1t was 

from" neutral" scientific data and the6ry that better policy 
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would come. 
In a "Methodological Note" to~ Polish Peasant 

J:n Am . . - erica, a 1· 
inchpin of Chicago theory, w. I. Thomas makes 

ion between "political" explanation (sentiment, a distinct· 

' preJudice) and the univeisals of science: "Social bias . 

theory as nomothetic science must be clearly distinguished 

any philosophy of social life which attempts to deter-from 

mine the essence of social reality or to outline the unique 

Pro cess of soci'al . evolution." 

However 
' 

for every impulse there seems a counter-impulse. 

As much as the . 
Chicagoans attempted to keep their sociology 

free policy making, many active y serve on civic of direct · 1 d 

committe es, associations and urban leagues. The Chicago 

of Sociology, from its inception under the leader-Dep artment 

Sh' J.p of Albion Small, had played a major advisory role in 
Many works of the sociology Series 

Ch' J.cago . . 69 civic affairs. ~ 
u

nd
ed by the Rockefeller Foundation, United Charities, Were f 

Juvenile Protective Association of Chicago and the the 

American Institute of criminal Law and criminology. Also, 

ate students who needed part-time or full-time work gradu 

Positions with social service agencies or research took 

councils 
For instance, paul cressey was a caseworker for 

Juven · 1 · · h th d h · i e Protective Association as e ga ere is mater-the 

on closed dance halls. 
Yet, neither affiliation nor funding necessarily proves 

that the Chicagoans' 

With vested interest in social control. It also must be 

results are direct reflections of those 

rem ernbered that the university-trained professionals were a 



new breed of problem-solver, often. given deference by social 

agencies and ;reformers as the. ·~ hope for a world. g;rown too 

If the 1920's was a time of social unheaval, it complex. 

a period of the greitest faith in the problem solv-Was also 

. potenti'al ;f th . 1 . t' 70 h o e soc1a sc1en 1sts. As Tomas Haskell 
ing 

makes clear, the end of the nineteenth century was marked by 

the that human behavior no onger could be 
rea li zat1·· on · 1 

exp1 . ained in simple terms of good and evil or free will. 

increasing pressure and density of social relation-
With "the 

' says Haskell, explanations of human behavior "receded Ships" . 

frO!t\ the 7] obscure . . . to a realm of remote causation.~ · 

w >nd of expertise--that of the professional social A. ne k' 

ist--was needed to make sense of the ~erdepend'e·nt scient ' 

ces that operated on people, institutions and social · for 

stru cture. Economic, ecological and sociological forces were 

now understood to entangle people in a web onlY the social 

ic1ans and engineers could understand. theoret . . 

Given this context, it is sfmplistic to dismiss Chicago

ans as puppets of social control. As the new experts, the 

Chic agoans possessed scientific knowledge considered inacces-

s· l.ble t 
o those non-experts (such as their funding agencies) 

Who nevertheless craved it and believed in its healing powers. 

Purthe . rmore, many studies were extenssons of masters and doc-

to:rate 
theses, more likely to be meeting departmental stan-

dards • than those of an outside censor. One Chicagoan's 

sense 
of autonomy is indicated in a preface to~ Taxi-Dance 

Bal ----=!, written by the Juvenile prote ctive Association which 



provided funds for Cressey 1s study; ''While our interpreta-

tion of the taxi-dance hall 'problemt may not coincide 

entirely with Mr. Cressey's this possibility does not make 

us less appreciative of the great contribution he has made." 

The contributions the Chicagoans finally made went far 

beyond any social agency's expectations. 

Chicago !~eory 

l 6 7 

The following section provides another important context 

for Frances Donovan's work. It places her studies within 

an intellectual tradition that gave shape and substance to 

most of the current subdivisions of contemporary American 

sociology. With the post-1930's interest in functionalist 

theory, some sociologists dismissed Chicago studies as "a 

dustbowl of empiricism1172 in which description sorely out

weighed legitimate theory. However, within the last fifteen 

years the Chicago School has undergone a reappraisal. Look

ing past its detailed descriptions, many critics have 

acknowledged that the Chicago School has provided the impetus, 

if not the final definition, for areas of sociology such as 

"the family, criminology, race relations, social problems, 

social change , sociology of occupations, political sociology , 

social psychology a nd social psychiatry . 1173 

Th e breadth of t h e Chicago Sc hool' s theoretical inter

ests and its respect for historical as well as contemporary 

conditions make it a useful model of an interdisciplinary 

department. Their deep curiosity a nd e nthusiasm for 
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discove . 
ring a modern worJ.,q .encou;vaged .t .h.e;n} .·;tO:Ana.ke,. connections 

mor e narrow disciplinei could not. Rather than being 
threatened 

by anthropological, _psychological or economic 
inte . 

rpretations of social forces, Chic~goans attempted to 
inc orporate them. For instance, at the heart of their 
inqu· l.ry into social reality was a re-spect for individual 
expe . 

rience as well as structural theory. At one end of the 

spectrum they acknowledged the contribution literature could 
Inak:e 

to Prov1· di' ng · · 1 d · t · th h good empir1ca escrip ion; on e ot er 
they 1 

00ked for the ways in which theoretical constructs 
lik:e ,, 

social 

beha .. · vJ.or. 

disorganization" could explain patterns of 

This followina section addresses itself to the major ,., 

areas of Chicago theory: Urban Ecology, Social Organization 

ana Social Psychology. It is important to understand the 

Princi 1 P es underlying all three areas because they often 
bea 

r Upon individual works of the Series. After the 1920's, 

Certai n Chicagoans did become associated with definite camps. 
E'or · 

J.nstance, Ernest Burgess and Louis Wirth were most 

Clear1 Y linked with urban ecology, while W. I. Thomas, 

Ellsworth Faris and later Herbert . Blumer were considered 
Scio 

ns of social psychology and symbolic interactionism. 
Bowe 

Ver, the 1920's was marked by its experimentation and 

broa.a embrace of many theories and each work of this early 

Period rnay posses·s· elements of Thomas' ,instinct theo;r;-y, 
13 Urgessr f . t' . ecological emphasis and Park's ascina ion with the 
Sp• 

J.ritua1 h · F nomad. This is certainly t e case in ranees 
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Donovan's wo.rk. 
It makes sense to begin with the least controvers;i.al of 

Chicago theories: Urban eco.logy. ove th th' 
r e years 1s theory 

has been remembered merely ;for its ";mapping" strategy--the 

divid' J.ng of an area· into cultural "zones" by means of a 

~ctually, Urban ecology was 
series of concentric circlei. 

working out an organic metaphor, park 
much more complex. 

described a city as a "natural area" that had 
and Burgess 

its own 74 territorial as well as cultural organization. · This 

natural area functioned like a community in the sense "that 

it h ad a way of acting, setting up standards, defining aims 

The idea that a physical loca-
and getting things done.

1175 

ad a psychic unity as well as a spatial one is not tion h 

llnique 

to the 

to anyone today familiar with social theory. However, 

Chicagoans the linking of natural growth patterns to 

environment was a totally new concept. an urban 
In fact, it refuted the generally held static view of 

Y as a simple creation of the people who resided in it. 
a Cit 

"Non-p rofessional" 
reformers had operated under the shallow 

that squalid environments were made that way by judgem ent 
Poor, as were red light districts by depraved women. The the 

not· J.on that · 'd an environment acted upon 1ts resi ents or that 
socio-economic forces, pro-

" zones" were ofte n a function of 

Vided an 
entirely new way of 1ooking at the relationship 

bet Ween people and env;i. ronment. 
Urb:::.n · · as1' ly detected in the 

~ ecology's influence ~s e 
Donovan's waitresses, for example, occupy 

Ch' J.cagoans' work. 
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the world of the Chicago "Loop"--the innermost zone of the 

city which offers the most heterogeneity, intensity and 

CUltura 1 transition . 
"The Loop" affects waitresses' behavior 

th rough the 
rooms they rent, the congested space they occupy, 

and the kind of 
restaurants they work in. The "hash house" 

has a character of its own, as does the cafe. Later, in The 

~, the department store functions as a kind of Sal . -eslad 

cornrnun · ity, setting up a code of conduct, establishing kin-

and providing means for achievement of status Sh' J.p networks 
For the various marginal actors of the Chicago or censure . 

teen age gang members, prostitutes or hotel dwellers Series--

reets, saloons, dance halls or rented rooms became --the st 

' or theatres for their playing out of new roles. arenas 

mapping" or dividing of zones was also an attempt 
The 11 

to f ind . universal patterns amongst what seemed to be idio-

ies indigenous to one area, or one city. A legitimate syncrac· 

icism of the Chicago maps haS been that their alleged crit . . 

un· ivers 1 . a patterns of city growth did not hold up well, when 

matched aga· · · 
76 However one mu t inst many other cities. , s 

consider 
their efforts in context. Although the claims they 

made f or their maps were too. generous, they were willing to 

a city in order to understand the complex forces at d' J.ssect 

YlOrk. 

Concentric circles were also a way of imposing order 

and meaning on a city environment that seemed uncontrollable 

ominous. congested areS that reeked of garbage and and 

human rn · · d t t · isery, garish commercial districts an s ree corners 

that k . e i:l: in contiguity aristocrats and neWlY arrived 
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irnmigrants--all seemed manageable, or at least capable of 

b e ing understood when placed in the Chicagoans' tidy circles. 

Zorbaugh' s anatomy of the city from Goldco·ast and the Slum 

is a typical map offering comfort in its simplicity: 

URBAN AREAS 

\ 

\ 

) 

\ 
\ 

\ 
I 
I 
I 

Combining ~spects of sociql psychology, the Chicago authors 

made connections between ecology, cultural behavior and 

societal change. The isolation of hotel li v;ing, _for example, 

could cause deep depression; particular streets determined 

gang activity or membership; and confined space contributed 
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to domest· l.C violence . 

Most Chicag h . . 1· . oans, . owever , · . im1.ted their theorizing 

the intera t ' . c ions of people· ·and an urban environment to 

exp la.nations of marginal :types· and deviant behavior. 

on 

such 

an emphasis was understandable. · 
The Chicago School had 

Closet' ies to social agencies: and community service . groups 

through funding and consulting and it was eager to have its 

SOci . ological knowledge applied to specific p~oblern areas. 

blacks or anomic individuals were those "problems" !mm· igrants 
' need of undetstandi?g and "enlightened" social most in 

Policy. 

Frances Donovan, however, was freed from addressing 

specifically to marginal people upon which social herself 

Polic Y focused. 
urged to investigate urban issues (and consequently 

Donovan's peers, by their own accounts, 

were 

Peopl e ) wh i' ch b f · t needed direct attention Y• or 1ns ance, tbe 

Association or the Chicago commission 
.Juvenile Protective 

on R ace Relations. 

(1928) . with other Chicago series studies published in the 

comparing the preface to~ Saleslady 

subtle differences of audience 
same two year period indicates 

Introductory coll\lllents in !!>Ei Gang (1927), 
and expectation. 

'I'he · 
~ 

(1928) and suicide (1928) talk of crime in the 
~ 

• the mounting racial and religious prejudice, and 
stree ts 

the . rising suicide rates as urban problems that need to be 

These authors also reveal a sense of 
addressed immediately-

the· J.r own · i mpor tance. 

and d ata will be quickly fed to policy makers to improve 

rt is assumed that the ir ins~ghts 
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soc i al conditions. 

Such is not the case w;i.th The Sa'leslady. 
When Park calls 

her work ... impressionistic" in the 'introduction, he implies 

that Donovan's data is her own experience and the record of 

that expe · · 
rience is not meant to provide solutions to "problems" 

as much as to explain a new way of life for women. There was 

Pressing problem of saleswomen cast adrift on city streets. no 

Dono van was 
working with a larger issue than wayward girls or 

homeless men. She was dealing with permanent changes in sex 

The marginality of women workers was hardly a question roles. 

social agencies cared to address in 1929 . 

0 
Donovan's own "adventitious" position (a term 

Duet 

H. E · Thomas used to describe women's condition of being "cut 

Offn f rom 
society), she could afford to be a visionary. 

of working with a marginal subgroup whose distance 

fro 

Instead 

. m middle class experience made a researcher's full 

ldent· >fication impossible, oonovan studied women very much 

like h erseH. and other women: those who enjoyed economic 

inde Pendence and a life outside the domestic sphere. 

Ber use of urban ecology .illustrates one way in whi ch 

She refashioned Chicago theorY to suit her own purposes. 

Other Ch' i cagoans frequently bad to dwell on the socially 

unde . sirable connections between en<Lronment and human behav-

ior . s~ply because of the •disorganized" nature of their 

subjects . 
Donovan, at 1east in !)'e sa·1es1·ady , did not. 

She could outrightly call the citY •a woman's Camelot" and 

t hink of it in t e rms of •a natura l area" for all women that 



wa.s 
a. the a. tre f o total possibflity, offering job opportun-

it:t.es 
I upward mobility .and liherati~g a li fe-style. In retro-

spect 
' Donova.n 's estimation of the transformati ve effects 

Of • 
city living for women was overly optimistic. However, 

one e again the validity of he:r findings is not the main 
Point. 

The issue is rather the way she does sociology as 
a " non-p f ro essional" maverick figure. 

soc:cll. . . 
~ORGANIZATION: A SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION PAAADIGM 

Social d · · · f t f th Ch· s h · 1sorgan1.zat1on, one ace o e 1cago c ool's 

theory of social organization, was a focus of the l920's 
stua· 

les. It also provides a focus for most criticism of the 
Chic 

ago School. 77 

The term "social disorganization" was first elaborated 
in w· 

llliam I. Thomas I and Florian znaniecki 's p·o1ish Peasant 
In E 
-.: ~ and America (1921). They used it to describe the 
d' lsrupt· ive impact of life in a strange new environment, in 

this 
case that of Polish immigrants uprooted from a peasant 

culture to . 1· d Am • 78 an urban and highly industr1a 1ze er1can one. 

'l'heir data was comprised of intimate and lengthy exchanges 
Off 

a.mily letters, life histories, newspaper and social 

agenc Y accounts. These primary sources provide q fascin-
a.t · 

l.ng ana heart-rending documentation of social upheaval. 

In !:_olish Peasant, Thomas and znan.iecki brilliantly 
organ. . . . . 

l. Zed masses of private emotion into public explc:mations. 

Letters of ·th homesick Poles lamenting a lost swee eart or a 
s· 
lbling's death in a factory, grieving parents scolding a 

I I "% 
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Prodigal 
· son in the new world--all becq,me scientific data for 

scient. . 
ific theOries. : Thomas and Znani,ecki inform the 

read 
er that these clre people ·sufferi:rJg from a loss of "pri-

llla.ry 
.relations," or famiili. and local means of social control. 

:rn th , 
eir Place are "secondary relations": casual acquain-

tances 
' abstract legal authorities , and institutions which 

cannot 
Penetrate these new urbanites' sense of anonymity. 

'I'he co 
mmon purpose and concerted action guaranteed by a 

sllla11 'World disappear: autonomy, and, in some cases, "severe 
ind· . 

l. \Tl.dualism" prevail. 

Thomas and other Chicagoans consistently make clear that 

freedom from small town control and forced inhibitions was 

P:toble . matic, yet inevitable. Park's comments in a preface 

to Thomas ' T'h·e · · 1 t pi' cal of those found · Unadjusted~_ are Y in 
0th 

er 'Works of the Series: "The old community is no longer 
des· 

l..rable'' and it would "be neither possible nor desirable 

to restor · . rt does not correspond with e it in its old form. 
the 

Present direction of social evolution and it would now 
be a 

distressing condition in which to live." 79 

Actua11y, . t· to the Chicagoans social disorganiza ion was only 

a Pa.rt of 
social process: after disorganization came re-

Oi::-ga . n1.zat· l.on. However, the Chicagoans were conscious of 
1iv · 

1.ng in the midst of cultural crisis. Population explo-

8 .i.on 'mass communication, alienated individuals and groups 

delllanaea . . . description, while the: ·tranquil reorgan,1,zation phase 

(to f OlloT,i d · ) sti·· 11 seemed inchoate. •• --2:.§_o;rganizat,ion 



The Chicagoans in_ general were inevitably preoccupied 

With the shattered "web of va1ues" that had held people 

Th a
nd 

protected thEim from "the pain of thmight. "80 together 

0 

so preoccupied with the most startling symbols ey were al . . 

ganization--the drarrat.ic pioneers who lived on the f disor . 

st 
edge of civilization (in this case the innermost farthe 

The following description of the "world 
Part of the city) . 

is ed rooms" indicates how the Chicagoans used space 
of furn' h 

correlative ~or the disorganized state of as 

its 

an obJ'ecti've · 

occupants: 

Such is the world of furnished rooms--
a mobile, anonymous, individual world, a world 
of thwarted wishes, of unsatisfied longings, 
of constant restlessness; a world in which 
people, in the effort to live, are building up 
a body of ideas that free them from a conven
tional tradition that has become fixed, hard, 
and oppressive; a world in which individuation, 
so typical of the life of the city, is carried 
~o the extreme of personal and social disorgan
ization. people beh~ve_in strange.and incalcu~a
ble ways; quick and intimate relationships spring 
up in the most casual way, and dissolve as quickly 
and as casuallY· Behavior is impulsive rather 
than social. rt is a world of atomized individ-

uals, of spiritual nomads.
81 

The above description also serves as the stereotype of 

176 

Ch' icago School's worst failings according to its critics : 

their 
depreciation of heterogeneity, their normative assump-

of what an organized culture was, and their tendency 
tions 
t . 

0 
dwell on the "path0logic<1l " aspects of social change.

82 

'!'o some extend this is true. · !lowever, as those who have 

come 
to the Chicago school's defense in the last few years 
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have noted 
' 

social disoFganization was originally a very 

useful t ool for measuring cultural change. 
BY. giving 

a.ttent. ion and respect to dis:rupti ve social forces over which 

certain groups had little control, the Chicagoans departed 

from a un. 1 · 
linear perspedtive ~f the world as a predictable 

upward progression in which ·only inferior segments stayed 

the same or regressed. 
Zorbaugh's description of furnished rooms reveals some-

th. lng f 
urther--an ambivalence regarding the effects of social 

"The spiritual nomads " not only operate 
disor . ganization. 

old codes, but they '' are building up a body of w· lthout the 
free them from a conventional tradition that has 

b 

ideas that 
ixed, hard, and oppressive. " They are challenging ecome f. 

and being confronted by "new operational mean-th ese codes 

ings_ .. 83 

The debate on whether the Chicagoans were finally seeing 

d' lVersity . 1 or deviance when they examined margina groups has 

e
nd

ed. It is interesting, however , to discover that not 

Crit' ics of either position newr use as an illustration the 

Frances Donovan. rt is an unfortunate omission, 

her work offers a unique perspective through which 
Work of 

bee ause 
. can examine the Chicagoans' meaning for social disorgan-0 ne 

n. Donovan worked with rark and Thomas around 1917 on 
J..zatio 

her · participant-observer ' s study of waitresses for which she 
(Certainly, no in-house 

rec . e1.ved no funding or degree. 
Publi . . . ,. catlon could have beeri pro~sed her, since the Chicago 

iological Series was not yet in existence·.) operating Soc· 



outside these professional dictates, Donovai, unlike other 

graduate students of the 1920 1 s, disguised herself as a 

member of the marginal group she· chose to study. Living as 

a waitress, Donovan experienced what the Chicagoans called 

"social disorganization" first hand. Her responses to a 

"break-down" of old codes and her receptivity to the forma

tion of new ones is, consequently, personalized and intensi

fied. What other Chicagoans• felt at a greater distance, 

Donovan experiencea intimately. 

]78 

Using The Woman Who Waits to explore the Chicagoans' 

meaning of social disorganization is instructive. Donovan 

talks in the first person. She shows her shock and disgust 

at certain kinds of behavior and life-style. She makes 

clumsy attempts at theorizing. And she shows her genuine 

affection and admiration for women of another class. Not 

being on a professional track leading to a degree and cred

ibility as a social scientist, Donovan has the license to 

respond directly to stimuli and to record those responses 

relatively unself-consciously without attention to objective, 

"scientific" language. Shorn of theoretical and methodolog

ical "distance," Frances Donovan reveals the basic strengths 

and weaknesses of the Chicago School regarding their use of 

the category social disorganization. 

Donovan's position seems to be, finally, ambivalence 

regarding the losses and _ gains made for women in a twentieth 

century workplace. This ambivalence toward the reordering 

of an urban world is not unique to Donovan. As noted, other 



Chicagoans e xpressed it as well. What distinguishes Dono

van's work,especially The Woman Who Waits, from the others, 

is her ability to expres·s the·se ·conflicted feeli~gs in such 

an intense and personal way. When sh~ distances herself 

from her subject matter she openly registers the shock of 

being thrown into an entirely. different world: 

There were about ten girls in the little 
basement room. They were putting on their aprons, 
combing their hair, powdering their noses, apply
ing lipstick to their lips and rouge to their 
cheeks, all the while tossing back and forth to 
each other, apparently in a spirit of good-natured 
comradeship, the most vile epithets that I have 
ever heard emerge from the lips of a human being, 
and mingled with these were long oaths of obscene 
profanity, .... 

It seemed at times that I must rush out any
where to get away from it, that I could not endure 
it for another minute.84 

I 7 9 

Donovan's early descriptions are written from the perspective 

of a middle class woman appalled by crude behavior and "raw" 

life stripped of its genteel veneer. However, the same role 

playing that forces her outside a largely protected world, 

allows her entry into one that she comes to appreciate as 

vital and challenging: 

[The waitress's life] isfull, full to overflowing 
with excitement and the fierce joy of struggle. 
It is the struggle that keeps her young. To go 
out into the world and grab from it the right 
to live in spi te of the competition of youth is 

. vastly more interesting than to make weekly -
l pilgr .mages to the beauty parlour .. • (or to) 
live the narrow, shut-in existence of the home 
cooking woman in utter !gnorance of life in its 
nake dne ss and crudity. 8 
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The above descripti.ons reveal--in a wa:y other stud,ies 

of the Series do not--the Chicagoans• · deep and conflicted 

attitudes toward "felt experie'nce" that seems to lie outside 

middle class experience. A reviewer of The Woma,n Who Waits 

c ommented that Donovan was overly concerned with the 

• t I l' 86 wa1 ress sexua 1ty. If Donovan is overly concerned with 

sex it is because a waitress' uninhibited life style calls 

into question her own staid and protected one (especially 

as a new wldow of a long term invalid). To Donovan, the 

waitress's life--one of bawdiness, economic (and independent) 

s t ruggle and physical intimacy with friends became a symbol 

for what Donovan did not have. What she did have was what 

Christopher Lasch defines as "experiential deprivation. 1187 

The historian Lasch contends that within the radical 

intellectual impulse of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century there was a craving for a "religion of 

experience": "the intellectual in his estrangement from 

the middle class identified himself with other outcasts 

and tried to look at the world from their point of view. 1188 

This point of view was particularly appealing when bourgeois 

experience was perceived as vapid and far removed from "raw" 

experience . 89 Although Lasch never mentions the Chicago 

School specifically, he suggests underlying motives for 

political reform and literary innovation that also can per

tain to the Chicago field studies: 

One sees it in the vogue of literary natur
alism; in muckraking journalism, with its cele
bration (under the guise of censure) of the 



teeming life of the cities; in the assumption, 
common to both, that "reality" was at once 
sor~i~ and romantic, dirty and unspeakably 
exc1t1ng--whatever in short was the antithesis 
of genteel respectability."90 

Park had been a muckraking journalist and the students 

Whom h e led into the field were readers of naturalist fic-

There are also stories of park's and Thomas' late tion. 

night excursions 

tainly' 

into the seamiest parts of Chicago. 
Cer-

the Chicagoans' close examination of hobos, gang 

members 
' 

prostitutes, or waitessess was to some extent a 

" Walk 
on the wild si~,· a titillating brush with those who 

defied the law, the work ethic, and bourgeois codes of 

decen 
cy. Yet, it would be inaccurate to claim the Chicago-

ans• major motive for studying the marginal products of 

1 8 l 

social . 
disorganization was voyeurism. TO the contrary, no 

Previ 
ous group had been more seriously committed to develop-

new social science antithetical to subjectivity and 
ing a 

sent· J.mentality. 
an analysis of~ ~oma~ ~ !'!!'its and later 

'.rhe ~ ~aleslady brings into focus the vital role personal 

ldentificat' . 
ion generally plays in studying a social group. 

Don ovan's account of her role-playing, or her interaction 

With h 
er subjects, allows the reader to see her emotional 

react· 
ion to other social worlds, ~for~ her intellectual 

resp 
onse. The ambivalence that other Chicagoans felt toward 

the effects of social disorganization is usually on the 

level 
of abstract social theory. (For example, another 

Ch' lcagoan asks, c an individuals practice self-control when 

However 
' 
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primary relations are missing?) Instead, Donovan's ambiva-

lence is revealed through her immediate response to a con

versation in a restaurant or a waitress' monologue in her 

rented room; The reader finally is asked to measure the 

losses and gains of urban life by observing the participants 

themselves--in the process of playing out "scenes" of their 

lives, observed and sometimes shared by Donovan herself. 

As she unabashedly reports her aversions, she also 

can give final unqualified approval. At the end of The 

Woman Who Waits, for instance, she has so risen above her 

initial prejudices that she can see "the feminist movement 

embodied in a class of waitresses" who are the vanguard of 

all working women: 

The emancipation of a group always 
involves a break-down of social order on 
the part of the individual and the society 

. Just as in the Middle Ages the serf 
got his freedom with the development of the 
city, the woman is getting her freedom under 
the conditions which prevail in the modern 
city. 91 

Pursuing her special interest in women, Donovan takes the 

idea of social disorganization in a special direction. As 

dangerous and negative as she claims the world of waitressing 

is--for instance, through sexual exploitation or low wages-

she still knows that within those risks of economic indepen

dence lay the only future for an emancipated woman. 

Chicago researchers were indeed more open to accepting 

the integrity of marginal culture than any previous group 
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of reform . ers or intellectuals. However, there were limits 

to the k. ind of understanding they had. I would argue that 

the . social disorganization of homeless men, prostitutes or 

gang members lay far outside professional male researchers' 

experie nee, so far that it never held the promise of a 

Viable alternative lifestyle that the social disorganization 

aitresses (and later saleswomen) did for Frances Donovan. Of W , 

Although 
Donovan could regard waitresses as crass or ignor

ant ' th
ey nevertheless ernbodied--more by necessity than 

Choice--a sexual and economic independence that few women 

iously had experienced. When Donovan waitressed in Prev · 

1917-1 
S, women were not a11owed the vote (let alone tenured 

Positi . ons in sociology). 
narrow prescriptions of a middle class female's 

AS a girl, Donovan had rebelled 

ag . a1.nst the 

l:'ole that 
dictated she marry rather than attend college. 

as a former teacher and a Montana architect's wife, 
Later 

I 

D onova n observed 

Pl:'·1vi1 eged women. 

first-hand the sheltered existence of 

Widowhood freed Donovan to experience 

inde pendence once more. 
ic changes in culture that loosened the cmstraints 

she was therefore sensitive to 

drast· 

on women's behavior. As she saw it, these changes, deemed 

social a· isorganization, would 1ead to women's freedom. To 

Oth er male Chicagoans the role of hobo,criminal, or mental 

Pat· ient could not have offered ~e same degree a new 

01:' Preferable social role· 
. Like Donovan, her colleague Nels Anderson had a close 

l.dent· 
>fication with the subjects of social disorganization 



studied. 

hobo and 

His identification was complete: 
he had been a 

was studying hobos. As noted earlier, Anderson 

recall 8 feeling 
alienated from graduate student colleagues. 

students' deep involvement with red light Des · pite other 

distr· icts, hotels and police precincts, Anderson sensJfrom 

comments they could not quite understand the degree their 

Of An derson's 
identification and the kind of experience he 

Anderson--bY being his subject 
vvas h aving i'n the field. 

matt er--had 
understandably surpassed the degree of empathy 

So did Frances 
Of vvh' ich 

D onovan. 

other Chicagoans were capable. 

Not only did she role-play, she also identified 
Waitresses 

184 

vv. 
l.th them as embodying the future of all women. 

rev ealed the challenge and risk of the journey toward women's 

Later, saleswomen became the econom-
econom· . ic independence. 

J.ca11 . Y independent woman with 1ess risk and more upward 

It is only The Saleslady, written during the same 
!UObil' ity. -~ 

as The Ghetto, The GaE5I and ~uicid~, that highlights 
Period 
s -~ 
ocia1 ~-organization. 

aamitte dly overromanticized- But she attempted to look 

Past 
a "social di sorgani za ti on" para di gm--and was successful. 

vonovan's account of saleswork is 

~IAL - PSYCHOLOGY 
The last area of Chicago theory that provides a fruit-

fu1 context for Donovan's work is social psychology. Like 

Urba n ecology and social organization theories, social 

Psych .. ology attempted to maintain a delicate balance between 

the · influence of outside forces versus those of free will 
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as an explanation of human behavior. Around the turn of the 

century, W. I. Thomas, under the influence of Charles Cooley 

and George Herbert Mead, worked out a primitive theory of 

personality which he labeled "the four wishes." He claimed 

that a 
11

desire for security, for new experience, re5PX)nse and recognition'' 

were those "universal needs" which operated in all cultural 

situations. The four wishes appeared initially in Thomas' 

Sex and Society in 1901. They are incorporated in The Woman 

Who Waits, as clear evidence that Donovan had been a Chicago 

sociology student before the 1920's. At one point Donovan 

says of waitresses: "There is not much that is complex 

about the waitress,and her behavior can easily be reduced 

to the two fundamental appetites of food hunger and sex 

hunger." 

By 1923 Thomas had abandoned the remnants of instinct 

theory and in The Unadjusted Girl began to work with an 

explanation for human action he termed "the definition of 

the situation." Simply stated, Thomas claimed that a 

person made decisions and took action based on his/her under

standing of reality. This understanding or "definition" 

was a subjective one, based on social conditioning, which 

included "common social elements" and "elements unique to 

an individual's life history." Such early speculation on 

the subjective interpretation of reality places Thomas and 

his followers at the forefront of some of the most inter

esting work presently being done in social theory. 



wit its semantic origins 
Symbolic interacti'oni'sm, · h · 

credited t 0 
a 1938 essay by the Chicagoan Louis Blumer, has 

controversial extension of Chicago's early 

Work . 

been the most 
in social psychology. 92 Including in its camp, Erving 

' a Chicagoan, and Peter Berger, a theorist of the Goffman . 

Sociology 
of Knowledge, symbolic interactionism has been 

inspiration for major ideas on the social construction the . 

of real· 93 1ty. 
As its chief critics, Freudians and Marxists 

such theories place too little emphasis 
have claimed that 

on th e conditions over which people have little control and 

] 86 

that . in the process of exploring a human's symbol-making 

Powers 
'he/she is given too much personal responsibility for 

det ing the quality of life. ermin' 
W. I. Thomas more than fifty years ago grappled with 

the same question. 
The unadius~ Girl is a sympathetic -~· ~ 

e:xam· inat· 
ion of youna women who in various ways have broken 

With J 

Thomas explains that these were 
conventional norms. 

fema1 
es torn from their moorings. Living in cities as anon-

Yrnous . 
figures, they had been stripped of the natural social 

control of . 
primary relations• penied the "security, recog-

nit· ion and experience that came as a group member," these 

Wornen 
operated on the basis of "extreme individualism." 

'l'hom 
as, Park, and certainlY Frances oonovan recognized that 

the World 
had changed when people could make a •personal 

Sche 
matization of life ..• determining one's own behavior 

norrns .,94 
They also knew that statistics and surveys weren't 

SUff' icient for understanding ~hat these individual 



interpretations of life were. Only in-depth interviews, 

life histories, and astute observation of "ordinary life" 

could bring them close enough to the social and personal 

forces at work. 

Donovan's most intriguing contribution is in this area 

of social psychology. Her unconventional method of dis

guised participant observation and her final choice to 

study her own group of teachers enables Donovan to make 

connections between culture and personality that other 

authors of the Series do not. Once again, Donovan's work 

can be seen as the model of the weaknesses, strengths and 

more importantly, the potential of Chicago theory. Her 

contribution to social psychology is two fold: her unique 

approach to acquiring "emic" knowledge, or understanding 

of her subjects from their point of view, and her sense 

of social interaction as drama. 

l 87 

Many of the Chicago Studies echo what Park learned from 

Georg Simmel: that there were clearly defined roles assigned 

to men and women in the "drama" of culture, but that there 

was also room for rebellion, alienation or assertion of 

individual personality despite these roles.
95 

Anderson, 

in The Hobo, the first work of the Series, divides hobos into 

different role categories such as "the professional gamblers," 

"the drifters," and "the peddlers". Thrasher, throughout 

his study of gangs, refers to their city turf as a "theatre" 

or "arena" on which group and individual identities are 

played out and where status, forms of recognition and control 



are w on and lost. 
Cressey, too, is fascinated by the dance 

hall as" a drama" in which men and women play out sexual 

roles as" conqueror," "overnight date" or "isolated 

' vying for romance and socio-economic gain. str anger" . 

In a key footnote, Cressey credits Frances Donovan 

v.Tith provia1· n h. . 
, g 1m his key concept of a "sex game" (which 

a chapter subheading). Cressey borrows Donovan's 18 also 

term to describe 
the ways in which women use their sexu-

alit y to procure 

Donovan 
uses the term in this same way to define the sexual 

cs of waitressing: the means by which waitresses 

status, money or other desired favors. 

Politi 

ing ratiate 
themselves or accept sexual invitations from 

male cuS
t
omers for financial gain. Using their beauty or 

' ey gain control over social or economic circum-Cha rm th 

stances 
Donovan's role-playing as waitress unwittingly brought 

her into direct contact with Thomas' vision of reality as 

l 88 

soc· J.all 
,Y constructed ·and park's theories on social roles. 

Don ovan' d · s own narrative indicates that bY onning a waitress' 

' she knew herself to have entered another world and un · l.form 

that she 

"F' anny" 
the waitress, she accepted food orders from surly 

had a new part--indeed manY new parts--to play. 
As 

from more friendly ones. 
men and ignored sexual overtures 

confidante to girls flaunting their pr omiscuity 
She b ecame 

ough cookie" to bullying employers--all the while 
a 

and a "t 

hid' 
l.ng h h 'd t't er middle-class, mid-western teac er 1 en 1 y. 

l?ossibly 
such role-playing made oonovan understand vividly, 



and for the 
first time, how women are defined by occupation, 

appearance 
' 

association and many other factors outside the 

ones they co . nsciously communicated. 

n s uniform came to stand for the difference 
Donova' . 

self-perception and public perception. There could between 

be no better 
place to learn of these distinctions than in a 

She calls "eating a ceremony in which the rest aurant. 
With mostly male city 

w . aitress 

Workers as customers, waitresses in 1917 performed a female 

or strangers that was once performed by women for 

plays an important role." 

service f 

family members. 
i ed to confide in a waitress, flirt with her, and 

The men still searched for this intimacy: 

they l'k 

believe 
that she was a real friend. Yet Donovan was very 

the waitress' intimacy was feigned for self-
aware that 

"You've got to jollY the customers," she reports: 
int erest. 

to pleasantries, 1isten to private confessions and 
consent 

compliments (and insults) graciously. However, the 
accept 

there was some point at which 
role Was an ambiguous one: 

itress' am:i.t>ility turned into "loose behavior" that led 
a wa· 

to h acceptance of 1ewd conunents and in ecent proposals er d 

ing on prostitution• A waitress in Donovan's mind "erg· 

Clear1 Y symbolized women's universal courting of men's 

fav or and 
their need to play multiple roles to meet male 

An old waitress was good for nothing "when 
exp ectat' ions. 

100
ks are gone" and pretty waitresses got the bigger her 

tips. 
In short, women's economic success was determined 

b Y her , image in men's eyes-

189 



Yet 
' regardless of this dangerously close contact with 

er cynical discoveries, Donovan admits to the men and h . . 

of the restaurant "drama'~. For instance, she e:xc· J.tement 
the thrill of "getting the jump on the customer"-talks of 

a s· 1.tuation · 
in which a seemingly docile and obliging wait-

manipulates her customer into accepting any kind of ress 

food service she chooses to dish out. such a simple anec

reflects a sophisticated sense of role theory. In fact, dote 

Don ovan 
paints a picture of role distance that Erving 

1.rectly refers to in The presentation 
of Self in --Goffman d' 

! 17ervna" - -
in An 

I~ Life (as does peter Berger indirectly 

nvitat· ~ to Sociology) . 
self-definition outside the culturally determined 

Donovan learns first-hand that a 

Sep arate 
waitresses as promiscuous and crude is essential, one of . 

In fact ' she taps 
an occupational "identitY" problem that 

96 to waitresses today. Recent first-hand 
Still adheres 

by waitresses reveal the social stigma still 
accounts 

attached to 
the occupation, as well as the imputation tbat 

1.tresses · · t' f are promiscuous and welcome invita ions rom wa· 

cu stomers 
Donovan further extends her connection between work 

ro1 es and 
sex roles in The sa1esladY· She investigates a 

Se - =-position of female service. gowever, the conditions 
Cond 

Instead of taking part in an urban-
have changed somewhat. 

ized version of a t r aditional eating ceremony, women are 

at th 
e center of a twentieth century one--the "consuming" 

elllOny in which people are coaxed and flattered into buying 
cer 



What th ey do not essentially need. 
Whereas in 1917 the 

w. working women were unskilled (most notably, major· 1.ty of 

ses), by 1928 a burgeoning service economy had a1.tres 

red· J.stributed 
the work force. Most women were in sex-

By 1930 more than two million women seg regated positions. 

Were a employed as secretaries, typists and file clerks, while 

nether 70 As 0,000 worked as salesgirls in department stores.

97 

the h' l.S t
orian Mary Ryan points out in womanhood in Amer-

ica ---- -- -
game" became an extension of the "sex 

--.;::;. r the "sell1' ng 
. · With the rise of advertising in the late 1920's, 9ame" 

l. t T,T vvas 
understood that youth, beauty and sexual appeal sold 

1.ch promised attractiveness and status. 900d Wh' 

h again, Donovan is a masked actor 1n an intricate Once . . 

.t'lay. " ~ Saleslady makes the drama metaphor explicit, 

'I'he st
ore is a great theatre, the customers are the audi-

ence , the 
selling force the actors, the non-selling force 

and t 
he ma h. f 98 nagers are the stage hands and scene-s 1 ters." 

she describes women in their work identities liere , again , 
to operate on different levels of consciousness com Pelled 

for "the 

b 

audience" and "stage bands," AS waitresses hide 

eh· 1.na m 
th

eir "service" demeanor, so, too, do saleswomen 

ask their h · " "astute powers of judging human be av1or. 

bonov Cl an watches saleswomen watching women, as theY try on 

Othe s, revealing Donova d "the sex game" in order 
to n notes that women playe 

gai n subtle means of power and control in a basically 

Power1 ess · situation. 

vanity, ignorance or good will-

The saleswomen's enactment of the 

l 9] 



" customer's 
game" (another play within a play) was created 

similar reasons. "Played at every opportunity it is a for · . 

game which for cari'cature d 
an comedy, has never been sur-

One employee takes 
passed on any 

the role of 

stage," says Donovan. 

customer and mimics various customers' vain, 

haughty or ignorant traits, while another saleswoman uncan-

imitates the mannerisms of another colleague who is nily .. 

usually watching. Erving Goffman, in his ~resentation of 

Everyday 0,f~, specifically cites the customer game 
~e3:!_ In 
of~ Saleslady as an example of "communication out of 

racter"--which allows, in this case, saleswomen to cha 

ma· intain their 
"group solidaritY" in the face of what might 

self-respect." 99 As a syrobolic interactionist, 
be "a 1 oss of 
Goffman recognizes that oonovan is sensitive to the syrobolic 

aspects of social interaction. 
Nevertheless, one reriewer of ~ g_aleslady observed 

th
at it was finally a distorted picture of saleswork.lOO 

Donovan makes such claims as "Woman is happier here than 

l 92 

anywhere" and she [the salesgirll get more satisfaction out 

Qf lif II e than any other groUP· 

Actually, judging store life by 

two summer stints in Saks pifth Avenue and Macy's hardly 

maae D t t · ve The majority of "shc:P -
onovan's study represen a 

1 
· 

girls" rem . d k d and underpaid in less prestigious 
aine overwor e 

st
ores across the countrY• 101 g0 wever, oonovan's overen-

thusiastic depicti.on of saieswork as "full of drama" and 

Offering possi'bi'lities of economic independence, 
women endless 

upward mobility, and a social life must be viewed in context. 



Dnlik . e waitressing, 
its liberating aspects), saleswork was the 

which was work of the "underclass" 

(regardless of 

iable profession for women that Donovan had ever 
only v· 

irst hand, except teaching. Where a "school w· itnessed f 
was "always under the restraint of the public eye" 

ma'am" 
conservative mores, the "sales-

a nd forced to conform to · 

was free to obey her own code as a single woman and, 
lady" 

moreover 
, continue to work after marriage. 

Once again Donovan's relative accuracy in recording 

a ity of women's work is not as important as her 
the re 1 · 

e interest in the dynamics of the workplace. If, for 
Uniqu . 

instance h d d · · d , s e exaggerates the goo con itions an excite-

ment of a 
sales_cwoman's life, she nevertheless focuses on 

ways in which a woman's occupation defines her freedom 
the 

and t 
ransforms her personalitY• rn the case of saleswork, 

Donovan 
observed with astonishment that such factors as a 

exposure to customers, good clothes, a paycheck and a 
Wide 

St' 
imulating and het erosexual social network gave females an 

ependent spirit and a set of personal goals that she had 
ind 

not . 
witnessed before. oonovan's life as a t,aeher did not 

hold that d · t t d possibility for freedom !!E- exci emen an her 

ation that another "lesser profession cou , caused her reve l · ld 

to see saleswork in a conspicuouslY favorable 

light 
Donovan's attention to sex role changes through work 

role changes certainlY put her outside typi cal feminist con-

until the passing of the nineteenth 
c e rn s of the day. 
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When 

amendment th ese 
concerns had been mostly political. 

was published in 1929 , America was closely 
The S - aleslady 

immediate e fects of female suffrage. Con-
observing the . . f 

temp 
oraries and later historians looked at national voting 

Patterns, short 
skirts, and a flapper fad as indicator that 

1· ittle had 
altered with the vote. What they did not examine 

l 94 

Were th . . 
e individual changes experienced by women that lay 

£.Utside the 102 public roles of flapper or suffragists. These 

ges were deep and permanent and it took an unconventional 
chan 

og1st like Frances Donovan to detect them in uncon-
sociol . 

onal places--specificallY the workplace. Trained by 
Venti 

Burgess, Donovan came to understand the interplay 
Park and 

, environment, and personality. Learning about the 
of work 

n dramatic roles played out on vibrant and disorderly 
new ad 

st
ages of city streets, oonovan applied this sociological 

knowledge to women's workplace, an arena of cultural change 

that 
Donovan knew affected women in drastic ways. 

The School ~a·a~, published in 1939, provides Donovan : 

With h 
er third and last stage on which women act out their 

Parts d 1 · as workers. unlike waitressing an sa es which Donovan 

dep· 
icts as a means of escape from the constraints of a nar-

rowl h 
Y defined sex role, teaching represents t em. As Donovan 

not 1 es with irony, the schoolmarm epitomizes a 1 women's 

condition. She is given "the most sacred duty" as mother of 

au " America's children while she is treated as a second class 

Cit' • ' 
izen in terms of salary, promotions and basic civil rights. 



Al
th

ough not published by the Chicago sociological 

Series 
' The School Ma'am is the most "scientific" of Dono-

u o s a is ics, surveys an foot-
s three works. F 11 f t t' t' d van' 

' it gives a historical background to the teaching 
notes · 

sion and offers socio-cultural and psychological 
Profes . 

of teachers and their institution with each 
explanations 

Nevertheless, Donovan's preoccupation is still 
chapter 

sexuality as determined by her work identity. 
With a woman's 

n s description of Donova ' 

the schoolmarm stereotype, as "a 

crank", captures her personal 

ta11 ' thi c k slab-sided. 

bitt 
erness at being in a role that denies a woman's sexual-

. . 

ity. 

Donovan thus made the joutneY from the uninhibited 

sensuality of waitressing, to the moderate blend of freedom 

ocial control in saleswork, to teaching--representing 
ana s . 

Y absolute social control• AS a 20-year veteran of 
nearl 

th
e classroom, oonovan was sensitive to the contrary 

The same culture that 

messages she had received there. 

narrowly limited her own life style and asked that she serve 

as 
a model of propriety to her students also demandedthat she 

insp· · , . ire them, and elicit from them spontaneity, creativity 

ana · 
intellectual integritY· oonovan commented that to work 

at s d Uch cross-purposes--to function as a repressor an 

st
imulator- -makes some teachers• "neurotic" behavior quite 

una erstandable. 
She also examined numerous f actors--bot h individual and 

cultural- th t 'b t to the willing or reluctant 
- a contri u e 
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Participation i'n 
a sex role that is also a work role. Why 

teach 
ers don't marry, or why they become the stereotype 

they d 
espise is a complex question with answers lying in 

indiv'd 
i ual case histories as much as school board dictates. 

Accord' 
ing to a 1930 census, 77.3% of teachers were single, 

Wh' lle another 
educational study indicated that 76% of school 

syste 
ms questioned refused to accept married women in the 

classroom.103 
Teaching, then, for oonovan served as a clas-

sic 
example of bow human behavior and personality were 

directly 
affected by the codes of certain occupations. 

Park, in bis introduction to~ §!ileslady, bad empha-

sized that 
occupational changes were tied to a changing 

culture 
and that ~ere •the old tribal and local organiza-

tion of 
life is everywhere in the process of dissolution, 

a new 
and different social and moral order based upon occu-

Pation 1 " k f a association [takes] its place. par urther 

ind' 
lcated that sociology bad a responsibility to look at 

Work . in a new 

tofo re mainly 

way: 

•the occupations have been studied here-

as an economic phenomenon, as one of the 

inc· 
ldents to the production and distribution of goods and 

Servi ces," and not as a means 

of shaping or reshaping 

Person 1· a ity and culture. 
Surprisingly, Frances oonovan was the only Chicagoan who 

Pursued connections between personality, culture, and a 

specific She was also the onlY one to investi-
occupation. 

gate the sexual dynamics of the workplace. Her studies make 

up a unique . . t' of the way in which work defines 
1nvest1ga ion 



sexual' ity--as "raw r " f " d · 
a ena or cru e flirtation", as a 

which attractive women sell wares and buy 

the' 

count er behind 
ir security, or as sterile classroom in which a female 

an e erosexua contact. 
can b e den1'ed pass1·on d ht 1 

Donovan touched on the issues of sexual politics and 

Work that are still unexplored.
104 she might have done so 

operated with a certain freedom to do her field 

Work . 

because she 
intensely, more than scientificallY· BY living out 

roles ( 
alternative to teaching) that were fascinating, pain-

ful ad 
n exhilarating, she could not dismiss occupation as 

Only 
an economic phenomenon. The restaurant, the dress 

depart 
ment, and the classroom were keY theaters in which 

Donovan 
observed first hand the · effects of a work environ-

l 97 

men on a 
woman's behavior and social identity. 

The second aspect of Chicago social psychology discussed 

here . 
is their emphasis upon "emic" understanding, or the 

meanings individuals impart to their world. Based on work 

done by George Herbert Mead, John oewey, William James and 

W. I 
• Thomas, the Chicagoan's approach was characterized by 

a 
concern for actors' interpretations or meanings. Consis-

tent with the Chicago school's interest in emic knowledge 

Was their use of life histories, oral interviews, and other 

mean h · s of close observation that allowed t em entry into 

d' 
ifferent social worldS· The earlY Chicagoans had an 

avers· d tho y ion to statistics, surveys , an pure er unconnected 

to em .. pirical evidence. 
could not adequately portray the new subculture which had 



arisen . in urban areas. 
ginning with ThoMS and znaniecki~ · polish peasant 

Be · · 

~ Ame · 
rica volumes, largely composed of personal letters 

followed by ' 
Thomas'~ Q?adjuste_e. Qi.El, which primarily 

drew on 
personal testimony from a Yiddish newspaper, the 

cool set a precedent for describing groups in 
Ch' icago Sh 

deemed "neutral terms." As studies of the Chicago 
What they 

es indicate (and as oonovan's work epitomizes) absolute 
Seri . 

neutrality eluded them. H . th . d t d . 
owever, 1n e1r un ers an 1ng of 

the term 
, they did attempt to operate without the religious, 

' or deterministic explanations that prevailed in their 
racist 

To them neutrality also meant a separation of politiaal 

id 
eology from sociological theo.-Y and description. Accord-

some critics, the Chicagoans' neutrality meant con-

day. 

ing to 
capitalist exploitation and refusing to censure the 

doning 
e
st

ablished . institutions that were responsible for poverty, 

ghettos and crime. TO some extent this is true. The Chicago 

8' 
chool felt the same subtle pressures to stifle radical 

POCLit' 
ical criticism for the sake of professional security 

a
nd 

scie t' that other departments felt.

105 

n 1fic credibilitY 
However, their neutralitY can be viewed in another way. 

A.s 
noted earlier, their naf-ve and imPerfect attempt to 

separate description from theoretical or ideological consid-

erat· h f' ions can be seen as a break-through. Forte 1rst time, 

subjects for themselves and be defined in their 
could speak 

own terms 1 t' ns people put · 
, outside normative exP ana •

0 

• in 
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their 

own v. 
oices. The words of immigrant Russian girls poignantly 

sexual longings, teen gang members describe 

categories of 
deviance without their consent were given 

capture their 
street pride, taxi-dance hall girls define in slang 

terms 

their 
their variety of male customers. In their own words 

their th
oughts and behavior are rendered merely human, 

rather than deviant. 
to the Chicagoans meant an 9Eenin.9: up to reality~-

More than a blindness to reality, 

neutrality 
ging in them a new respect for social systems apart 

encoura . 
mainstream middle claSS· Neutrality also allowed 

them t 

from the 

0 

enter "deviant worlds .•• in some ways which have 

een surpass•d." cressey's description of a dance 
never b 106 

'previously considered a den of iniquity or the site 
hall 

Of the 

to see 

next raid, indicates the new ways Chicagoans attempted 

subcultures as unique social systems: 

(A dance hall) . • • "has a distinct social 
world, with its own ways of acting, ta~king and 
thinking. It has its own ~ocabulary, its.own 
activities and interests, its own conception of 
what is significant in lfife

1
~fand--to a1g~rtain 

extent--its own scheme o 1 e · · · · 

"From the outside all deviants look alike" states the 

sociologist David Matza10B referring to present ethnic 

This certainlY was the case in the early 
PreJ· ud. ices. 

twentieth century. 
so-called deviant worlds to penetrate this sameness. For 

Pauline y
0

ung's Russian peasants were considered 

gowever, Chicagoans tried to get inside 

example , 

bizarre 
creatures and •dismissed as clannish, ignorant, 

refus. ing to mix." 

At a time when full l\Jl\ericanization was 



insisted 
upon, Young spent hundreds of pages in· pilgrim of 

own detailing their attitudes, predicaments, and B._ussian T . . . . 

In an introduction to her work, Park notes 

"She ' 
bel · 1.ef system. 

knew Russian, but also ••• she was able to penetrate 

into th
e inner sanctum of Molakanism- This had enabled her 

to perform f · · h 1 
, or the Russian sectarians t emse ves and for 

erican public, a task that neither could well per-
the Am 

or themselves." Authors of the Chicago series all 
form f 

e deviant worlds with different degrees of sympath-
enter d 

involvement and identificatLon. There certainly were 
etic . 

erences of "distance," for instance, between Ruth Cavan's 
diff 

study of 
suicide victims' case histories from social agen-

ies and Frances Donovan ' s role playing. However, each c· 

Stud 
Y attempts an insider ' s view of a "problem" or "problem 

By so doing, 

group" never 
'general 1oosening of intellectual and emotional 

seen from the inside before. 

there · l.S a ties •109 
to the middle class, and middle claSs norms. 

Loosening these ties meant breaking down the barriers 

betw f d een normal and abnormal, when Thomas re erre to the 

of the unadjusted girl as a "deficient type," 

his goal was "to erase the Hne between normal 
reputat· 1.on 

he cl . aimed 
¾d . abnormal , for onlY then can one see the connection 

between d d d · t d [in this easel women consi ere evian an more 

conv entional 

for f reedom , 

women who harbor the same repressed desires 

Se
vual satisfaction, for indepen-

longing for ,,,. 
dence f 

11
110 E. Franklin Frazier 

' or anonymity . .. 
redefined the Negro familY as typical of ·'!!'J_ uprooted group , 
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rather th 
an a problem of race, Frederick Thrasher in The 

e ween eenage working class gangs and 
Gan --.SI drew parallels b t t 

ge boys, crime and corporate life. Ruth Cavan pointed 
Colle 

out · 
in Suicide that "the normal person who committed suicide 

overlooked as though the popular prejudice were indeed 
Was 

that 
suicide is ipso facto proof of abnorulity." (preface) 

Donovan's perceptions of waitresses, saleswomen, and 

teach 
ers reflect this idea that normal and abnormal categor-

ies 
overlapped. Through her training, she was open to 

the lowly waitresses as the vanguard for all working 
Viewing 

Women 
' 

model. 

and ilie pailietic •shop girls" as professional role 

Finally, in a reverse way she was able to look 

beneath f 
the surf ace of the most "normal" o groups, the 

0 

teachers, to find elements of "personal disorganiza-
Scho 1 

tion" 
brought on by social forces over which they bad little 

control 
Donovan's emphasis in~~ ~·a~ is on the nega-

ti~ 1 ramifications ,of li iling 0 ut the sterile sex ro e 

st
ereotype. Donovan cites the testimony of one student to 

convey ilie insidiousness of a teacher's stereotype that 

goddess or devil. I could not visualize her as a human 

being experiencing the sorrows or enjoying the pleasures 

of an ordinary person-"111 with such a focus Donovan once 

again takes a tenet of Chicago sociology in a new direction. 

denies her humanity: 

•r 1ooked upon a teacher as either a 

In all three d' she does what the Chicagoans 
of her stu 1es , t 11igible a formerly misunderstood 

make 1n e con . s1.stently do: 
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group. 
However, by using school teachers as the misunder-

she redefines the concept of a social problem. 
stood group, 

determining social or mental disorganization by 
Instead of 

the culture at large (who deem hobos or wayward 

girls a 

st andards of 
problem--not teachers), Donovan turns this process 

ing deviance inside out, By having the insiders, 
of label' 

15 
case the teachers, identify the problem it is 

in th' 

ocated 1·n h 1 
the culture at large--~ t emse ves, Donovan 

rel 

is th 
erefore the one Chicagoan to investigate a group that 

Y has categorized in conforJ!ll.ng, seemingly ideal terms, 
societ . 

vealing (among other factors) the unfairness of "en-
By re 

e celibacy" or 1ow social status, Do~van broadens 
forc d 

the def· · · 1 t' inition of prejudice and soc1a sigma. 

In a sense Donovan can be viewed as a precursor of C, 

Wr· 
ight Mills. she was the one Chicagoan to claim that the 

destructive elements of middle class life were just as worthy 

investigation as those of the underclass, Of • 
Her case history of a gope Gray , for example, includes 

Gray's own words for the hidden miseries of women who become 

" queer " d ue to the 

· t nee of puritan notions of female 
pers1s e 

sac . r1fice and 

. h'b·t·on embodied in the teaching 
sexual 1n 1. 1 1 

Profes . s1.on: 
· 1onelY life . I ' ve been 

I have lived a studiouS,h ve lived, as well as 
constantly on the move, ta tates and that I 
t · d · f fer en 

5 
' aught , in manY 1 h I have never been well 

believe is the reason w Y There is nothing 
acquainted with anY m~1· · f·s~ciallY enforced 
holy about living a lide 

O 
just and diabolically 

celibacy. It is absurf,hu~lthy'women should hav! 
cruel that thousan~s O eressed for a lifetime. 

12 

their natural passions reP 
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Alth0ugh Donovan · · never identifies herself as repressed or 

lonely as a single or widowed woman, her best and most 

moving accounts are of sexually deprived women. There is no 

doubt that her personal position as single and widowed 

enhances her i·nsi'ght · t th' ·1· t t in o is prevai ing s ereo ype of the 

Spinster teacher.113 

Another way the Chicagoans sought an "emic" understand-

ing of the1· r d h " · subjects was to ren er t em naming power." 

Ch' icagoans such as Nels Anderson, Frederick Thrasher, and 

Pau1 c ressey included in their studies lists of slang terms 

that th eir subjects used to classify and define their worlds. 

For · instance, Anderson's lengthy lists of terms from a 

hobo• s argot, including words like "flapper," "moocher," 
II stuffy," and "dummy", indicate how these homeless men dif-

ferentiate roles and make explicit the rules and rewards of 

the· ir own socially constructed realities. Anderson's i ntent 

to depict a hobo's world from a hobo perspective bears a 

strong resemblance to that of the anthropologist, James P. 

Spradley, in his classic study of skid row men called You 

~ !_ourself A Drunk (1970). Written more than fifty years 

later, Spradley's work exceeds Anderson's in its theoretical 

sophistication and methodology employed to get at the meanings 

Of a group dismissed as socially disorganized and meaningless. 

However, Anderson's work,as well as other Chicagoans', does 

Provide a precede nt for Spradley's effort at obtaining cog-

nit· l.Ve knowledge. These studies are also a precursor to a 

contemporary trend in social histor y. Led by such historians 
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as Herb 
an Eugene Genovese, the trend emphasizes 

ert Gutman d 
solidarity of subcultures rather than 

the · int egrity and 
ir destrUction at the hands of dominant cultures. For-

the' 

tunatel 
Y, after years of neglect, some scholars are starting 

credit to the Chicago school for their very early 
tog· ive 

attempts at 
describing culture from the participants' point 

of view.114 
If the Chicago School's contribution to social theory 

or social h' 
istory has been dismissed, certainly Frances 

Donovan' 
s particular contribution has. Even those presently 

int 
erested in resurrecting the Chicago school never mention 

Don ovan' ' . s studies as proof of the schools prescience. A 

central 
impulse of Chicago sociology was emic understanding. 

Flor· 
ian Znaniecki, w. r. Thomas' collaborator in~ Polish 

]? 
~sant · ·t· b - In Europe And l\Ille~' sums up this posi ion y 

sa . - :.---Ying "What we know about realitY we know onlY by experi-

enc · 
ing it ••• there is onlY one waY of experiencing an 

Ob. 
Ject· it is to observe it personallY· .,115 Thomas Meisen-

helae ' . " . th r s article' "socio! o9Y and NeW Journalism in e 

Jour , · 
~ of p 

1 1 
(Summer 1977) is a prime example 

- opu ar ~ Of th ' , , 1 e new attention paid the Chicago schools empirica 

Work 

--and 
1 

f hOW this attention is less than 

a prime examP e o 

fu11y 
adequate with no mention of prances oonovan. orawing 

Parallels b 
1

. ts like Hunter Thompson and 
etween New Journa 1s 

Nor 
man Mai' ler duate students of park and 

and the 1920'S gra 

Burge ss, 

into the 

"The Chicagoans went out 

Meisenhelder comments: 

d h
otels of their citY· They did 

streets, alleys an 
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as Herbert Gutman and Eugene Genovese, the trend emphasizes 

the integrity and solidarity of subcultures rather than 

their destruction at the hands of dominant cultures. For

tunately, after years of neglect, some scholars are starting 

to give credit to the Chicago School for their very early 

attempts at describing culture from the participants' point 

of view. 114 

If the Chicago School's contribution to social theory 

or social history has been dismissed, certainly Frances 

Donovan's particular contribution has. Even those presently 

interested in resurrecting the Chicago School never mention 

Donovan ' s studies as proof of the School 's prescience. A 

central impulse of Chicago sociology was emic understanding. 

Florian zn · k' w r . Thomas ' collaborator in The Polish aniec 1 , . 

~ In Europe And .Americ~, sums up this position by 
- --~- -

saying "What we know about reality we know only by experi

encing it ... there is only one way of experiencing an 

Object: it is to observe it personal l y. "
115 

Thomas Meisen-

helder's article, 
"Sociology and New Journalism" in the 

~ of Popular Cultur~ (Summer 1977) is a prime example 

of the new attention paid the Chicago School's empirical 

Work- of how this attention is less than 
-and a prime example 

fu11y adequate with no mention of Frances Donovan. Drawing 

Parallels between New Journalists like Hunter Thompson and 

Norman Mailer and the 1920 , 5 graduate students of Park and 

Burgess nts · "The Chicagoans went out 
, Meisenhelder comme · 

into the alleys and hotels of their city. They did 
streets , 

20lf 
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not detach th their r emselves from their subjects; rather they lived 

esearch" 
as h. · 

is onl subJ' y example of a researcher who lived among his 

ect s, and P te aul Cressey as the next most involved 

search er be " " the d cause he actually hired informants. to go into 

ance h 
h 

alls to obta1.·n 
eld for him his data, surely Meisen-

er's 

However, Meisenhelder uses Nels Anderson 

argum 
am ent would have been bolstered by mentioning 

aver· J.ck Ch' ~oma , icagoan who lived a waitress ' life and a sales-

n s 1· test· ife for her data; who did more than record the 

1 lllon y of pa t . . 
only r 1c1pants, but instead became one; who not 

Provia ffients ed detailed descriptions of people and environ-

, hut · "1th included in the narrative her own interaction 

them. 

Me· 
..;i. isenheld 
~<st· er further claims that the New Journalists 

l.ngu · · l.shed 
<•tty• . themselves from the Chicagoans W the •reflex-

J.n th· Often. eir research: 'That is, the New Journalist 

incl imlll. udes himself or herself in the story,' The 

l.cat· ion is th . 
Of at the Chicagoans did not, AS in the case 

Other er· P~b1· itics, Meisenhelder studied onlY the well known 

l.cat· become ions of the series written bY those who went on to 

~ Profes · d th f issea sional sociologists, Meisenhel er ere ore 

a discip1· valuable insight: that a marginal figure to the 

t <ne f th o inc1 could push the process of obserVation ar er, 

Ude • 
intimate and even disguised participation, 

Anoth er 
logical consequence of reflexiveness is that 

ident ' t b 
1
·mportant a focus as his/her 

1. y ecomes as · · · earch does to the 

Furthermore, ~ ~ ~ cc-- - -lllatter 



The scholars knowledge of 
resea . h· re .er becomes a key issue. 

tends to subvert the "correctional conception 
de · viant world 

simply put, the more intimately one knows 
of pathology." 

individual 
s, the more empathy one has for them. There is 

that the Chicago Seiies reflects varyi?g degrees 

sympathy. Donovan's work is a prime example 
no q . uestion 

of ac . quired 
author's extreme identification. Yet her studies 

of an 

also . 
epitomize the complexities of detennining whether the 

rese 
archer is perceiving his/her subjedts as products of 

d' lfferent 
, but no less respectable, cultures or simply social 

disor . ganization. 
James Carey has been particularly interested in the 

question f t · d · · o the Chicagoans' openness o seeing iversity 

ra
th

er than pathology ~ile doing their "objective" investi-

gation 
s of American subcultures- carey discovered in his 

study of . 1 h Chicago publications that •curious y, t ose =st 

faithful 
to the reality theY were portraying were those who 

Wer 
e least involved in the professional world of the sociol-

ogist · . . ,116 
' those who had the 1east to 1ose · 

Unfortunately, careY cites no other example except that 

20b 

Of N 
els Anderson. And as he testifies in a personal letter, 

he d' 
id not consider Frances Donovan in hiS research. However, 

Wheth . 11 . er or not he referred to Donovan is fina Y immaterial. 

His th , h k eory is nevertheless best borne out in er war . No 

Chic ' 1 . 1 agoan was "less involved' in professiona socio ogy or 

had less to lose than Frances Donovan- And certainly no one 

else took such a risk in establishing intiroaCY with her subjects. 
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IV. ON " NATIVE GROUNDS": PARTICIPANT-OBSERVATION AND 
THE CONTEXT OF DISCOVERY 

"Here I have written simply as a human being, and 
the truth I have tried to tell concerns the sea 
change in oneself that comes from immersion in 
another and savage culture ." 

Author ' s note, Laura Bohannan 
Return to Laughter 

"We take it as one of the main causes of impover
ishment of sociological monographs that their 
authors have not written ' simply as a human being. ' 
The divorce of the personal from the so-called 
scientific has not been scientific at all. " 

Colin Bell, Doing Sociol ogical 
Research 

2.1 7 
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In this final chapter Frances Donovan and her work are 

placed in one further context: the tradition of participant

observation in the social sciences. Donovan's marginality 

in terms of her unique status and methodology throw into 

relief the problematic relationship between the observer 

and the observed--an issue thatonly recently has been of 

major concern to sociologists and anthropologists alike. 1 

Since the early days of the Chicago School under Robert E. 

Park, and of anthropology at Columbia with Franz Boas, ideas 

and ideals of "value neutrality" and objectivity have worked 

against a full admission of the human and idiosyncratic role 

of the investigator. Prevailing research methodologies-

quantititave analysis, broad survey techniques and even 

implicit taboos against mixing field notes and diary entries-

have tended to render "personal questions" regarding the 

researcher non-scientific and therefore inappropriate. 

Yet Frances Donovan's relatively unknown identity and 

work in Chicago sociology inevitably raises fundamentally 

personal questions: Why did she disguise herself to do her 

studies? What kind of sociology did she think she was doing? 

Most importantly, what effect did these research experiences 

have on her? In the past, such a line of inquiry has been 

dismissed as irrelevant to "legitimate" scholarship done by 



II se · r1ous" scholars H th 
. • owever, _ ere is presently a growing 

in the ethnographer ' s ~ole. one sod,ologist even 
interest . 

claims . a personal t, h . ld 
ques ions ou be asked of all research-

ers , namely: "wh 
at does the involvement of the investigator 
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mean 
'not just for the discipline and its methodological 

stand' 
ing, but for the investigator himself?'

2 
This chapter, 

Donovan as a focal point, explores the investi-
Usin g Frances 

human instrument •affecting" research and being 
gator- -as a 

affected by it, in turn. 
More than twenty years ago, the noted sociologist c. 

Wr· l.ght Mills 
addressed this question. He warned that good 

requires a connection between individual e,cperience 
sociology 

th
eoretical construct, what he called "the .private 

and 

troubles 
of the milieu' and the •public issues of social 

More than fortY years before that, Frances 
stru cture" 

made this connection by weaving herself into her 

sociolo . 

Don ovan 
g1cal narrative and addressing issues of female work 

ana 
sexuality that were crucial to her own life. However, 

to some 
extent her methodology was tolerated onlY because 

She 
was on the fringe of academic respectability. Labeling 

her 19 
2 9 work, The saies·ladY_, •impressionistic, " the Chicago-

an -~ " s reserved their full praise for more conventional and 
with )lillS acting as a 1onelY dissenter, 

Ob' Jective" studies. 

the 
social sciences traditionaJ.lY have neglected the •context 

. iscovery" both on a cultural and personal 1evel. An 
Of d' 

insist h 
ence that data be viewed in relation tote researcher 

can 
most im 

1 
the effects of immersion into 

portantlY revea 
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other cultural 
worlds--effects on the researcher that can be 

u and transformative. In the past few have consid-
Powerf 1 

ered that 
research ~ potentiallY reveal as much about the 

observer as the observed. 

The 
Mai· controversy created by the publication of aronislaw 

inowsk · , · · · · · · 
1 

s Diary ·~ ~ §_tric_! ~ns~ ~~_Term (1967) 

f 

ustration of the way in which the complexities 
is a prime ill 

O th 
e relationship between public accounts and private 

1

. ce have been ignored in the social sciences. Puh-
exp erien 

l.shed . f' po
s t

humously, Malinowski's~· co-vering bis 

l.eldwork 
in the Trobriands of more than fifty years before, 

een 1914 and 1918 h 
sent shock waves throug the anthro-

betw 

Polog ' y community ManY were appalled bY what seemalto be 

the d. . 1.ametrically opposed sides of Malinowski's personality: 

th 
i liant, "value free" descriptions of a noted anthro-

e br'l . 
clashed sharply with the bigoted, neurotic obsessions 

Polog · l.St 

Of the ma n. 
As the father of aritish social anthropologY, Malinowski 

consununate fieldworker" to three generations of 
Was the " 

His studies on NeW Guinea tribes bad served as 
co11 eagues. 

ethn 
ographic models for decades. aut as his fellOW antbro-

Polog· ist Cl b ifford Geertz 
rks

. oiarY was disconcerting 

rema , ~ · bl. 1 
113 

Malinowski "had told the truth in a pu ic p ace. 
ecau se 

anth · 1 d f ropologist's real feelings were customar1 y reserve 
l\n 

or 

conve 
1 

But here was the man 

b 

rsation with intimates on Y· 

eh' 

ind th 
1 

· himself as "a crabbed, 

e field worker's mask revea ing 

Self 
-preoccu . . 1 narcissist who referred 

t pied , hypocondr1aca 

Q h' 
is sub· · 1· nsolent · · · 

Ject as "the bloodY · · · 



d' l.sgust· 
f ing · · · niggers· •4 Malinows.ki 's admirers were 

orced to d un erstand th 

22 l 

Perso at as he kept his field notes and 

nal feel' 
nit· ings separate, so too did he separate his cog-

ive worlds· 
(ev. . from . ug letters to 1overs) that kept him aloof 

there was the one of intense, oedipal passion 

l.denced thro h 

his daily . 
de interactions with natives who were •utterly 

Void of · 
me as interest or importance, something so remote from 

'1here e of a dog" --and there was his world of science, 
the lif 5 

anth 
"ob' ropological data was gathered meticulously and 

Ject· ively." 
nee eertz is quick to point out, personal biases do not 

As G 

essarily 
cas contaminate the data. ~ctuallY in Malinowski's 

e, it 
be· could have been the result of his innate feelings 

f' ectively combatted, that his descriptions are 
l.ng so eff 

1.na11 
y a "m . " lr ysterious transformation wrought by science. 2.Z 

~~--(19 ), ~~ 
on· 1,1' . 1 . f f 

1Callyh, ~ is classic works: 

~I the ...E. Savage~ 
-......:.::. Sav . '2-1 
most~ ages ... (19 ) , describe natives that Geertz calls •the 

intell' · · th h 1 Of igent, dignified and conscientious 1n e woe 

anthropol . 6 · t h 11,,

1

. ogical literature., The point here 1s no t at 

(19 ) and ~ ~ ~ !?.-

1.no 

0 

Wski' s pr1· v t . d. s necessarilY cast aspersions 

n h " a e preJU ice 

l.s f ' 
di indings. It is rather that the response to these 

Und s Points out that ethnographY remains a 1ess than 
a.rie f 

·vate sentiments 

process when the contrast 
O 

pr

1 

l
ling to an audience of ers toad 

and PUblic fell obse rvations 

ow 
. e thnog audJ.·ence that nas insisted 

>ng raphers--an 
personal aspects of doin9 research, 

can be apPa 

the 

on ignor-
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In 1917 Frances Donovan was playing out her unique role 

as an urban ethnographer/waitress just about the same time 

Malinowski was recording his passions in one place and his 

scientific findings in another. Judging by Donovan's final 

ications, it seems likely that she kept only one set of publ · · 

notes· Her sociological accounts are full of her own fear, 

disgust, exhilaration and final admiration for her subjects-

elements that r e ndered her work impressioniSt ic a
nd 

non-

scienti· f. ic, and Mali·nowski' reserved for his 
elements that 

diary ent . ries. 
Of course, it is inappropriate to compare 

Malinowski' ' s sophi'sti'cated and exhaustive 
theoretically 

research . dest contribution to the 
with Donovan's more mo 

soc· iai sciences. on the other d 
her "impressionistic" 

han , 
. k', published studies 

Mal1nows 1 s studies offer ht one insight ta 
do not: . . a two-way process, 

that participant-observation is 
a mirr observer as well as the 

or that reflects on the 

observed. dearly twentieth 
nineteenth an 

hiC tradition, 
ethnograp 

When considering the late 

cent Ury , . , origins of the American 
mentioned in the same 

sociology can be anthr 
apology and ·t of Chicago 

at the universi Y 
breath. This is especially true 

Where A.lb. d d ion Small from 1892 on hea e 
Of s II 

Ocial S . Anthropolo9Y· ciences and 

. . t "Department 
a Join 

t hropologist 
The an 

this faculty in the 

Edwara 
Sapir and Ralph 

. served on 
Linton until FaY 

. . department 
1920 , 

81 and 
. . a Joint t it was to remain 1 y aepartmen 

nthropo og 
Co0 1"1 z:-,er 

Cole came to 
arate a 

chair a seP ly propertY 

in 19 29. A. chairman, however, wa 
snot the on 
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these t a· . . wo 1sc1pl1nes at Chicago. While Franz 

at Col b' um ia tra1·n1·ng th f' t · 
e irs American anthropolo-

shared by 

Boas was 

do f' ans of ieldwork amongst l\Illerican Indians, the Chicago-

the 1920' 
d"•lli s were also "pitching their tents among the 

gists to 

ngs of "aitre the natives ", 7 in this case, hobos, gangs, 

sses , and oth 
er marginal types of the city streets. 

"•re Chicagoans and Boas-trained anthropologists The early 

Wedded b Versed Y philosophy and technique. Although well-

in G '11h erman d 
o~ an Franch sociological theory, w. I. 

th set a tone in the department that stressed 
•llas b efor 

ga 
e 1920 

er· 1.ng emp · . 
cat· irical evidence. with Charles Booth's publi-

1.on 

in 
Of 

1902-

een volumes of 
Labour and Life of the people ~-:::----- -

a British precedent for social sevent 

. 3, 

l.nquiry relyi . 8 Often ng on in-depth , first-hand observation. Thomas 

Pologist 

9 

th
at he reallY thought of himself as an anthro-

ther e was at least 

stated 

,,., H' 
•he is own work that came closest to fieldwork was 

~ Pol. "ith easant In Europ!'_ ~ ~- written together 

ac~u· ish emigre Florian znaniecki, it took years of 
~p 

the Pol' 
~ ir· , w1-. l.ng oral h · 1 d um t ·~n n 1stories, interviews and persona oc ens, 

dis E. Park joined the department in 1914, he also 
Obert 

!:)lay 
ed a ht d 

•ctio penchant for alternating a life of thoug an 

had 1 n the field as a young muckraking reporter' he n. I 

ear '.t' nea th 
• t.~ e 

rvash. 

value of personal observation , As aooker 

grew to 
understand the black 

assistant, park e:>c l.ngton ' s 
!:)er . 

l.enc tc h ere "using 

by 1 · . AS earlY as his 1915 
iving among blacks, 

es e 
Say on t ~1e sa e city' he claimed that the Chicagoans w 

methods as Boas."10 According to his former me 



co11 eague 

heart Was 
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and bio 
grapher, Winifred Raushenbush , •park's 

alway · 11 s with anthropol~gy. " AS late as 1942, 

"'hen Park was st'll 
Polo 

1 
stating a preference for social anthro-

gY,both . 
a 

his a 
sh aughter was a trained anthropologist as well 

err th enowned husband, Robert Redfield. Furthermore , at 

¾ as of 
th

e sociological and anthropological inquiry was e heart 

sumpt· o~ ion, not 
'eco necessarily shared by political scientists 

nomists ~eroA--, ' namely that a social discovery was g,£ctl1lded in 

~ a· "otlds, iscovery of distincti~ ~ or social 

c ones th . 
<det at investigators had to enter themselves in 

to u •noth 
nd

erstand and analyze. Entering and understanding 

er worl 
Pant d meant 

S Of 

gathering information from the partici

tho F se worlds. 

ranc es Donovan t f 
affiliated with the departmen rom 

through , 
the 1930 ' s, knew what participant-observation 

even if 12 no one was calling it that yet. There were 

aJ.s o ot . her c 
l.nte1 onditions at Chicago created out of social and 

lee s tua1 
Ocia1 strains that made an intimate study of other 

World 
"once s very appealing. por ezample , Georg simmel ' S 

Ptua1· sYtnb ization of "the stranger" provided park with a 

o1 to ana express "the ever present dialectic be~een self 

Cotnrn bilit· Unity, with its human penalties and its human possi-

l.es 11 13 gtaa · As noted earlier in this inquirY , park, as a 

llat 
lect e student s · mmel ' s public 

Ure in Berlin, had listened to 

1 

as tn 
8 

ana w k bY what simmel aescribed 
as particularlY struc 

ri. e fasc · d f 
'-l.J.:f ina t . h lived on the e ge o 

fer ing status of those w 
0 

ent cultures. 
d d 

"the miser, the cynic , 

simmel regar e 



the Poor man and the 
aristocrat" as part of a "complex 

that could only be understood from the behav· lor " pattern" As is evident in park ' s 
Point Of • 

'vvo view of 
rk, s. immel convinc d h' 

e im that a stranger's status offered 

ra . point, a special •objectivity ' : •ee is 

the subjects.
1114 

a s Pecial vantage . 
!lot 

dicall P•cu1· Y committed to the unique ingredients and 
m ._. o e group, and therefore approaches 

lar t the endencies f th 
lectiv· ic attitude of objectivitY .... And wvlth 

Ob· the specif' 

J.ty d ~ent. . oes not simply involve passivitY and detach-

, J.t . nd particular structure composed of distance 
. In the a is a 

near lat· ' i ference and involvement. l:'e ness ind. f 
im, distance means that he, who is close 

lonsh' 
by . l.p 

to h' 

st
rangeness meant that he, who also is far , , is 

far and 

act :ls 
ua11 Y near."15 

s· imme1 "

t

rang a
nd 

the later Chicagoans were intrigued by 

th

e 

er st i:3.cld atus · 1· 'tl re in others, but theY never eXP ici Y 

Ssed So those th Ci

01 

elements in themselves. eowever , as e 

og· cl. J.st R. l.st ichard 
ance" 

H. aro~ notes, ideal •sociological 

has evolved 

into a stance that stresses farness 
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O'Je:t 
near •ngage ness: 'Distance' defamiliarization' dispassionate 

t rnent 
he i , seeing the realitY behind the mask, appreciating 

ntr· lnt•re insic qualities of the mask itself' disinterested 

¼s•d t ' ldle curiosity (VeblenJ--all these terms have been st . 
h o de 1 · t .. 16 
unf scrib t1·ve for social rea 1 y. 

Ort e an optimal perspec 
an unate1 . d th~c y, according to some critics, sociologists an 

t Polo . 
he gists h to d1·sattend their own part of 

so. ave 'learned 

CJ.al 

rel . , . we recover 

ation of the social inquirY · · · 



0nly the ob' Ject of its 
knowledge as if that knowledge stood 

of itself. sociology does not provide a11 b y itself and 
for see· ing that th tion . .,17 ere are always two terms to this rela-

In h' d l.S cl isciplin assic contribution to the sociology of the 

ern e, Alvin 
Gouldner claims that the "crisis in west

is precisely this 1ack of reflexiveness.

18 

soc· 
lie iology" 

l:'ef erred t 
Con ° the 

Bciou social scientist's need for ideological 

noth· sness and 
1. acknowledgement and "neutrality" does 

ng to 1 
abhorrent socio-political systems; to the 
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cont a ter 
rary 

Ot , 
her soc· fa.... 1.ologi sts ' 11 d ~ th of the late !960'S and earlY 1970 s ca e 

llovan• ine's political consciousness, Frances 

•ness raises another aspect of sociological reflex-

it oft 
en perpetuates them. Where Gouldner and 

e d' bo iscipl. 

Ob .. , Reading h h · h ak •>au er accounts of working women w 1c m e 
' s w l.'IJ ork . 

tings t unabashed involvement with her subject matter, 
b s her 
••t . e forefront another "crisis " of sociology: a 

des. ity to consider the personal motivation behind 
t) O th 

Condl come as a stranger " to another culture' and' 

1.nab· a. 1.1· 

l.re 
se to " 
" y' the h' Strang potential for change or growth that tis 

er status" ff In o ers. 
Ob. recent . . t •ervat· commentaries on the nature of participan 

Clf l"'I J.on, there . assumptJ.' on that "a feeling 
~er

8 

1.s a common l'llcl ona1 or s . th) have been a pre-
e 

O 

ocial discomfort (or bO Ofte ·0 1ogical cur-

l .. Uite 
Os· l.ty11.l9 

far , 
has a 

n to anthropological and socJ. 

furthermore that "the 1ure of th• strange and 
Pecul' re dissatisfied with 

iar appeal for those wh
0 

a 



or do not feel 
of th at home in their o~ society.'20 

e early c 
hicagoans, as we have seen, possessed 

m . cu tural or intellectual alienation 

th emsel ves 
Se Vera1 

of th. eir own 1 
a sense 

a1.nstream 
0

"" Parti America. critical perspectives on their f1:o m 
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The cular c 1 
quest· u tures led to a curiosity about others. 

"'1as ion of th . 
init· e Chicagoans' own sense of marginality 

lle1: l.ally raised h h . . 
~eil ere wen considering prances Donovan's. 

l: ed aut b' 
•be1i· 

0 
iographical statements alluding to her 

•isure . a
nd 

unpublished satires on bourgeois female l.ou 1 . sness 

,,.., l.n M .i.he ontana · d' 
Y also in icate Donovan's dissatisfaction•· 

ati provide h 
ca1

1 

er with motives for investigating dram-

each' roles to contrast with her actual roles 
Y ne 

Of t w work 

and widowhood. 
anth ion of personal motives behind public accounts 

ing 

An in examinat· 

rop llo ology f 
tte or instance , reveals the parallels between 

nse P St owderm k 
~ a er and Frances Donovan- powdermaker ' s 

"a and Fr. 
riou - iend (1966) is a retrospective account of her 

sf' Chr l.eldwork 
onici experiences and is one of the few personal 

a.eh· es in a th ~l.cted n ropology. 
bef her youth d. "L 

ore as a preparation for role istance, ong 

the ! heard 
roi of anthropology, I was being conditioned for 

a e of 
f my 

st
epping in and out of societY· It was a part 

· grow· 
e.nd ing 

norms 

to question the traditional values 

up process 

of the fa ·1 "21 Im mi Y· ... 

tn Other 
at f' anthropologist Muriel oimen-schein, explain• 

1 nd· ' ~at, 1.ng me · 11 d her the lsf . rits in other cultural norm• a owe 

Yin 
g sense of debunking what was •an unsatisfying 
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of the 
ado1 escence in th l9so, s . .,

2 2 

e suburban conformist culture 

th In addition the 
at he sociologist Maurice stein, admits 

•al in luenced by what he called "th• histor-
i was very. f 
•aiue t 

th
e Chicago school," and observes that h• content of 

O so • on ciology 
es th at 

ation J idle class culture.•23 Raised as a second gener-

to make sense of his own experiences, 

produced in him an "ambivalent relation to 1ower 

Cla ss and m'd 

ew start· ing life in a ghetto 
"described by Louis 

was exposed to th• drastic differences 'Wirt h " , 

Of a 
Stein 1 ater 

Inilit · ary 
culture and the deep south--comparative stud

the •object" of his sociological J.e S Wh' l.ch 
CJ:'it• l.que , 

lat er became 

1 P s e Of commun·1· ty Eel' 
In - -· 

ct· additio 
<stan n to a possible predisposition to cultural 

Ce . 
'W' , it . 
tthi is the potential for growth and transformation 

nth •luc· e participant observation experience that requires 

Such an idea rarelV has been discussed because, 
l.dat· 

qs l.on 
one 

lllor a1 

field 

.. 
social . · f scientist states •it underm1nes the stance o 

n ' 
eutra1· ity 

exp 
SQ id erience ,,24 

h. ea of 
O~e~ self-growth may be in social science theory, 

er, it 
i11 g always h b appealing 

0
ne to Americans 

en as een a verY 

era1 autob· Since the popu1aritY of Benjamin franklin's 

l.oo leaa , raphy in which he described his multiple roles that 

to 
fts Power and Cin success, 

CiE:! ation ~ac with the possibilitY of a 

l:'at · 
llot l.c ideol . . d . us the idea that we are 

oni ogy has 1nst1lle 1n y capable bY experience '" says Rosalie 

of being changed 

to believe that a researcher is changed by 

Regardless of how antithetical such 

"A 
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Wa :x , "b 
ou ut that we h rseives. ,, 26 s ould and even must change and develop 

Othe Per r cultures f 
ceive 

O 
ten have been puzzled by what they 

as re quest· stlessness , discontent, or neurotic self-

c 
ioning ap · in the A , 

l tai· meri can personality. Whether tied to 

lst 
that promis 

the f es or upward mobi lity or progressive notions 

ne"e r t uture should always be better than the past, there 

esi re xiS
t

s in many Americans a culturally instilled 
hele a. ss e . 

elief - ransformation . At the ver:Y 1east, it is a 
b for self t 

. " experience can change us, or make us "bet-

t 
that 

er new 
, or makes l i ttle sense to discount this It 

fact therefore 

:f' Whe n 
conside . , , ring the processes of interaction 1n 

have social scientists been able l e1 dwork 

liazel personal as well as public quest for knowledge. 
Onl Y recently 

to O\<ln 
li..s up to a 

H ' itson Wiedman note s, 

tryN to matter h~ i ntellectual and obJecti- we 
0 h ' 1· 

our i e ' no matter bOW we tr:Y to rat1?na ize 
Pl ac nterest in s tudying other peoples in oti;er 
anth~~--our motivations for bec0min9 pr?fessional 
a grow~ologists are not solelY to contribute to 
Prima 7ng body of knowled9e of man• TheY ar<; 
knowl

rd
y I am sure to contribute to a gr

0

'1
1

n
1

g ed ' · 1 r soc1 a 
cont ge

2 

of oursel ves in a particu a 
ext . 7 ' 

J:f 
O:f t most Ch. t to address the question 

he· icagoans were r eluctan 

,.. l:t f 
noviln dwork as an exe r cise in self-knowledge, rrances 

Sn , s not to prove, oono-UC) iel 

'7 Wa s obv· As this inquirer attempts 

•nter:1.n lous private as well as publi c ,notivations for 

Qb'7:i. g Other 
o'lls 
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At this point it may be useful to contrast Donovan's 

life and work with that of the anthropologist Ruth Benedict. 

Despite the obvious difference in their reputations, they 

are joined together as women and early twentieth century 

participant-observers. Aside from Margaret Mead's brief 

commentary on Benedict's life, no one has explored her per-

sonal 1 · h' to her work. 28 H · h re ations ip owever, as wit Frances 

Donovan's marginal status in the Chicago School, bigger 

issues are raised by Benedict's career. Parallels between 

Donovan's and Benedict's research interests emphasize the value 

and importance of viewing social science research as the 

II • b process and product of interaction etween the questioner 

and the questioned. 

Ruth Benedict's masterpiece was Patterns of Culture, 

published in 1934. Having gone through more than a dozen 

Printings and having been translated into over fourteen 

languages, Patterns played an important role in establishing 

the culture and personality school of anthropology. By 

contrasting three groups studied by other anthropologists, 

Benedict determined that individual behavior was culturally 

determined and enforced. What was deviant and punished in 

one culture was encouraged as a virtue in another. In 

Patterns Benedict became famous for her phrase that "cul~· 
ture is personality writ large." Extending Benedict's 

Premise and paralleling Donovan's and Benedict's circum

stances, it is possible to see their anthropology and soci

ology as in some respects their own personalities writ large. 



By immersing themselves in others' lives, Frances 

Donovan du h d' · an ~ut Bene ~ct exposed themes of their own lives. 

Furthermore, as women, thi"s immersion served a special func

tion: h w ether African culture or the culture of a rest2\ur-

ant, each different social context became a laboratory of 

a1 ~ choices for ways to live--choices that were 
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so narrowly defined for women in early twentieth century 

American that some of the more imaginative females. were driven 

to explore other roles in other worlds. Given only brief 

biographical sketches of each woman, it is evident that both 

felt the constraints of man-made customs. Donovan's auto

biographical fragment, short stories, and commentary on the 

repressive nature of school-teaching reflect her dissatis

factions with sex and work roles that were indeed stultify-

ing for American women. As evidenced in her work, exposure 

to 0 ther social worlds dramatized for Donovan the relative 

nature of "norms" in regard to sexuality, independence, and 

attitudes toward work. Ruth Benedict, also struck others 

as a loner, a maverick and critic of her own culture: "The 

sense of living different lives, of meeting predetermined 

Ways of life which were not intrinsically her own, of 

incompatibility between her own temperament and any partic-

Ular never left her.":3,o B d · t version of:.A1Inerican culture, ene ic 

came to anthropology in mid-life. Estranged from her 

husband, she spent the rest of her years living alone. As 

a quiet person, she modestly proceeded to re-define the word 

" culture" for many Americans. 



. ln 1925 Benedict wrote; 
J.l!Jpo.rtan t 

"I want to find a really 

country."
31 

She accomplished this, Undiscovered 
but h er s 
i uccessful guest for uncharted territory was more 
llte11ectua1 

than geographical. Ruth Benedict looked for 
cl 'i<lor1a that could allow her to understand her place in 
it ...... a k 

nowledge that eluded her in her native culture. 
'.l:'he 'i<lor1a 

she found was one of theory, and in the patterns 
8he 

created from comparative studies of other cultures she 
l:'ea1· l.zea 

that conformity and deviance were culturally deter-
Ininea 

' ana therefore changeable. If they were relative, and 
Changeable' 

her own sense of being different could be more 
ace eptable 

and integrated. She could also take heart that 
.ta . 

CJ. sm 

fight. 
and war if not necessarily universals, were worth 

J.ng. 

Both Frances Donovan and Ruth Benedict were both born into 
a late v· 

J.ctorian world of limited female expectations. 
Bow eve . . . 

r, both women were exceptional enough to insist on 
cl.ttena· 

J.ng college, thus straying from the predominant pat-
tern Of 

age 
marriage and expectations of motherhood by the 

Of twenty. As we have seen, Donovan ' s family refused 
he.r f' 

J.nancial support for a university education. She there-
for 

e Went to Ypsilanti Normal College from 1898 to 1902. 
Bo, .. vvever . , in a 
OJo 

gy courses 

time when there were no anthropology or soci

.in the curriculum, Donovan and Benedict studied 
lit erature. Perhaps it provided the only alternative worlds 
)Pen 

to these two maverick women: ones of the imagination. 
1

he,r th 
J en took nearly the only course open to women with 
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their intellectual 1 · h ean~~gs--t ey became high school E~gl;i,sh 
teachers. 

Given their independen:ce· :and maverick sp;i,ri ts, it ;i,s 

difficult to im~gine how the prospect of teaching high school 

English for a lifetime would have been appealing to either 

Woman. 
Donovan temporarily escaped this fate by marrying 

an architect in 1907, thus closing off the possibilities of 

a teaching career (since most married women were not allowed 

in the classroom). Benedict also escaped teaching by 

marrying a biochemist in 1914. Although little is known of 
'v:7i11· 
· iam Donovan's personality before he died, Stanley 

Benedict was evidently renowned in his field. However, 

Bend' e ict's colleague Margaret Mead claims that he became 

increasingly introverted by the time Ruth established her

self as an anthropologist. Her eventual divorce from him 

Was also an act that set her apart from most others of the 

Period. 

There is a good chance that both women spent the early 

Years of their marriages contemplating motherhood, and for 

Whatever reasons, adjusting to a life without children. Mead 

says that Benedict had always wanted a family, and there is 

no evidence that Donovan did not. Whether these women's 
l' 

lVes would have taken the same course if they had borne 

Children is an unanswerable question. The historical fact 

that c we~e le;ft to those who remained areers for women ~ 

Single or childless is not so much proof that careers only 
,, 

Comp th h d It is rather ensated" for the absence of mo er 00 • 



a commentary on a repressive culture that made parental ~nd 

professional responsibilities incompatible for women. 

Assertive and extroverted, Frances Donovan followed 

the custom of many other bright and educated married women 

who would have gone mad with only domestic duties to chal

lenge them. She became a volunteer in local community 

Projects. Benedict, however, was by nature quiet and a 

loner. Early in her marriage she spent much of her time 

Writing prose and poetry. Actually, before her entrance 

into anthropology, Benedict had been engaged in a long-term 

writing project. Interested in the question of what made 

Women's creativity so unique, she had been working on a 

comparative analysis of Mary Wollstonecraft, Olive Schreiner 

and Margaret Fuller. Mead suggests that Benedict took an 

anthropology class out of curiosity and even boredom. In 

Donovan's case, knowing that her husband was seriously ill, 

she presumably attended the University of Chicago with the 

design of acquiring a more legitimate degree in English, in 

Preparation for her necessary return to the only profession 

she had ever known. 

Coincidentally, Donovan attended her first class with 

W. I. Thomas in the winter of 1915 at the age of 33--the 

same age as Ruth Benedict when she took her first class in 

anthropology with Franz Boas at Columbi a in the early 1920's. 

Despite their different missions, both disciplines offered the 

excitement of being part of a new intellectual movement with 

great social significance. Boas was busy training the first 
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" tliti' rt r nnaz::,rm z, 
St 

A.mer· 
ican anthropologists to collect masses of VAnishing 

rna.ter,i 1 
as from the members of dying American Indian cul-

tures. 
To some extent the Ch'ic~goans also were ·concerned 

Wi th an old order that was · · · passing, in th~s case a civil-
ized b 0 urgeois Victorian world. However, the Chicago 

School was to a greater extent. intrigued by a transitional 

a.
nd 

new world order. If Benedict was at first caught up 
w. 1th 

the immediacy of recording rituals and social patterns 
th

at ~e·re threatened · h t' t' b d · · f ~ wit ex inc 10n y mo ernizing orces, 
Don 

ovan was embued with the excitement of doing the first 
Urb 

an ethnographies on what modernization had wrought--new 
sex 

roles, new work and family patterns, and new cultural 

expectations. What was exciting in both disciplines was 

also 
a serious challenge. Sociology and anthropology were 

Compelled to address and make judgements on modern change 

a.nd Uncontrollable forces of new growth. 

Unlike Frances Donovan, Ruth Benedict, with Boas as a 

Inentor, went on to earn a Ph.D. in 1923. By this time 

Donovan, with no degree, had produced her first book. In 

th
e same year Benedict met the young graduate student, 

~argaret Mead, who in turn saw Benedict as an immediate 

role model. Mead's description of Benedict as she first 

knew her could fit Donovan as well. According to those 

around her, Benedict kept her private life so separate from 

her anthropology that friends like Mead hardly knew Benedict's 

husb and or home existed: "She kept us all in separate rooms 

and moved from one to another with no one following to take 
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110te8 1132 
to · Just as Benedict li:ved in two worlds that seemed 

be rnutua11y .. 
doubl exclusive, so too did Donovan maintqin a 

e life. 
qt C Comparing testimony of Donovan's colleagues 

alurnet 
High School and those from the 1920's and l930's 

qt Ch· 
J.cago, 

Othe 
it is evident that Donovan never shared "her 

l:' life" 
that 

With either_ group. Calumet colleagues testify 

Donovan 
1~ did not socialize with them and that they 
"'llev., 

She h 
q ad "university friends. " Yet Chicago School 

ccruai.nt 
t ances say that they were just that. They never knew 
he ''i .. 

•·ll:'S D 
• 0 novan" well, only that she wrote studies that 

wel:' 
e l:'eaa 

by Chicago graduate students. 

11ead d t escribes Benedict as having possessed a certain 
l:'agic 

w doubleness, as if the different parts of her life 
el:'e 

,, . never quite reconcilable. She recalls that Benedict 
.tn h 

ei::- ow n search for identity persistently wondered whether 
She 

'would h 
cll.1.t 

ave fitted better into another period or another 

Ure tha . ,,33 n she fitted into contemporary America. Also 
:f ee.1. . 

J.ng th at she was an outsider, Frances Donovan did not 
ha.ire to go far afield of contemporary culture for her altern-
ativ 

e models. It was actually within the Chicago urban 
scene 

that she sensed the most dramatic cultural differences. 
Nei.th er b are breasted nor living in rain forests, working 
C::lass 

Women nevertheless signalled to Donovan that there were 
Ql:'q 

rnatica11y different ways of experiencing life than her 
=>'wn. 

In this sense, both women possessed what Peter Berger 
:a.1..1. 8 the social scientist's "lack of respectability" that 
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questioning a middle class view of the worla. 34 

they defied their own cultural system by stepping 
0Utsid 

e Prescribed female roles. They then challenged 
Othe 

r cultural t b . . . sys ems y stepping inside to analyze them--
not just f 

or the world, but for themselves. 

Ruth B d' ene ict and Frances Donovan shared other corrunon 
ground. 

Don ovan, 
Benedict's major work, · Patterns of Culture, and 

s three studies are primarily concerned with the 
C!llesti 

on Of social deviance. Both women entered the social 
Sc· 

lences at a time when the culture-versus-nature contro-
\.'er 

sy still raged. "Looking out" and "in" to recognize 
d' 
lfferent " . Patterns" of culture, Ruth Benedict determined 

that 
deviance was relative to cultural norms. Frances 

Don ovan . , similarly looked out of her middle class world and 
in her 

case, into that of waitresses and saleswomen. Here 
She 

saw the potential freedom of women's new work roles 
<Prev · 

lously deemed unrespectable), and also sensed the 
.tep 

ressiveness · f ·t th t ld h of a bourgeois con ormi y a cou ave 
forced 

Vibrant women like herself into the teaching profes-
Sion. 

In School Ma ' am, deviance ironically characterized 
the 

Ultimately conforming teacher, grown neurotic and 

Unlikable 
through cultural restraints. 

In sum, Donovan and Benedict projected "their own self
i111<:l 

ges onto their fieldwork. 1135 In attempting to define 

Other CUl . . ' l B tures, they worked toward self-definition a so. Y 
e>cp . 

eriencing alternative life-styles, Donovan could feel 
canf· 

lrmed in her belief that there was more to life than 
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What existed i'n a high school classroom. Benedict in a sim-
ilar 

way analyzed deviance in other cultures and thus better 

underst0od her own sense f · o ma!ginality. Ironically, 

a1th0ugh Benedi'ct is the famed anthropologist, it is Donovan 

Who actually went out amongst her "natives." In this sense, 

Benedict was content to deal with other worlds vicariously- 

so much so that her classic study of Japanese character, 
'l'h 
~ ~word and t he Chr y san themum (19 ) , was done without 
go· 3 

lng to Japan. 6 In the case of Bened ict, it was not so 

imp 
ortant that she experienced these worlds first-hand. It 

Was 0 nly essential that she divined the possiblities of other 

Ways of l'f l. e. 

* * * * * * 

For women, a rejection of status quo culture historically 

has taken many forms. The period into which Frances Donovan 

and Ruth k d b k · d f · l Benedict were born was mare ya in o socia 

analysis that preceded the formal growth to academic power 

Of th e social sciences. Before the advent of professional 

sociologists and anthropologists, social reformers had been 

a major source of cultural analysis. And late nineteenth 

Century women, oftentimes exploiting the victorian premises 

Of their "public pedestal of specialness, 11 37 played a major 

role as protesters and gadflies , decrying poverty, prostitu-

tion and general social injustices. Fulfilling what they 

saw as th . . . d t. eir civic u 1.es, they (at times inadvertently) 

re· Jected female roles that limited their activities to the 
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domestic sphere. A main thrust of their efforts was exposing 

the w t 
re ched working conditions of women and children. 

Dozens of studies produced under the auspices of, for 

instance, The Consumer League, The Women ' s Bureau, and the 

Russell Sage Foundation document what was really the first 

fie1a k . . 38 
Wor done in America. Women went into pickle factor-

ies 
'machine shops, laundries, and cotton mills to investi-

gate the conditions of the workplace. In the course of 

th
ese investigations women stepped into worlds they had 

never known before. 

Christopher Lasch in The New Radicalism Tn America has 

Crea· 
ited this interest in the working class poor to "exper-

iential deprivation"--a bourgeois intellectual yearning for 

a more vital and passionate engagement with life, compen

sating for an increasingly stale and vapid middle class one. 

This passion was romantically sumbolized by the working class. 

However, Lasch's contention that Jane Addams' reform efforts 

Were largely a response to an "instinctual revulsion of a 

lifetime of whist, 1139 has been criticized finally as reduc

tionist. To explain Addams' social conscience and political 

activism only in terms of personal motive results in detrac-
t· 

ing from her serious commitment and accomplishments. Such 

is th e risk that always is run when assigning private motive 

to Public accounts. Perhaps because of how separate the 

Public and private areas of life have been kept, mixing them 

is Often taken as a pejorative. However, considering how 

one nineteenth century muckraking woman was affected by her 



journey into 
another culture does not dismiss the best 

intent · ions or outcome of her work. To see the personal 
affect of 

research meant to enlighten or reform is not meant 
to d .. 

lm1.nish that "public" intention. To the contrary , as 
v.tith 

Prances Donovan and Ruth Benedict, such an examination 
Inay . 

1.n face enrich it. For instance, looking at another 
v.toman, . 

s investigation of a pickle factory at the turn of 
the 

century, provides a further historical context for 
Don 

ovan •s and Benedict's studies of other social worlds--
ana 

a further evidence for this chapter ' s thesis: that 
social . 

investigation can be studied fruitfully from the 
Perspe t· 

c ive of the observer as well as the observed. 

~ · Woman Who Toils (1903) by Mrs. John Van Vorst and 
blarie 

Van Vorst is an excellent example of the transforma-
t· 

lVe nature of one kind of fieldwork experience . 40 Its 
auth 

ors were not formal social scientists. But as female 
Prea 

ecessors to Benedict and Donovan , the Van Vorsts had 
as a . 

mission a better world, in this case better working 
Cona· 

ltions. In the process of entering another culture 
Of · 

1.ndustrial work, they too reveal their personal involve-
ment. 

Admittedly , most of these studies of which The Woman 

!'.Qio To 1.· ls · b · f · t -- ---.::..:::. is one, are products of surveys and rie on-si e 
inspect· lons that subsequently reveal little about the 
l:'ese 

archer. But there are a few exceptions in which the 
w.r. 

lter tells a tale of disguised participant observation, or 

at least uses the first person to describe the effect this 

investigation has had on her. · The Woman Who Toils: · Being 
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the E . 
~ -2.{Periences of Two Gentlewomen as Factory Girls is 

Written by two sisters-in-law who claim from the outset 

th
ey were radicalized by first hand knowledge of "this 

unknown class . whose oppression we deplore .... " Early on 

they d escribe in retrospect their initial naivete and 

delud ed notions of a natural law of poverty. However, after 

Shedding their middle class identity (which to their shock 

can be done simply by changing clothes,) they are able to 

" Pas s " as members of a drastically different culture. In 

24J 

What is a poignant revelation of class differences in an allegedl 

ega1· itarian society, one sister records the items and 

est· imated cost of the fine apparel she takes off, and the 

humble "costume" of a working girl she dons for her "disguise": 

The clothes r laid aside on December 18, 1901 were 
as follows: 

Bat 
Sealskin coat 
Black cloth dress 
Silk underskirt 
Kid gloves 
Underwear 

The clothes r put on were as follows: 

Small felt hat 
Woolen gloves 
Flannel shirt-waist 
Gray serge coat 
Black skirt 
Underwear 
Tippet 

$ 40 
200 
150 

25 
2 

30 
$ 447.00 

$ • 25 
.25 

1. 95 
3.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1'. 00 

$ 9.45 

Both sisters voice their dismay that a change in role and 

identity can be so easily accomplished with mere apparel: 



"In 
the Parisian clothes I am accustomed to wear I present 

th
e familiar outline of any woman of the world. With the 

aid 
o f coarse woolen garments · ... I am transformed into 

a working g irl of the ordinary t ype . 1141 On a bitter cold 

morning in a Pittsburgh train station, Marie Van Vorst 

exp e rienced a new and oppressive non-identity: "I_ get no 

farthe r than the depot when I observe that I am being treated 

as though l were ignorant and lacking experience. . I had 

dives t ed myself of a certain authority along with my good 

Clot hes. II 42 
Mrs. John Van Vorst is also aware that her 

World of social reference has altered drastically: 

No sooner had I taken my place in my plain 
attire than my former personality slipped from me 
as absolutely as did the garments I had discarded. 
I was Bell Ballard. People from whose contact I 
h a d h itherto p ulled my skirts away became my 
companions as I took my place shoulder to s houl der 
with the crowd of breadwinners. 43 

The Van Vorsts' shock of transformation resulted from a 

disgu· · d'd F D ' i sed p a rticipant-observation, as i ranees onovan s 

Years later. Her account resembles the Van Vorsts' in her 

Pre o c cupa tion with the differences wrought by a mere change 

Of Cloth ' ing. As Donovan slips into her waitress uniform, 

She i s a ware tha t she is e ntering another world: "Ther e was 

something t e rri fying a bout the i dea of life so totally ne w, 

so a b s olute l y out side the rea lm of my exper i e nce . But I ha d 

maae t hi s bargain wi t h rnyself. 1144 In her new life a s wai tress 

a nd s ale swoma n she ne ver overcame the fact that s h e wa s 

i dentified so easily with the un i f orm she wore; "I had been 
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Chag · 
~ined at the success of my 

at a11. 
disguise which was no di~guise 

I had merely put on an apron and said that I was a 
w . 
aitress and immediately everyone accepted me as one." 

Donovan's and the Van Vorst's realization that they 
Were 

suddenly perceived as something they were not, recalls 

one f 0 the most famous and literal transformations in non-

fiction literature, John Howard Griffin's Black Like Me 

(1960). 
Interested in race issues even before the first 

freedom rides, Griffin decided to masquerade as a Black 

southerner to experience white prejudice first hand. With 
h' 
ls shaven head and pigment darkened from skin treatments, 

he recalls as he looked into the mirror that "the transforma

tion Was total and shocking. 1145 I was imprisoned in the 

flesh of an utter 

1 
felt no kinship 

stranger, an unsympathetic one with whom 

I learned within a very few hours 

th
at no one was judging me by my qualities as a human indi

v· 
ldua1 and everyone was judging me by my pigment. As soon 

as Wh' . ite men or women saw me, they automatically assumed I 

Possessed a whole set of false characteristics. 11 46 

This startling immersion is not merely reserved for the 

Participant observer who attempts to pass as a member of -the 

group being studied. Griffin's and Donovan's cases are 

merely exaggerated instances of the immersion process that 

all participant-observers undergo. In her edited collection 

of retrospectives on fieldwork, · Women rn· the Field, Peggy 

Golde describes this immersion as "a giving over of oneself 

to a differently organized reality, that leads the women here 



to attribute to this experience pervasive and compelling 

consequence. 1147 

For the Van Vorsts and John Howard Griffin, disguised 

Participant-observation led to a bitter revelation of what 

it Was like to be a member of an underclass. For Donovan 

the "p • 11' II ervasive and compe ing consequences were that she, 

by her own admission, was never to be the same protected 

middle class female again, nor could she disregard the 

complex issues of women's work. Early in her waitress 

account she described herself swooning with the shock of 

entering a world she had never known before, a world of 

crude language, blatant sexual tension, and dangerously 

i ndependent women. Despite the brevity of her stint as a 
w . 
altress, she nevertheless believed that she had changed 

Profoundly. Living life so "intensely," she implies that 

She could never be content with a mere school teacher role 

a nd existence again. Now that she had seen so much, nothing 

could be shocking or outside the realm of possibility: After 

1: had completed my career as a waitress," she said, "I found 

much that was new but nothing that could not be interpreted 

in te . 11 48 rms of [my] experience .... 

It is finally worth noting that Frances Donovan was an 

English teacher. She loved to write fiction and obviously 

enjoyed passing into other worlds of literature. This raises 

another important issue about the early participant-observa

tion in the soci al scie nces. Literar y c onne ctions abound. 

For instance, an anonymous work, Four Ye·ars In the Underbrush 
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Published in 1916, documents the experience of one research

er Who went into New York City as an author to flesh out 

th
e main character, "Polly Preston" for her newest piece 

Of fiction. Planning to experience the life of a working 

girl for only a short period, she stayed four years, "hold

ing over twenty-five positions in "the underbrush " of the 

Underclass of unskilled working women. Living out the life 

of What was supposed to be that of her main character , she 

describes herself as appalled and consequently radicalized 

by the di?graceful conditions she witnessed. Her language 

is that of a Marxist revolutionary, filled with self-disgust 

at being part of a class of "human cooties " living in "idle 

luxury" while industrialization robbed workers of their 

humanity. 

The important point here is that the author's curiosity 

about life--a belief in the manifold possibilities and 

Va ' . 
rieties of experience--led her from the world of the 

abstract imagination into the world of concrete experience . 

The creative instinct nourished through entertaining differ

ent "patterns " of unfamiliar experience, motivated the 

anonymous author to experience working class life for herself. 

Despite the oppressiveness and outrage of work in a restaur

ant or pickle factory, there is also the excitement and 

Validation of living life intensely , instead of once removed 

as a writer of fiction might feel--or a school teacher . As 

a social investigator, one could become one ' s own character. 
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As noted in this inquiry, connections between litera

ture 
and the social sciences existed early in the century. 

Robert E. Park commented in 1915 that the French novelist 

E~iLe Zola had so far provided the best description of city 

life.49 
Both w. r. Thomas and Park, as I have said, had 

backgrounds in literature. (Thomas had even held a teaching 

Position in Literature at Oberlin College.) Donovan wrote 

Short stories while she did her sociology, and many sociol

ogy graduate students moved in literary circles, on the 

fringe of the Chicago Bohemian world.so In some ways, the 

effort to establish a connection between the artist and 

the social scientist would have been an anathema in the 

1920's to both anthropologists and sociologists. Struggling 

to acq · · · d · t · l " th · · t d th · uire "scientific ere ien 1a s, ey 1ns1s e on eir 

role as "objective" investigators who stood outside their 

material and "self". Whereas in literature an author was at 

the center of his/her material, a social scientist was in 

some ways perceived only as a "contaminant" of his/her work 51-

so much so, that according to one sociologist, "any reflec

tion on one's involvement became an embarrassment. 1152 

However, the sociologist David Reisman has commented that 

"a good many social scientists are novelists mangues, just as 

good novelists [are] wedded to a documentary supposed real-

ism."53 William F. Whyte, whose· Streetco·rner Society ( 1943) 

is a classic in the Chicago participant-observation tradi

tion, describes in a 1955 appendix the literary impulses that 

originally led him to sociology: 
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My plays and stories were all fictionalized 
accounts of events and situations I had experienced 
or observed myself. When I attempted to go beyond 
my experience and tackle a novel on a political 
theme, the result was a complete bust .... It 
was when I reflected upon my experience that I 
became uneasy and dissatisfied. My home life had 
been very happy and intellectually stimulating- 
but without adventure. I had never had to strug
gle over anything. I knew lots of nice people, but 
almost all of them came from good, solid middle 
class backgrounds like my own. In college, of 
course, I was associating with middle-class stu
dents and middle-class professors. I knew nothing 
about life in the factories, fields, or mines-
except what I had gotten out of books. So I came 
to feel that I was a pretty dull fellow. At times 
this sense of dulness became so oppressive that I 
simply could not think of any stories to write . I 
began to feel that, if I were really going to 
write anything worthwhile, I would somehow have 
to get beyond the narrow social borders of my 
existence up to that time. 5+ 

Yearning for different experiences for one's fiction 

seems closely tied to a social scientist ' s general critical 
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distance from his culture--the distance, or '' stranger status " 

derived from general discontentments that compel him/her 

to seek new experiences and other social worlds. In anthro

pology as well as sociology there were those with a " literary" 

temperament. Ruth Benedict swapped poetry with Edward 

Sapir. Alfred Kroeber loved creative writing as did Margaret 

Mead (who initially considered a career as a poet until she 

discovered her mediocre talent in undergraduate school)· 

Ironically, it is finally a piece of fiction that is 

still considered one of the best "real" descriptions of a 

fieldworker ' s personal experience: Laura Bohannan ' s Return 

To Laughter: An Anthropological Nov·e1 (1954). Bohannon 

felt compelled to use the pseudonym Elenore Bowen Smith in 



order to reveal the stresses and tensions that she had to 

keep separate from her final anthropological reporting. 

Paradoxically, in fiction she feels released to tell the 

truth: 

Here I have written simply as a human 
being, and the truth I have tried to tell concerns 
the sea change in oneself that comes from immersion 
in another and savage society.55 

Whereas Bronislaw Malinowski kept his thoughts in diary 

form, Bohannon felt compelled to choose the art form of "an 

anthropological novel," as the only means of integrating her 

private (and less than detached) feelings, and her public 

account c:f- the fieldwork experience . By creating fieldwork 

"scenes," she made the complexi.t i<5and frustrations of commun

ication with natives and the self-doubt of her enterprise 

rich and thoroughly understandable, instead of secret and 

neurotic and a "shame" to the anthropological community. 

Whether the social scientist chooses a diary fo~m, 

anthropological novel, or an '' impressionistic " study, there 
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is evidence that participant-observation causes a"sea-change ." 

If a "stranger status" leads the ethnographer into the field , 

the field work experience only enhances further the ethno

grapher's estrangement from his/her own mi ddle class culture: 

"Like people in some societies after a rite of passage , the 

ethnologist has a new self after his field experience . 1156 

This new self in Frances Donovan's case was one of pride and 

independence. By immersing herself in other working women ' s 

cultures, she discovered that her own identity lay far outside 



the classroom. Surely The School Ma'am (1939) was only 

written through her confirmed stranger status acquired 

years before in a restaurant (1917) and a department 

store (1927). Donovan, like Ruth Benedict and many of her 

Chicago School colleagues transformed herself into "a 

stranger who can never go home,i.e., never find a point of 

rest in society. If [she] has any home it is in the anthro

pological community which emerges as a kind of half-way 

station betwee n cultures. . One might conceive of the 

anthropological community as a place where strangers meet. 1157 

As a stranger among strangers in the sociological 

community at Chicago, Frances Donovan used her special status 

to make discoveries about other women and herself. Her life 

and work are therefore a unique reminder of an exciting 

period in the social sciences. Believing in their new 

explanatory power, the Chicago sociologists inspired Frances 

Donovan to believe in her own. 
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